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A CRITICAL niTRODUCTIOlT TO THE BOOK OP ISAIAH
PART I
IITTRODUCTIOIT TO TEE PROBLEM
The Book of Isaiah as we know it in our English Bible,
stands at the head of the prophetical hooks. It is one of a
group which we have come to call the "Major Prophets." This is,
however, not the classification which is used in the Hehrew
Bihle. There it is among what is called the "Later prophets,"
a division which included Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the
'Twelve'. But here, as in our English Bihle, the Book of
Isaiah stands at the head of the list. There is a tradition
among the rahhis to the effect that Isaiah should stand third
in the list, rather than first. This may have heen due to the
feeling on the part of some of them that the Book of Jeremiah
really continued the Book of Kings. The later date of Isaiah
40-66 may also partly account for the helief on the part of
some that it should follow Jeremiah. But, "be that as it may,
in most manuscripts the Book of Isaiah stands first in the list
of the "Later Prophets." To most people this is as it should
he for "Isaiah is the most majestic of all the prophets."-^ It
is from him that the hook gets its name.
1. Elmer A. Leslie: Old Testament Religion in the Light
of its Canaanite Background (ITew York: The Ahin,'Tdon press ,1936)
p. TM

2The Book of Isaiah, as it stands in our Bihles today, is a
compilation. It does contain the prophecies of Isaiah, the son
of Amoz, hut it also contains much material which did not come
from him. No one Imows definitely just when the hook came to
have its present form. The earliest allusions to material now
contained in the Book of Isaiah are found in 2 Chronicles.
Chapters 35-29 of Isaiah are referred to in 2 Chronicles 32.32
as the work of the prophet Isaiah, hut not as a Book of Isaiah.
They are referred to as heing contained in the Book of the
Kings of Judah and Israel. Again in 2 Chronicles 36.22f. there
is an allusion to the prophecy contained in Isaiah 44.28. But
there it is spoken of as "The word of the Lord "by the mouth of
Jeremiah." From these it is seen that "by the time of the
Chronicler
,
that is ahout 300 B. C. , neither chapters 36-39
nor 40-66 had heen included in one great hook of Isaiah.
The first reference we have to the hook that v/ould sug-
gest that it had essentially the form it has todaj^Jis that found
in the apooraphyl hook of Eoclesiasticus. In chapter 48.24,25
of that hook, the author, Jesus hen Sirach, refers to Isaiah
as follows:
He saw hy an excellent spirit what should come to pass
at the last;
And he comforted them that mourned in Sion,
He shewed the things that should be to the end of time.
And the hidden things or ever they came.
Here the references are
,
in part at le^st, as follows: line 1,
to Isaiah 11.2; line 2, to Isaiah 40.1 and 61.2,3; and line 3,
to Isaiah 41.22 and 42.9. From this it is seen that hy the
I
3time tliat this iDOok vm.s vjritten, a"bout 180 B. C. , the Boole of
Isaiah included suhstantially what it does today. As to the
date when the hook came to have the form it has today, Gheyne
suggests that it was prohahly hetween 432 and 180 B. C. with
p
the dates 250-220 B. C. as more nearly exact. Some would set
the date much later yet, "but there is no good reason for a
later date for the completion of the hook than 180 B. G.
For a long time the Book of Isaiah was accepted as it
stands as heing the work of Isaiah, the son of Araoz. The first
douhts as to the unity of the Book were expressed hy Ihn Ezra,
a Jewish scholar in Spain in the twelfth century, ilo one
seemed to take notice of these douhts. The next expression of
douht came from John Calvin in the sixteenth century. In his
writings he expressed the helief that at least chapter 55 came
from the time of the captivity in Bahylon. In 1780 J. B. Koppe
in the German edition of Lowth' s Gommentary asserted his helief
that not all of the Book of Isaiah was from Isaiah, the son of
Amoz. Other scholars agreed with him. One of them, Doderlein,
helieved it to he ohvious that chapters 40ff. \7ere from an anon-
ymous prophet of the Exile.
In the last century criticism hecame much more definite.
2. See T. Z. Gheyne: Introduction to the Book of Isaiah (London:
Adam and Gharles Black, 1895)
,
ppxxix and xi'xiii
3. See Gr. A, Smith: Article on "Isaiah" in A Dictionary
of the Bihle edited hy James Hastings: (Eew York: Charles Tiorih-
ner's Sons, 1898), p. 487

Men like Delitzsoh, Dillmann, Xittel, ChejTne, Smith, Slrinner,
and Wade entered into the critical study of t?ie "book and gave
to the public the results of their study. From such work it
has heen very definitely established that very much of the ma-
terial contained in the Book of Isaiah, as we know it, did not
come from Isaiah, the son of Amoz. Large sections, such as chap-
ters 24-27; 36-39; and 40 -oo^are seen to he from different
Sh ^ TD
authof/v^and a different time from that in which Isaiah lived.
To these sections will also he added other smaller sections,
which will he noted as we come to them in the detailed study of
the hook.
One who has not entered into the study of this problem
might wonder v/hat basis was used for denying these various pas-
sages to Isaiah, the son of Amoz. This basis is fourfold. There
is first of all the historical background. Certain passages
background
reflect a different historically from that of other passages.
Just "as we determine the date of the true prophecies of Isaiah
by the historical situation reflected in the prophecy, so we
can tell that certain other prophecies did not come from him
because the historical conditions reflected are not those of
Isaiah's time. Y/hen v/e read the book carefully and thought-
fully we see that the background of most of chapters 1-35 is
that of the eighth century B, C, while chapters 40-66 presup-
pose the captivity of the Jews and the last years of the Baby-
lonian empire. But these are situations which are about 200
years apart. Therefore, the only conclusion is that Isaiah
(
5the son of Amoz, did not write the second part, nor was he even
connected v;ith it. The second hasis upon which this criticism
has "been made is that of the ideas expressed. Again, a careful
and thoughtful reading of the hook v/ill reveal a difference in
this respect. For example, there is a ivide difference in the
idea of the relation of Jahweh and other gods. Isaiah, himself,
does not deny the existence of other gods. He merely despises
them and exalts Jahweh. Of course he thinks of Jahweh as be-
ing supreme, and as using other nations, hut there is no clear-
out monotheism in his prophecies. On the other hand, in chap-
ters 40-66 the very existence of other gods is denied. There
we have a thorough -going and unmista];^hle monotheism. This
again, suggests a different author. The other two hases are
less easily seen in our English versions than in the original,
hut are yet discernible if one looks closely. They are the
style and language of the sections. In relation to this Cheyne
suggests a number of differences. 1. In the true Isaiah we
see: a. a severely restrained religious statesman, b. one who
stands between God and man, c. one who is equal if not super-
ior to the king, d. a speaker but not an orator, and e, one
whose word is "like a hammer that breaketh the rock in pieces,"
(Jeremiah 23.29) sternly declaring the impending judgment and
calling to repentance. 2. In the witer of Deutero -Isaiah we
see: a. one who hears angel voices, b, one who sometimes
speaks as in a prophetic ecstasy, c. one who speaks as an elder
brother, d. one whose work is often incomplete due to strong

6feeling and imagination, and e. one who is more a great preach-
er than a great teacher.^ These differences will he given in
more detail when we come to the study of these respective sec-
tions.
m the face of this, the question might naturally aris©,
"How did all these various elements come to he in one hoofe?'*
or "If Isaiah did not actually write all that is contained in
the present Book of Isaiah, how does it all happen to he under
his name?" These are valid questions and a word might v;ell he
said concerning them. Of course no one Imov/s definitely how
the hook came to have the form it has nov;. However, there have
been some reasonable explanations offered. One explanation is
based on an analogy with the book of Jeremiah. Since the Book
of Jeremiah ends with an extract from the book of Kings we have
the suggestion that the extract from the book of Kings found in
Isaiah 36-39 was originally the end of the book ascribed in
Isaiah 1.1 to Isaiah, the son of xtmoz. This would mean that
6
Chapters 1-29 and 40-63 v/ere originally separate books. .-in-
other explanation is that it may have been due to the position
of the books of prophecy in the Talmud. There the order was
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Isaiah. Deutero- and Trito-Isaiah may
have been too large to be classed with the Llinor Prophets, and
4. Uheyne: op- . cit . pp. 248,249
5. See Gr. B, Gray: A Critical Introduction to the Old
Testament (iTew York: Charles Scrihner's Sons, 1913T pp. 181,
T^2T

l_
therefore have heen placed after Isaiah 1-39. If such were the
case, then the reference to catastrophe in Isaiah 36.6,7 v/ould
much
have made it veryy^ easier to join these ohapters to the original
Book of Isaiah, Still other sug^jestions are that the real
work of Isaiah was too short to he set heside that of Jeremiah
and EzeKiel, and -jet the dignified position of Isaiah, himself,
would have made it inconsistent to class him with the Ilinor
Prophets, Added to this is the fact that anonjnnous prophecies
were more sure of preservation if they were inserted in the
7
work of the famous prophetic writers. These, of course, are
only suggestions, hut they do give us some idea of how the
Book may have come to have its present form.
This gives us some idea as to the prohlem which we are
now facing in this study. In view of all that has heen said
our prohlem is tiireefold. It is, first of all, to single out
and date the sections of the ^present hook which are from Isaiah
the son of Amoz. Second, it is to examine the other parts of
the hook with a view to determining the unity of the various
sections and to identify them as to date and historical situa-
tions reflected. The third part of our prohlem is to interpret
briefly the teaching of the various sections. In attempting to
do this we shall deal with the material as follows: part II,
6. (t. H. Box: The Bo ok of Isaiah
, (l:ew York: The Tac-
millan Company, 1909), pp. o,o
7. Gheyne: ojg_^
. cit . p. xvii

8will deal with the material that actually comes from Isaiah,
the son of Amoz. Part III will consider the parts of chapters
1—39 that are un-Isaianic. Part IV will he given to a treatment
of Deutero -Isaiah, and Part 7 v/ill deal with Trito -Isaiah.

PART II
PROPHECIES OF ISAIAH, SOF OF ALIOZ
CHAPTER I
MTRODUCTIOF
V/e saw in part I that not all of the material found in
the Book of Isaiah came from Isaiah, t?ie son of Amoz. In this
part we are to deal with those prophecies which do come from
him. They are contained in the first thirty nine chapters of
the hook. But here again, not all of the material included
within these chapters comes from the Prophet Isaiah. Those
sections ,which scholars are agreed in assigning to some one
other than Isaiah, himself, will he noted as we go along, and
then will he considered in part III, The rest of the prophe-
cies will he considered in the various chapters of this Part,
In order that we may hetter determine which sections do
come from the Prophet Isaiah, we need to Imow something ahout
the hackground from which they came, V/e can determine this
quite accurately from the outside sources, for we Imow the
dates of most of Isaiah's prophetic activity, v/e Imow that he
received his call to the prophetic office in 740 3. G. , the
year that King Uzziah died, and that he continued to he active
at least to the time of Sennacher ih ' s invasion in 701 B. C.
Therefore, from Assyrian sources, as v^ell as the Bihlical
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sources, we can get a picture of the world events which we
should naturally expect to he reflected in Isaiah's prophecies.
Therefore, also, those sections which definitely reflect a dif-
ferent hackground from this, v/e are justified in referring to
someone other than Isaiah. With this in mind v/e shall now note
the political hackgr ound.
Tiglath Pileser was Icing of Assyria from 745-727 B.
C. In the first few years of his reign he was >ept "busy in the
eastern part of his empire. In 738 B. C. he came west and in
that year llenahem of Samaria paid trihute to him. But at this
tiaie dynastic changes were swift, and often a new dynasty at-
tempted to throw off the Assyrian yoke. Thus in 735 E. C.
Heaon, or sometimes written Hezin, of Damascus, and Pelrah made
an attempt to revive the alliance of the powers which a century
earlier had so effectively resisted Shalmaneser. In 734-732
B. C. tiglath Pileser again came west. This time Damascus fell
and hoth Damascus and Northern Israel were organised as prov-
inces of Ass^Tia. In 727 B. C. Tiglath Pileser died and was
succeeded hy Shalmaneser V. This change in rulers was followed
as usual, hy revolts throughout the empire. The western prov-
inces again revolted and Shalmaneser ,carae west in 724 E. C. and
hesieged Samaria. In 722 B. C. the city fell. Ahout the same
time Shalmaneser died and was succeeded hy Sargon, one of the
greatest Icings the Ass^nrians ever produced. Up to tliis time
Judah seems to have heen pr o-Assj^ ian. In 711 B. C.
,
however,
a new revolt "brolce out, and this time, Hezekiah, then king of
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Judah, seems to have joined with those revolting. Sargon immed-
iately sent an expedition against Ashdod, where tlie revolt cen-
tered^ and the city fell the same year. V/hether Judah actually
joined in the revolt or was merely sympathetic with trie revolt,
is not clear. At least no serious calamity came to her at this
time. Then in 705 B. C. Satgon died and was succeeded lij Sen-
nacherib. Again there was a general revolt in the west. 3en-
nacherih made an expedition to the west in which he reduced
everything "before him, Hezelriah was shut up in Jerusalem and
escaped only "by paying a heavy trihute. Host of the revolts
were instigated "by Egypt, who was a traditional ememy of Assyr-
ia, and who promised to help those who revolted, hut v;ho was
never ahle to render any appreciable assistance, ouch was the
political haclcground of the time of Isaiah.
The social and religious haclrground was no more inspir-
ing than was the political. During the reign of Uzziah, Judah
had prospered greatly, especialljr in a mater iai: .way. There
came to "be great wealth in the country. But, for the moet part,
the wealth was confined to a small class. The great majority
of the people were in poverty, and some of them were even in
slavery. Such a condition could only result in social and
moral deterioration. The religious conditions were not such
that they helped the general situation very much. The Jahweh
cult was not pure. It was mixed with other cults. Jahweh was
worshipped with the rites of the old Ganaanite Baals. The
traditional faith was pure in only a very few places. In the
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south and east the old faith was more pure than in the other
parts ox the country. The conditions in northern Israel were
even worse than those in Judah.-^ It is against this hackground
that we are to interpret the prophecies of Isaiah.
A glimpse at the man, Isaiah, will also help us to un-
derstand his v/ork. V/e Imow nothing of the early life of the
prophet. 7/e do Imow that he received his call to the prophetic
office in 740 B. C. , the year that Sing Uzziah died. He con-
tinued his active work for a period of ahout forty years. He
had a great faith in GrOd. He thought of Eim as majestic and
holy.
•'This conception of the majesty and holiness of Jehovah
was determinative for the wholi* ministry of Isaiah. . . .
To him the one a^reat fact of the universe was the sover-
eignty of God."^
He was also a great statesman. He seetied to have a keenness
of vision that no one else in his day possessed. He not only
saw to the root of the evils of his day; he also saw very
definitely the consequences attendant upon those evils. He
was more influential at the court than any of the other great
prophets. This m.ay have heen "because he helonged to the upper
class, for it seems very x-^^^ohahle that he v/as horn of royal
hlood. Evidence for this is the fact that, as Duhm says, "he
1. -''or a full discussion of this see \i, 0. E. Oesterley
and T. H. Hohinson: An Introduction to the Books of the Old
Testament ( ITew York: The I.Iacmillan Company, 1934:), pp. 233 -5
2. Alhert C. 2hudson: The Beacon Lights of Irophecy
(Fev/ York: The I.Iethodist Book Concern, 1914), p. 128
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associates with the house of David as on an equal footing, and
knows that Zing Ahaz Imows his small son. Shear Jashuh, h^?-
name." Host scholars will agree v/ith Greorge Adam Smith when
he says that Isaiah's life ''is not only one of the greatest,
hut also one of the most finished and intelligihle lives in
history."- It is no wonder that such a man made such an im-
pression, not only upon his contemporaries, hut also upon the
generations which have followed from that time to this.
3. Bernhard Duhm: Israels Prophet en (Tubingen: Verlag
von J. C. B. Llohr (Paul Sieheck) 1916)
,
p. 145
4. Q-eorge Adam Smith: The Book of Isaiah Vol. I Re-
vised edition (London: Eodder and £. to ughton, 1927) p. 2rvi

CHAPTER II
PROPHECIES COIICERiaiTS JUDAH AND JERUSALEM
CHAPTERS 1-12
Chapters 1-12 deal almost entirely \Nith. Judah and Jeru-
salem, as the superscription in in chapter 1.1 states. There
that
a few minor por tioBSy^are not so closely related to these places,
as we shall see, but they are not a large part of the section.
These prophecies may at one time have formed a separate hook,
though even they seem to he a compilation of several other col-
lections. Host of this material falls in the early part of
Isaiah's career. It deals very largely, though not entirely
with events and conditions during and previous to the Syro-
Ephr ^imitic war .
^
I. THE G-REAT ARHAirjin^IEITT
Chapter 1
This chapter does not owe its position to its date. In
fact, many scholars "believe that the chapter cannot he thought
of as a unity, and therefore, that it must have more than one
date. That is, tliey helieve that parts of it come from differ-
ent periods in the ministry of Isaiah. The chapter owes its
place prohahly to its character. It forms a very worthy intro-
duction to the projjhecies of Isaiah. The leading ideas of the
chapter, the hreach hetween Jehovab and Israel, the futility of
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mere ritual as a form of worship, the call to national repent-
ance, and the certainty of sv/eeping judgment ahout to come, are
ideas that underlie all of Isaiah's teaching. George Adam
Smith says that this chapter is "a clear, complete statement
of the points which were at issue "between the Lord and His ovm
all the time Isaiah v/as the Lord's prophet."
The superscription, verse 1, is pro"bahly intended to he
the headine; for this entire group of prophecies. The follow-
ing considerations suggest this. The content of Chapters 1-12
fit this title for they deal with Judah and Jerusalem. But
the phrase "concerning '-Judah and Jerusalem" is unsuitahle for
many of the later prophecies, as we shall see tLater , for some
deal with other nations. Then, too, the note of time covers
much more time than chapter one alone covers. The fact that
the note of time covers the reign of Hezekiah might lead some
to feel that this verse is meant to he tiie superscription for
all of chapters 1-39. This, however is not very prohable,
though it might serve as an argument for the later date for
this chapter.
It is difficult to set a date for the chapter. It was
evidently written during some invasion. There were two inva-
sions which might offer the setting for this chapter. One was
1. The Book of Isaiah 7ol. I Revised edition (London;
Hodder and Btoughton, 1927), 'p. 4
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the Syro-Ephrdtraitic invasion in 735 B. C. and the other v/as
the invasion of Sennacherih in 701 B. G. I.IcFadyen seems to
2
favor the later date, and "bases his conclusion on verse 7.
But Skinner seems to present a "better argument for the earlier
date. He says that there is no clear evidence that the histor-
ical allusions in verses 7-9 might not apply to the invasion
of 735 as well as to that of 701. In addition to this is the
fact that such a fresh and pov/erful presentation of prophetic
ideas, as is found in this chapter .points to the heginning rath-
er than to the close of Isaiah's career. Then there is the
difficulty of reading the whole chapter in the light of the
invasion of Sennacher ih. The idolatrous v/orvShip which is de-
nounced is "better understood in the reign of Ahaz than in that
of Hezelciah. vThen we add to this the fact that the whole tone
and teaching of the chapter reserahle very closely the earlier
prophecies we have a very strong case in favor of the earlier
date.^
This chapter is in the form of a trial. God is "both
the plaintiff and the Judge. He "brings the complaint in the
"beginning and delivers the sentence in the end. The people of
Judah are the defendants. They are charged with a ""brutish,
ingrate stupidity, hreaking ou± into rehellion."^ The prophet
2. "J. E. LIcI'adyen: Introduction to the Old Testament^
(Hew Yorls: Geo. E. Doran Company, 1906), p. 131
3- John Slrinner: Isaiah ChaToters I-XICKIX. The Cam-
"bridge Bi"ble, (Gam"bridge: Gamhridge University press, 1896) p. 3
4. Gr, A. f^mith: ori- . cit. p. 4
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himself is the witness and his evidence on the guilt of his
people consists in picturing the misery that has come upon his
people, vv. 4-9, together with the civic and social evils
which are the sins of the upper classes, vv. 10,17,21-23. The
people's plea of lahorious worship and multiplied sacrifices as
their defence is repelled and exposed, vv. 10-17. The trial
is then closed hy jod's offer of pardon to the people v/ho were
so completely convicted, v. 18. Then in vv. 19-20 the prophet
announces repentance and righteousness as the conditions upon
which happiness v/ill depend. The chapter closes with an oracle
which announces a time of affliction through which the nation
is to pass. This will act like a furnace, consuming the sin-
ners and rehels. But Zion and a remnant of the people will
5he redeemed hy Grod.
This chapter suggests that (Jod uses otlier political
powers to punish Sis people. This gives us the idea of God
as supreme. It also reveals Grod as a reasoning Qod. The pop-
ular view was that religion consisted of many sacrifices and
an elahorate ritual. Isaiah here refutes this and shows relig-
ion to he a rational thing. There is nothing magical ahout it.
The first article of religion, according to Isaiah, is that
Grod reasons with man. That is prohahly the greatest teaching
of t?^e chapter.
5. See A, Smith: op-
'
. cit . pp. 4,5
r
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II. THE THREE JERUSALELS"
Chapters 2-4
These chapters were prohahly at one time one of the
minor collections of the prophecies of Isaiah. It may origin-
ally have formed a separate "boot. The possihility of this is
suggested hy the superscription in 2.1. Since the full desig-
nation of the prophet is given hut without any designation as
to the time, it seems prohahlje that this section was originally
an independent hook. The unity and completeness of the section
also suggest this. The date of these chapters is xjrohahly
early. G. A. Smith and Slrinner hoth agree in placing it dur-
ing the period from 740 to 735 E. G.
These chapters contain two of the I.Iessianic prophecies,
hut they will not he dealt with in detail here. A separate
section of this chapter --ill he given to the Messianic proph-
ecies and these will he considered in more detail there. Here
we shall deal with them only incidentally.
We have, following the suggestion of (J. A. Smithy given
this section the title "The Tl^ree Jerusalems." There are, in
reality, three pictures of Jerusalem given to us. They proh-
ahly maric different periods of development in the life of the
p. 18
6. This is the title used hy Gr. A. Smith: Ov . cit.
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prophet. There is first of all the Jerusalem of the idealist,
Ch. 2.2-5, This gives us a Utopian picture. It is almost more
than can he expected to happen. But the prophet is young and
hopeful, at this time. He seems almost to feel that he can
lift the people to the full realisation of the picture. It is
at least a picture of v/hat Jerusalem ought to he.
But it is not long until he realizes that that picture
does not represent the actual state of affairs, nor will it
soon do so. He nov/ sees things as they really are, and we have
the picture of a realist. He sees the sins of his people,
idolatry, superstition, pride in wealth, trust in military
resources, and heoomes convinced that they are unpardonable,
vv. 5-9. He then proxjlaims the coming of the "Dajr of Jehovah"
2.10-17 and spealis scornfully of the idols in which men are
trusting in vain, S. 18-21. He then denounces the rulers of
the land and predicts a state of anarchy, 3.1-15, and turns in
scorn upon the fashionahle women of the city, 3.16-4.1.
The third picture is that of the Prophet of the Lord,
4.2-5. It is a vision of an ideal religious community, in
which even the soil will he affected and made more fertile, v. 2.
The people i7ho are in the city will he purified from sin and
the very presence of God himself will overshadov; them, vv.3-o.
There is here the suggestion of a remnant, vv. 3,4. That idea,
as we shall see, heoomes very prominent in Isaiah's teaching.
In this last picture we see an interesting contrast to the
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first picture. In the first picture the city was much more
prominent than the Lord, and there was no v/ord of j'udgment. m
the last picture the Lord is much more prominent than the city
and the impression is given that judgment is inevitahle.
III. THE vhteyard aoiTG
Chapter 5.1-7
This is in the form of a parahle. It pictures the ex-
periences of a "friend" of the prophet with his vineyard. He
had given it tlie hest of care, "but in return, instead of yield-
•
ing the fine grapes he had expected, it yielded only wild
grapes. Because of tViis he was going to expose it to various
destructive forces. Just when the sympathies of his hearers
are x^j^^op^^ly aroused he ma'ces a swift application of the par-
a"ble so that his audience can have no mistaken notion of its
meaning. This passage is really a mastej^pieoe. Skinner says
it is "One of the finest exhilDitions of rhetorical sTrill and
7power which the "book contains,"' The date of this passage is
placed "by nearly all scholars as about 735 B, C.
r/. A SERIES OF \/OES
Chapter 5.8-24
These verses contain a series of six woes which are pro-
nounced against the covetous land-holders, drunkards, skeptics,
enemies of the moral order, the worldly-wise men, and the
7, op^^ . c^it. p. 32
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drunken jud^^es. Oeorge Adam Smith speaks of the things men-
Q
tioned here as heing the v/ild 'jrapes of Judah. He lists them
under four heads, hat it seems hest to give each woe separately,
The first woe, vv. 8-10, is against those who were cruelly
evicting the smaller land proprietors from their homes, there-
by causing them to lose hoth their homes and their citizenship.
The second woe, vv. 11-17, is against drunkenness with its re-
sulting spiritual blindness. The third v/oe, vv. 18,19, is
against those who reject, with mocking skepticism, the proph-
et's teaching concerning a day of retribution. Their very
skepticism leads them to harden t?i6ir hearts. The fourth woe,
V. 20, is against those who confused moral distinctions. The
fifth woe, vv. 21, is against the politicians v/ho seemed to be
satisfied with the cleverness of their statesmanship. The
sixth woe, vv. 22,23, is directed against the drunken^ corrupt
judges. This section comes from the same tine as the preced-
ing one. These were conditions whachjLxisted in Judah just pre-
vious to the B;;7ro-Ephr iamitic invasion.
V. ORACLE AOAHTST EPHR4I"i
Chapters 5.25-30 and 9.8-10.4
We are grouping these sections together because they
seem to have a real unity. Chapter 9.8-10.4 seems, to fit best
between verses 25 and 25 of chapter 5. Each section of chapter
8. See op . cit. p. 40
(
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9.8-10r4 ends with the same refrain as that found, in chapter
5.25. Ghax^ter 5 .does not need this insertion to secure its
unity, "but the section 9,8-10r4 is out of place where it is.
It does not fit with the rest of the context. On the other
hand the fact that it does have the same refrain as that found
in chapter 5.25 suggests that it did at one time helong in this
place. It v/as prohahly separated "by an editor. This arr^ng-
ment is also strengthened hy the fact that chapter 5.26-30
forms a natural conclusion to the entire section.
The circumstances hacli: of these chapters, or sections
of chapters, are the same as those hack of chapters 2-4. The
evils seem to he the same, though possihly a little more devel-
oped. The prophet also seems to have a firmer grasp of tliem.
He emphasizes the righteousness of Grod and liis activity in
judgment. The judgment itself is more clearly seen. Hear the
end of the section we hegin to see the Ass^nrians. Vvhile this
seems to he directed against Ephraim, we must remember that the
circumstances in each kingdom were very similar. The date for
this section also seems to he just previous to the Syr o -Ephr aim
-
itic invasion of Judah. That would make it ahout 735 B. C.
The prophet here pictures the visiting of the divine
wrath upon the people. He pictures it very vividly. The
scenes increase in intensity. The various calamities are as
follows: [t'le chapter and verse notations are mine^
Earthquakes [s.^oj armed raids, a great battle and the
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slaughter of a people 9 . 8-17j[ prairie and forest fires^
[9.187 civil strife £9.19j and the famine fever that feeds
upon itself '203 another battlefield with its cringing
groups of captives and heaps of slain flO.3,^ the resist-
less tide of a great invasion [5.26-29] and then for final
prospect, a desolate land hy the sound of a hungr^^ pea, and
the light is darkened in the clouds thereof [5. 30) .
:H'rom this we see that the divine wrath is persistent and that
the effects of sin linger long in the history of a nation.
VI. TEE CALL OF ISAL4JI
Chapter 5
V\fe turn now to the call of Isaiah to the prophetic min-
istry. This is given to us in chapter 6. The call came to
Isaiah in the year 740 B. C. as it is told us in the first
verse. That was in the year that Sing Uzziah died. There are
some who think that the account as we have it here was not writ-
ten lontil sometime afterwards. liTiether it v/as vfr itten at that
time or not makes very little difference. It does give us the
key to the earnestness of the man during his whole ministry.
'There are some who argue from the possihility of a late writing
of the account^that the seeming hopelessness of success in his
ministry which is expressed in verses 9-13 is the result of a
looking hack and a reading of that into the initial call. Thus
one says
:
It is possible that though the vision itself was early,
the account of it was later. The hopelessness of his pros-
pective ministry looks a little like the retrosi^ect of a
disappointing experience.
9. G. A. Smit?i: 0£^' . cit. pp. 47,48
10. J. E. LIcFadyen: op: . cit. p. 133
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There is some support for this idea in the fact that in verses
11 -13a the utter annihilation of the people is asserted while
we find no such assertion ansrwhere else in Isaiah's work. In
all other places Isaiah seems to express faith in a rermiant
which shall he saved. There are others who feel that Isaiah
could not have carried out his long ministry as he did if he
had heen convinced from the he.^inning that it would result in
the hardening of the people rather than in their tiarning to Grod
and finding salvation.
These arguments do not seem conclusive to me. Isaiah die.
feel the divine imperative to declare the truths of 'Jod, hut
that does not necessarily mean that at the same time, from his
knov/ledge of the people, he could not tell how they v/ould react
to them. IT or can we helieve that Isaiah would not have de-
clared those truths even though he Imew they would not he ac-
cepted. The real prophet must declare the message of GrOd,
whether it is heeded or not. The divine imperative was upon
Isaiah and he must spealc. He was in the same position as Amos
when he said, ^The Lord Jehovah hath spolcen; who can hut proph-
ggy^itll
r^Yie fact that elsewhere Isaiah expresses faith in a
remnant does not prove that this part is a result of retrospect.
The doctrine of a remnant may have come as a result of a later
revelation just as easily as could the idea of the complete
11. Amos 3.8
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annihilation of the people. This view is well expressed hy one
writer as follov/s:
We have no ri^^ht to imagine that the prophet .from his
su"bseci.uent experience, read into his original conu-iission
elements which it did not convey to his mind at the tine.
To suppose that he coald not have carried on his work un-
der the depressing conviction expressed in vv. 9-13 that
he would only harden the peoijle in unbelief is to mistake
the prophet's attitude to his work. If there were any
force in the argument it would prove too much, for it would
"be necessary to suppose that the chapter was written after
Isaiah's life-v/ork was over. But Isaiah, like his prede-
cessors Amos and Kosea and his successors Jeremiah and
Ezekiel, spoke the word of (Jod under an inward constraint,
and his \7ritings contain no si;gn that he ever cherished
any expectations of success "beyond what the vision allows. '^
V/e now turn to the call itself. It came hy means of a
vision of Jahweh in all of Eis glory and of the splendors of
the heavenly court. He saw Jahweh in all His holiness and
majesty. It vjas an av/e -inspiring sight. His glory filled the
whole earth. Isaiah's whole message roots back in^-' this in-
augural vision. It made a profound impression upon the prophet.
His first impression, given in verses 5-8, was the crushing
sense of his ov;n guilt and imperfection along with a sense of
the same kind of guilt and imperfection on the part of the peo-
ple among whom he lived. The touching hie lips with the glow-
ing stone from off the altar was a syrnholic act denoting for-
giveness. This transformed his sense of guilt into a glad self-
surrender to the service of this majestic King. Follov:ing this,
he received his comission to proclaim the word of (Jod to the
people, hut at the same time being told what its effect upon
12. John Skinner: o^ . cit. p. 43
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the people would te, w. 9-13. The effect was to he. two-fold.
J'irst of all it v/ould increase the spiritual insensilDility of
the great mass of the people, and then this would in tarn lead
to a succession of destructive judgments "by which the land
'would be laid waste until only a small remnant would "be left
to form the nucleus of the future people of jod. It is worth
noting. at this point, that the suggestion of a remnant does not
appear in the LX2. It may , therefore , he a later addition by an
editor to break the otherwise uiireleaved doom expressed in the
preceding verses. To many, however, it is nnly natural that
we should fine Isaiah's most characteristic doctrine given to
him in his inaugural vision.
VII. PROPHECIES DURING THE SYRO-EPHRAIIIITIC 7/ilR
Chapters 7.1-9.7
Let us here just review the background a little. Tig-
lath Pileser v/as king in Ass^Tia. He had come west in 738 B. C.
and Henahem of Samaria had submitted to him. Following that
Tiglath Pileser was kept busy campaigning to the southeast and
north of Ass;^'Tia. In the meantime a nev; king had come to the
throne in Samaria. This king, pekah, joined with Reson of Da-
mascus to overthrow Ahaz of Judah and to revive an old alliance.
These chapters contain Isaiah's prophecies which were delivered
at that tiT.e. The a.ate, therefore, for this section is about
735 or 734 B. C.
In these chapters we are given two important events in
i
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Isaiah oareer. Here we see his first appearance as a prac-
tical statesman trying to shape the destinies of his country
"by urging upon the king a definite policy. It is here that
Isaiah "begins that oareer of practical statesmanship
which not only made him the greatest political power in
Israel since David hut placed him, far ahove his impor-
tance to his Own people, upon a position of influence
over all ages.-^-^
Here we also see the formation of a hand of disciples and what
seems to he a temporary v^fithdrawal from puhlic life. He pro-
claimed his message to the puhlic until he was convinced that
they would not hear him and then he withdrew v/ith a hand of
disciples and taught them privately. It was in this hand of
disciples that he was preparing at least the nucleus of the
remnant v/hich he affirmed so confidently.
In chapter 7.1-2 V7e are told of the invasion by Heson
of Damascus and Pekah of Samaria and of the effect it had upon
Xing Ahaz and the people. Their hearts tremhled as the trees
of a forest tremhle in the wind. At this time, Isaiah, feeling
that he was directed hy Jahweh, took his young son, Shear Ja-
shuh,and went to meet|'ihaz. He urged him to have faith in Jah-
weh, and not to fear those "two tails of smoking firebrands."
He assured him that their evil design would not he carried out,
hut that instead, they themselves would soon he destroyed, per
haps the very presence of his son. Shear Jashuh, whose name
means "a remnant shall return',' was intended to hring assurance
13. S. A. Smith: op-
. cit. p. 89
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to Ahaz' trera"bling heart. It is here that we get one of Isaiah
leading doctrines, that of utter dependence upon Jod. He he-
lieved tliat through faith, more than in any other way, Jerusa-
lem would find security. Thus he said, v. 9, "If ye will not
"believe, surely ye shall not he estahlished.
"
But Ahaz vj^s not convinced. He was still fearful. Therej
fore Isaiah offered to let him choose anything he might desire
as a sign, vv. 10,11. But Ahaz, unahle to trust the spiritual
forces, under pretext of reverence, refused even to ask for a
sign and in turn was given one hy Isaiah, vv. 12-17. Isaiah's
faith was so great that he offered anything as a sign. His
faith in the speedy deliverance of Jerusalem was so great that
he gave the sign of the child soon to he horn, who v/ould he
called "ImmanuelV that is "Grod with us," Before this child
would he old enough to Imow the right from the m'ong the two
countries that were t-ireatoning Jerusalem would he overcome and
the Assyrian would he at the very door of Jerusalem. These
things did not come as soon as Isaiah expected, hut time did
show that he was right. Perhaps Ahaz had already appealed to
Ass^TTia, and therefore refused the sign. That might also ex-
plain Isaiah's threat of distress at the hands of Assyria.
This part of the chapter has he en thought to refer to
the Messiah, hut that phase of it v;ill he treated in the separ-
ate section on the llessianic prophecies.
The next section, vv. 18-25, is a prophecy of the devas-
4
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tation of Judah "by Assyria. The land v/ill Ids utterly desolate.
Every thing will he destroyed or talien avmy, iust as a razor
shaves. It will be so desolate that hriers and thorns will
grow in it and it will he a place for hunting and for pasture.
•The land will not he fit for anything else. This terrihle
devastation will he accomplished hy Jahweh using Assyria, v. 20.
In this we get a picture of Jahweh as the supreme God, even
controlling the movements of great nations like Assyria, and
using them to accomplish his purposes. 3unh an idea was not
new with Isaiah.
Even hefore Isaiah's time such principles had heen pro-
claimed hy Amos and Hosea, hut it was Isaiah who both gave
to them their loftiest expression and applied them with
the utmost detail and persistence to tlie practical politics
of Judah.
In chapter 8 Isaiah returns to the idea of the near de-
struction of Damascus and Samaria. He treats of tliis especial-
ly in verses 1-4. He has the word "I.Iaher -shalal-hashbaz" writ-
ten upon a tahleib. The word means "The spoil speedeth, t]:e
prey hasteth." It was to signify the fact that the two po'vvers
that were threatening Jerusalem would soon he destroyed. To
give this idea added weight and significance Isaiah gave this
name to his second son. Then he declared that hefore this
child would he, old enough to say the first words a child learns
the two threatening powers would he overthrown hy the Iring of
Ass3Tia, The prophecy was fulfilled, though not quite as soon
14. A. Smith: op . cit > p. 99
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as Isaiah expected. Damasous fell in 732 B. C. and Samaria
ten years later, in 722 B. C.
Verses 5-8 give the consequences of turning to a foreign
power for help instead of relying on Jahweh. These people, who
have "refused the waters of Shiloah, that go softly" will he
overcome "by the waters of the Euphrates. That is^ those who
have refused to depend upon the unseen presence of Jahweh, will
he overcome "by the Assyrians. This, of course is directed
against the people of Jerusalem.
In verses 9,10 Isaiah appeals to the nations to talj:e
note of the fact that all the plans that are made against the
will or rule of Jahweh will come to nought. Jahweh will not be
frustrated in his purpose.
In verses 11-15 Isaiah relates how he Vi-as made to feel
that Jahweh and not some foreign power is the one that is to he
feared. Those who recognize Eis purposes and order their lives
accordingly will get along all right, hut those who stumhle
heedlessly against the purposes of Jahweh will he ensnared and
destro^T-ed.
The people had rejected all that Isaiah had declared un-
to them. He had first appealed to king Ahaz himself, ch. 7,
and when he had rejected his teaching, he appealed to the nation
at large, ch. 8.1-15, and they, too, had rejected his teaching.
ITow he v^ithdraws from public life for a while, and spends his
time in instructing a hand of disciples. Ke and this "band of
i
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disciples, v. 18, not just he and his two children, will "be for
a sign from Jahv/eh to the people of Jerusalem.
The rest of this section is concerned with the teaching
which Isaiah gave to his disciples, and prohahly foriQed part of
the testimony which he was to seal up among his disciples. In
verses 19-22 there is a vivid picture of the darlmess and dis-
tress which were upion the land. There v;as great spiritual dark
ness, with people seeking oracles from spirits of the dead,
either hecause they could not get any word from Jahweh, or he-
cause they would not believe the message they did receive from
Him. There was also outward distress, vv. 21,22, revealed hy
men, maddened hy hunger, roaming through a weary land, with no
relief to "be found.
The last section, ch. 9.2-7, is one of the Ilessianic
prophecies. It pictures the light of a great deliverance, vv.
2,3, which is accomplished hy the overthrow of Assyria, vv.4,5,
and tlie advent of a, or the, Ilessianic king, vv. 6,7. This
passage also will he treated in more detail in the section on
the Ilessianic prophecies.
VIII. ORACLE AGAIIJST ASSYRIA
Chapter 10.5-34
This is a passage the date of which is not easily deter-
mined. Verse 5 seems to imply that there is an impending As-
syrian invasion. Of the cities mentioned in verse 9, Carche-
mish was the last to fall. It fell in 717 B. C. Therefore the
i
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date of this oracle must iDe after that time. The latest date
that we could assign to it is that of the invasion of Semiacher
i"b in 701 B. G. It must have come "between these dates, hut
there is no agreement as to just v/hat time "between them. Some
would put the date soon after the fall of Samaria. That event
prohatly caused serious questioning in Judah as to when and
where the invasion would stop. . Such an occasion would loe suit-
able for an oracle against Assyria. The reflection^ in verse
20, of the fatal policy of iihaz in trusting to Assyria also
suggests an early date. The most serious objection to this
date is that the prophet seems to regard the overthrow of As-
s;i?Tia as imminent.
Some scholars have thought that the invasion of Judah
was either seriously threatened or actually carried out in 711
B. G. when the Assyrians came against Ashdod. They have con-
nected this oracle with that date. But chapter 20 v/hich^with-
out doubt, belongs to that time, represents the further exten-
sion of Assyria's power even to Egypt. It does not seem prob-
able that Isaiah would, at the same time, have announced the
overthrow of Assyria. The only other date is 701 B. G, But
there are also objections to this date. The imaginary route
of the invaders, w. 28-32, suggests a tine not too close to
this event. Here the invasion is represented as coming from
the north, while it actually came from the west. It is fur-
ther objected to this date that the conquests mentioned in
verse 9 were not all made by Sennacherib. But they were not
i
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made "by any one man. The lri.ng who spealrs prohahly does so as
the representative of the mi.jht of Assyria. 1^ Thus it seenas
best to assign this to a time near 701 B. 0., though we cannot
he dogmatic about it.
In the first part of this section, vv. 5-15, vie have a
contrast between Jahweh and ^ssjrxa., Jahweh had a plan for
Assyria, but she was disregarding it. She is ambitious for
world dominion, and because of the success which she has had,
she boasts, vv. 8-11 and 13,14, and attributes her success to
her own v;isdom. She savic no difference between Jahweh and the
other gods whose people and territory she had overcome. She
also intended to shov; His wealmess by overcoming His people.
But the prophet sees the truth. Assyria is merely an instru-
ment in the hands of Jahweh, vv. 5, 5, 7, and 15. V;hen Jahweh
has accomplished His purpose with Assyria he will destroy her,
w. 33, 34.
Jahweh will vindicate His power by overtlirowing Ass^/ria,
Verses 16-24 picture this overthrow f^nd its consequences for
Judah. The prophet describes the destruction of Assyria under
the figures of fire and disease, vv. 16-19. Tollowing such a
manifestation of Jahweh' s sovereignty as this the Remnant will
be converted and they will depend entirely upon Him, w. EO-23.
The prophet then gives a message of comfort to the harrassed
nation, and then an ideal description of the Assyrian's march
• 4. See fo^ ^ full discussion of these J. Skinner: op •
cit. p. 84. —
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from the nation's frontiers to the very walls of Jerusalen, vv.
28-32. The section closes with a vivid picture of the sudden
annihilation of the xissyrian force "by the hand of Jahweh, vv.
33, 34. Slcinner has an interesting comment upon this prophecy.
He says:
This great prophecy is the clearest and prohahly the
earliest exposition of that conception of the divine gov-
ernment of the world which was the leading principle of
the latest period of Isaiah's ministry. -^^
The next section, Gh. 11. 1-9, is another I.Iessianic proph-
ecy and will he considered in the last section of this chapter
under the liessianic prophecies. Chapter 11.10-12,5 are consid-
ered as Un-Isaianic, that is^as not coming from Isaiah, the son
of Amoz, and will he considered in part III along with the othei
sections of Isaiah 1-39 that are not from Isaiah.
IX. THE ilESSMIC PASSAGES HT ISAM I -XI
I
Chapters 2.2-4; 4.2-6; 9.2-7; 11.1-9; and 7.14-13
Over these I.Iessianic passages there has heen, and is yet
much controversy. Ilany helieve that they are for the most part
due to a later hand. Some would even put them into the post-
exilic period. 3ut, on the other hand, there are some v^ho feel
that such a tendency has heen carried too far. Thus Dean 2nud-
son says
:
The tendency to call in the 'later hand' has in recent
years heen carried to a wholly un justifiahle extreme. The
ant i -Assyrian prophecies in Isaiah, for instance, the Iles-
16. op;.
. cit . p. 83
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sianio prophecies, and the passages that seem to teach the
inviolahility of Jerusalem have all heen declared to he
later additions. For this there is no adequate ground.
It may have "been noticed that we placed chapter 7.14-16
at the end of our list of Messianic passages. That was hecause
it is somewhat different from the others and will therefore he
treated separatelj^' at tlie end of this section. The other pas-
sages are quite closely related and will he considered first of
all as a group, and then as separate passages. Therefore we
turn now to the general arguments for and against the attrihut-
ing of these to Isaiah, the son of Amoz.
V/e hegin with the arguments against the Isaianic author-
ship of these passages. ./e find five of these arguments. Lack
of space forbids more than naming them. They are as follows:
a. The idea of a Kessiah did not appear in Israel hefore t?ie
Exile and therefore these passages would he unintelligihle to
the contemporaries of Isaiah, h. The functions assigned the Lles-
siah are not religious hut political, c. The role of the :.:es-
siah is national
,
not universal.-'-^ d. They contain contradic-
tions with the ideas of Isaiah given elsewhere. They promise
release and deliverance while elsew/iere Isaiah predicts doom
and judgment, e. There is want of logical connection hetween
17. Alhert G. 3iudson: The Beacon Lights of Irophecy
(The liothodist Boon Concern: ITev/ York: 19l4) p. 144
18. oee George Adam >iuiith: "Isaiah" A Dictionary of
the Bihle, 17 /ols. Edited hy James Hastinsrs: Hew York:
Charles Scrihner's Sons, 1898), pp. 488,489
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the various passages.-'-^ Some would add another argument against
the Isaianic authorship. They say t'nat the language is more
suitable to a late date than to the time of Isaiah. The argu-
ments in favor of the helief that Isaiah, the son of Amoz,
wrote these passages seem to me to outweigh these arguments
against that helief. We now present tjiose arguments: Isaiah
did not newly create the idea of salvation and the expectation
of a saviour, hut assumed it to he already familiar to his hear--
ers. h. The functions of the I.Iessiah as national and political
suit an early stage in Israel's religious development hetter
than a later. In Isaiah's time Israel or Judah was a national
and political community and would have that kind of an outlook
upon life along with the religious, while after the Exile Is-
rael was predominantly a religious community, c. The differ-
ence in temper hetween these and other prophecies of Isaiah is
not conclusive argument against his authorship, for pre -Exilic
prophecy was not exclusively judicial, nor was it entirely de-
void of hope. V/e have only to note Isaiah's doctrine of the
remnant to realize that his prophecies did have in them a note
of hope. d. lone of the disputed passages attribute to the
llessiah any of the measures ,v/hich ?/ere required "by the Exilic
or immediately post-Exilic ages, for the re-estahlishment of
Jerusalem. There is nothing of a return from exile or of the
dream for vyorld empire. Instead they are concerned with deliv-
19. Ernst Sellin: Introduction to the cgd Testament
Translated by Vif. Hontgomery: (l^ew York: (Jeo. li. Doran Companv
1925)
, p. 152 ^ ^
*
(
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erance from the Assyrians and the estatilishiiient of justice
among the people, e. Those who deny these to Isaiah are not
agreed as to the date. f. The language argument against Isa-
iah's authorship does not oarry much weight for the language
20
is as suitable to an early date as it is to a late date.
Thus, in general, the arguments seem to he in^avor of the authen-
ticity of these passages. V/e now turn to the various passages.
The first passage is Isaiah 2^.2-4. The. problem with
this passage is complicated hy the fact that it also appears
almost word for word in Ilicah 4.1-5. Tarious explanations are
given. Llicah may have borrowed from Isaiah; Isaiah may have
borrowed from I.Iicah; both may have borrowed from an older proph-
et; or the passage may have been inserted in both prophecies
by later editors. Cheyne thinks the passage is a late, prob-
ably post -Exilic, prophecy which was inserted in Kicah by an
editor and then borrov/ed from there and inserted in Isaiah by
another editor.'^-'- This can hardly be the correct solution for,
as Greorge Adam Smith says:
The gentle temper shown by the passage toward foreign
nations, contrasts strongly with the temper of many exilic
and post-exilic prox^hecies; while the position which it
claims for Jahweh and Ilis religion is consistent with prin-
ciples of earlier prophecy.
20. See E. Sellin: opv . cit . p. 1,^52 and George Adam
Smith: opv
. cit . pp. 488-9, ^also The Boo> of Isaiah , Revised
editionT^ol. I pp. 142-4
21. T. K, Gheyne: Introduction to the Book of Isaiah
,(London: Adam and Gharles isiacE, loyt))
,
ppT~9TrH
22. a. A, Smith: The Book of the Twelve Prophets 7ol. I
jflJew YoTxk: Doubleday .IDnran Gnmpan.y. 1929) Hev. Ld. p.~l592 —
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This v;ould then eliminate the last possihility. The theory
that hoth horrowed from an older prophecy is also without much
weight for it is reached ''"by a process of exhaustion" which
"cannot command much confidence, especially v/hen the ijrocess is
after all not exhaustive. "^^ Neither can we well helieve that
Isaiah horrowed from Ilicah, since Ilicah was the younger and he-
gan his work mueh later than Isaiah. Unless we make the deliv-
erance of Jerusalem in 701 B. C. the inspiration for this proph-
ecy it was prohahly v.Titten oefore Llicah hegan his ministry.
This leaves us with only one other possihility, namely, that
it was given hy Isaiah and that its appearance in Ilicah is to
having
he accounted forjeitiier hy I.icah himself/\ horrowed it^ or hy its
heen
hav±^^ inserted there hy an editor. This view is strengthened
hy the fact that it resemhles,in matter and style, other parts
2^
of the Book of Isaiah of v/hich Isaiah's authorship is admitted.
The special features of this section may he stated hrief
ly as follows: Zion, the acknowledged seat of Jahweh's domin-
ion, is given a pre-eminent place among the mountains of the
world. The true religion is extended hy moral influence and
not hy conquest. i\s a result, the nations retain their polit-
ical independence instead of heing ahsorhed into a world em-
pire. The authority of Jahweh is recognized hy all, therefore,
they appeal to Ilim in all international divsputes. Thus war is
ended and the era of universal peace is ushered in.-^^
23. John Skinner: op . cit . p. 14
24. Fote Isaiah 11.1-8 and 32.1-8
25. John Skinner: op,. clt. pp. iPi.M
I
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In chapter 4.2-6 we have a pioture of the ideal religious
oommunity, iDlessed with supernatural fertility, purified from
sin, and protected "by the presence of Jahweh. A numlier of schol|.
ars, among them Duhm, Hacln-nann, and Cheyne , assign this to a
later editor of Isaiah's prophecies hecause of the presence in
it of post -Exilic ideas and symholism, such as "Branch" creat^V
"defence," and" covert," and the general apocalyptic cast. But
the main ideas, the salvation of a remnant, the purification
of Israel through judgment, and the regeneration of nature, are
26
all found elsewhere in Isaiah, and suggest Isaiah's authorship.
The next passage, 9.2-7, is not questioned hy very many
scholars. Che;>Tie lists several facts that make him douht that
it came from Isaiah. Among other things he says that the de-
scription of the Liessianic glory has no apparent connection
with present conditions in Judah and it contains no reference
to an acompanying moral regeneration of the people, that Isa-
iah's thoughts and imagination are so filled v/ith the idea or
picture of the divine king in his glory that there seems no
room for any earthly king, and that this prophecy lacks Isaiah's
lucidity. j. B. G^ray agrees with Cheyne in denying it to
Isaiah, hut for different reasons. But LIoFadyen, Oreelman,
Oesterley, and Skinner all seem to feel that the arguments
against Isaianic authorship are not adequate and that "scholars
have heen too much influenced hy the idea that liessianic proph-
26. See. John Skinner: orr^. cit . p. 29
27. op' . cit . p. 45
I
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ecy is necessarily late." ircEadyen says:
The passage falls -very naturally into its context. The
northern districts of Israel (9.1) had heen ravaged hy As-
syria in 734 B. C. (2Zings 15.29) and upon this darlmess
it is fitting that the great light should shine; and the
yoke to "be "broken might v/e11 "be the heavy trihute Judah v.^s
now obliged to pay. In any case, the vision of the right-
eous and prosperous king ruling over -a delivered people
fittingly closes this series of somewhat loosely connected
oracles.
- The date of the prophecy is c.734 B. G. It gives us a
picture of the dawn of the Liessianic age. V/e see the light of
a great deliverance, vv.2,3, which is "brought ahout hy the over-
throw of Assyria, w. 4,5, and the advent of the ilessianic king,
vv. 6,7.
Chapter 11.1-9 is also difficult to date and fix defin-
itely as to authorship. Some deny it to Isaiah on the hasis of
phraseology and subject matter, hut even Gheyne, who thinks
this is un-Isaianic, feels that some have carried that method
too far. IIclTadyen and Oesterley, "basing their conclusions on
the word used for 'stem' or 'stock' in verse 1 feel that this
cannot come from Isaiah. The word suggests that the monarchy
had fallen and could hardly he used while it still existed.
But it seems to me that that is basing too much on one word, II
might indicate merely the decadent condition of the Empire. If
we place this, as many do, during the reign of Ahaz, that would
seem to he a plausible explanation of the word.
28. V/. 0. E. Oesterley: Introduction to the Books of the
Old Testament
,
(L-ew York: The Llacmillan Gompany, 1934)
,
p7 ztS
29. op J. cit. p. 135 '
_
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This passage "stands along with 9.1-7 and 32. If as one
of the three great presentations of the conception of a person-
al Messiah which the Book of Isaiah contains. "'^-^ Its date is
prohahly daring the reign of Ahaz. The Llessiah is identified
with the house of David. He is a person of great character,
V. 2, and will hring deliverance, vv. 1-6. The redemption of
man also results in the redemption of nature, vv. 6-9. The
description here given is to he taken neit'ner allegorically
,
nor literally. It is the poetic presentation of the truth
the
that the restoration of/yharmony of creation will accompany
the regeneration of human society.
Isaiah 7,14-16 is dated hy the circumstances in which
it was given. The date is 735 B. G.
,
the time of the f>yro-
Ephralmitic v/ar. The interpretation has given scholars the
greatest difficulty. The meaning of the sign might he found
in either the hirth, the name, or the history of the child.
Traditional Christian thought has found the meaning in the
hirth and referred it to Christ. But if this he true, then the
sign could have had iio meaning for Ahaz. It is douhtful, how-
ever whether Isaiah is referring to virgin conception. In view
of verse 11, it would not he inconceivahle to him, hut he would
hardly have used a word that could he misinterpreted. The He-
hrew word used here does not mean virginity in the strict sense
as we think of it.
30. John Skinner: op
. cit . p. 94
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Some fin^^ the meaning in the name. Aocording to this
the virgin might "be any young mother who gave hirth to a child
at the time of Jadah's deliverance from Jiyria and Ephriam, and
the name ¥/ould he the spontaneous exclamation of the child hear
ing v/oman, or women, at that time. The child, or children,
who Y/ere so named would grow up as a sign to xihaz hoth as to
the genuineness of Isaiah's inspiration and as to the future
judgment also foretold. ITo valid oh Section can he made to this
on either historical or gramjnatical grounds, hut there is no
reason v/hy the mother should he a young woman.
Others find the meaning in the history of the child.
Thus, hefore the hirth of a certain child Judah will he deliv-
ered. Before he will have emerged from infancy Syria and Eph-
riam will have disappeared. And then, hy the ti;ne the child
have en
.is a little older Judah herself, v/ill^he^^reduced to a pastoral
wilderness. But this would call for a particular child and
would therefore result|in much guessing as to v;ho the virgin,
or marriageahle woman, might he.
The most plausihle explanation is that here for the
first time Isaiah catches the figure of the personal ^.lessiah.
Spaced hy the weak Ahaz, v/ho has called in Assyria, and thus he-
trayed his trust, Isaiah:, receives the revelation of the true
king. He will he horn to his people in the hour of danger,
will share their poverty and affliction while he is a child
and while he is waiting to take over the government and estah-
lish the perfect kingdom of Sod. Here the v6ixnt of emphasis
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is the personality of the child. In his speedy advent, in his
name and in his experience men will recognise the sign from
Grod that Isaiah's words were true. This explanation is more
satisfactory in every respect and brings the prophecy into re-
lation with the other great Llessianic prophecies of chapter 9.
1-7 and chapter 11.1-9.*51 This is essentially the position
taken also hy Professor Leslie in his class lectures in the
cour$e "Old Testament Prophets" given at Boston University
School of 'Tlieology.
This then completes the Isaianic material in chapters .
1 to 12. The rest
,
as previously suggested, will "be dealt
v/ith in Part III. V/e turn now to the next division of Isaiah's
prophecies.
31. ?or a fuller discuseion of these points see John
Skinner: op-; . cit . pp. 61-53
^
CE^IPTER III. OH^iCLES LIAMLY GOlTCERimTa
CHAPTERS 13-23
The prophecies or oracles in this section of the Book of
Isaiah differ from those in t'ne other section^which we have
j'ust considered^ in that these deal almost entirely with the na-
tions which surrounded Judah and Jerusalem, while they were
mainly concerned with the welfare of Judah and Jerusalem. Thus
these chapters form a second distinct division in the Book of
Isaiah. The date of these prophecies is not so easily deter-
mined as it was for most of the prophecies in the preceding
section. These all come from a tiiae after 730 B, G. a closer
dating will have to he left for the discussion of each of the
minor sections.
Since Chapters 13.1-14.23 are concerned with Bahylon
it is evident that they could not come from Isaiah. Bahylon
was not a world power during the time of Isaiah. It was mere-
ly a province of AssjTTia. Because of this, we reserve the dis-
cussion of this section for Part III where we shall he consid-
ering the Un-Isaianic sections.
I. ORACLE OK ASSyRIA
Chapter 14.24-27
Some think that these verses form a conclusion to chap-
(»
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ter 10.5-15. This, however, cannot he estahlished with certain'
ty. It is certain that it is not a continuation of the preced-
ing oracle a:^ainst Bahylon. It is truly Isaianic hoth in form
and in suhstance. Isaiah was alwa^/s interested in the dovm-
fall of ^issyria. bhe was the one who was threatening Judah,
and to whom Judah had to -paj trihute since the days of xa.haz.
Her "complete downfall v/as , from Isaiah's standpoint and circle
of vision, a decisive event for all peoples'.'^ This comes from
the early part of Sennacher ih ' s reign, and may possihly date
from his invasion of Judah in 701 B, C. It announces the pur-
pose of Jahweh to destroy the AssjTrians on the soil of Canaan.
II. ORACLE OIT IHII. ISTIA
Chapter 14.28-32
This oracle is very hard to date. There is much differ-
ence of opinion as to the time when Ahaz died. It is given
all the v/ay from 727 to 714 C. Thus the superscription does
not help us very much. The superscription also suggests that
the bro!^en rod is Ahaz, hut that could hardly he true, for
Ahaz at no time opijressed Ihil^istia. In fact, he never was
ahle to do so. It seems much more prohahle that the 'rod' was
some Assyrian king. If we accept 727 B. C. as the date when
Ahaz died, then the 'rod' would prohahly refer to Tiglath pil-
eser, who also died in that year. The fact that his immediate
1. Bernhard Luhm: Das Buch Jesaia
, (Jottingen Handkom-
mentar zum Alten Testament- faottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ru-
precht, 1914) p. 98
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successor did not inflict any severe defeat upon Philistia need
not discredit this any^ for later Sargon did, and Isaiah may
have anticipated a renewal of Assyrian hostility, though it did
not come as soon as he expected, as was the case with the de-
struction of Samaria.^ Others thinli that the 'rod' might "be
Shalmaneser, who died in 722 or 721 B. G. , or perhaps Sargon
who died in 705 3. G, Duhm even rejects the Isaianic author-
ship of the passage entirely, malcing it very late. Ke says:
The hrolren rod is not Ahaz, as the redactor seems to
accept in verse 28, even less so an Assyrian king or .-.s-
S57ria itself. Yet the poem must fall hefore the time of
the I'lacoa'bees , hecause its tenor is so entirely un-warliire
and the Jews have had no puhlic dealings with the Philis-
tines.^
Ee v/ould therefore put the date of this section ahout 533 B, C.
But the conditions do not seem to demand such a late date, 'j?he
oracle is a warning to ihilistia not to rejoice, for, though
the one who oppressed her is dead, another will come and the
oppression will continue and even he worse than that which she
has passed tlirough,
III. OHACLES ASABIST MOAB
Chapters 15 and 16
The^e chapters are hard to dar.e. They do not as a whole
come from Isaiah. This is suggested hy the statement given in
verse 13 that it is the word of Jahweh concerning l.Ioah that was
spolcen in times past. The suggestion is then, that Isaiah is
^ .4.. ^n''-^^* ^* ^^JQ-y* T;i_e Book of Isaiah Vol. I Xnternat"! onalCP^itic^l Gommentary,
-tFB\T-TT3T Irr CTiHHT^crihner^ s Sons ,1912 rp."fe56
5. opp. Git, p. 100
((
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here worln.ng over and reinforcing an older prophecy. Driver
thinks it mi.^ht have heen \vritten hy Isaiah some time earlier
and then re-v/orlied hy him at this time. In that event he v/ould
put the original prophecy at the time when Tiglath Pileser was
campaigning east of the Jordan. This would place it ahout 733
4
to 732 B. C. But there seem to he some very valid reasons for
Relieving that the original prophecy did not come from Isaiah.
It has a pathetic, elegiac strain, an outflow of purely human
sympathy towards the victims of the calamity, a poverty of re-
ligious ideas, and a diffuse and lahored style, all of which
point to some one other than Isaiah as the original author. It
seems, therefore, that Isaiah is here using an old prophecy and
adapting it to his own day, or prohahly re -emphasizing the les-
son it was intended to teach. The original prophecy very proh-
ahly came from the tine of the conquest of Lloah hy Jerohoam 11^
of ITorthern Israel^ during the time that Uzziah was king of Ju-
dah. The date of the epilogue, w. 13, 14, was prohahly that
of some Assyrian invasion, either that of Sargon in 711 B. G.
,
or that of Sennacherih in 70% B. C. At either time Isaiah
might use it to warn his people of the futility of any alliance
with Iloah.
IV. OHACLE CCLICERITnTa DAI.IASCUS MD EPERAIM
Chapter 17.1-11
This is one of the true Isaianic oracles. As far as the
4. See S. R. nriver: Literature of the Cld Testament
(New York: Ghas. Scrihner's Sons, 1923)' "~p."Tl4 ^ '
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date is concerned, it seems to "be out of place, for it comes
from a much earlier time than tlie other prophecies of this sec-
tion. It is "one of the earliest and most crisp of Isaiah's
prophecies.-'^ ^iccording to Skinner, it should Toe read after
Chapter 9.8-10.4 and "before Chapter 7.^ Though the title calls
it an oracle against Damascus, it deals mainly with the fate
of the northern Kingdom. The fact that Syria and Israel, or
Ephraim, are spoken of together shows that the league hetv/een
them had already heen formed. But, evidently Damascus had not
yet fallen, therefore it must have come "before 732 B. C, The
most pro"ba"ble date is c.735 B. C. The impending ruin of Damas-
cus will remove Israel's "bulwark against the Assyrians, vv. 1-3,
Then follows a figurative description of the fate of Ephraim,
vv. 4-5, in which he is shorn as "being almost entirely despoiled
All that will be left v.ill he a very insignificant remnant,
just "gleanings, as the shaking of an olive-tree, two or three
"berries in the top of the uppermost "bough, four or five in the
outermost branches of a fruitful tree." This will result in
men having a greater respect for Jahv/eh, because they have
seen his power, vv.7,8. The oracle closes with a new descrip-
tion of the judgment which is to come upon Israel for her apos-
tasy.
5. CJeorge Adam Smith: The Book of Isaiah Vol. I Revised
edition. (London: Hodder and Stought on, 1927), p. 280
5. Bee Jolin Skinner: Isaiah Chapters The Cam-
bridge Bible, (Cambridge: Cambridge University iress, 1896)
p* 132
•
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V. OVSRTHROV/ OF AN ASSYRIAN ARlvTI
Chapter 17.12-14
There are some scholars v/ho consider tliis a continuation
of the preceding oracle, and some who consider it an introduc-
tion to the next oracle. It is evident that neither of these
theories can he true, '^ince the reference is so clearly to the
Assyrians, and the j)3:eceQing oracle dealt only v/ith Damascus
and Ephraim^it cannot "be a continuation of that oracle. Also
since verse 14 makes such a well marked conclusion and Chapter
18 is complete in itself, it is equally evident tliat this can
not "be an introduction to that oracle. Thus it is hest consid-
ered as an independent oracle, or at least as a fragment of an
independent oracle. There is some question as to the date. On
the view that it does refer to the As^rians the "best date
would "be the time of Sennacherib's invasion in 701 E. G. There
are some who take it to refer to the Sjrro-Ephraimitic league
and therefore date it ahout 735 B. C. Since the enemy is not
directly named, this is a possibility. However, the descrip-
tion fits the Assyrians better. Skinner, Greelman, GcTay^ and
Box agree in referring it to them. The oracle merely portrays
the sudden destruction of an enemy's army,
VI, ORACLE COiyCERl'.fnTG ETHIOPLi
Chapter 18
Ethiopian ambassadors had probably come to plan with
Judah for measures of defence against the common foe, .^.ssyria.
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But the prophet meets them and tells them politely that Jadah
does not need the help of Ethiopia against the Assyrians for
they shall he destroyed hy the might of Juhweh. Judah is not
to rely upon outside forces, hut upon Jahweh himself. The date
of this prophecy is proliahly the same as that of the preceding
oracle, that is, the tiu^e of the invasion of Sennacherih in
701 B. C.
VII. ORACLE COKCERlTma EGTPT
Chapter 19.1-15
There are some ohjections to the Isaianic authorship of
this section. They are "based mainly upon the general aesthetic
nature of the prophecy, its heaviness of style and linguistic
peculiarities, hut Sellin considers these ohjections not to
have great strength. Host scholars agree that the most of the
passage is from Isaiah. There is most doubt ahout verses 5-10.
But even these may he from Isaiah. The historical allusions
are such that it is rather difficult to date the passage defi-
nitely. It seems to reflect a time when Judah was entertaining
false hopes of help from Egypt, and when Isaiah was expecting
an Assyrian invasion of tliat country. If such he the case,
there are three dates that might he chosen. There v;as 720 B. C,
when Sargon defeated Egypt at Raphia, 711 B, G. when 'iargon
again defeated the Egyptians, and 701 B. G. when Bennacherih
a. Ernst Sellin: Introduction to the Old Testament,
translated hy .V. Honfgomery
, (ITew York: :leo. H. Boran Company
1923), p. 133
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was invading the west. In either 701 or 711 the people of Jer-
usalem were looking to 'Egyyit for help, llo accurate date can he
set "but opinion is ahout equally divided hetween these two dates
The omcle portrays first of all the cc5l].apse of the Ligyptian re-
ligion which results in anarchy, vv. 1-4. Then follows a pic-
ture of the physical and social calamities that will hefall the
country, vv. 5-10. The oracle ends with a portrayal of the fail
ure of the hoasted wisdom of Egypt. The v/hole is prohahly in-
tended as a warning to those who wished to form an alliance
with Egypt. Verses 16-26 are considered to he un-Isaianic and
will therefore he treated in Part III along with the other un-
Isaianic passages of this part of the hool^: of Isaiah.
VIII. AIT ACTED ORACLE AGAKST EGYIT A¥D ETHIOPIA
Chapter 20
This oracle is truly Isaianic, hut was acted by him rath-
er than spoken. The date is given to us in the very first
verse. From Assyrian records we learn that Ashdod fell in 711
B. C. and that was therefore, the date of this oracle. The
leaders in Jerusalem, or at least a part of them, v/ere enter-
taining hopes of deliverance from bondage to -.ssyria by assis-
tance from Egypt and Ethiopia. Some of the people also, un^
doubtedly shared in this hope.^ Isaiah is here dramatically
warning the people and leaders together, that such hope is use-
8. See George Adam P.mith: op;
. cit . pp.20oind John
Skinner: oj^ , cit . p. 153
Ii
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less and vain. Isaiah v/alked. the streets of Jerusalem for
three years clothed onlj in the garh of a oaptive trying to
convince the people that the king of Assyria would lead away
^ as captives many of the people of Egypt and Ethiopia. V/ith
such the case, their hope for help from these countries would
he indeed vain.
IX. raUSALEIvI REBUEED
Chapter 22.1-14
The "best date for this prophecy is 701 E. C. At that
time when Sennacherih "besieged Jerusalem, Hezekiah met his de-
mands and paid him heavy trihute, to secure release, isennaoh-
erih did raise the siege and start av;ay, hut later returned and
demanded the complete surrender. This chapter prohalDly pic-
tures the rejoicing when the siege was first raised. The peo-
ple had a real celehration, shouting and making merry from the
housetops and every place. Isaiah alone saw how untimely it
was. He seemed to realize that Sennacherih would not pass on
.
and leave such a stronghold behind him without securing com-
plete submission. In the dajr of their danger they had paid
attention to the fortifications and the water supply, vv. 8-11,
hut had not turned earnestly to Jahweh, '.vho , alone, was theli"
real souirce of strength. The projjhet sees a great calamity
^
approaching, when the iissyrian again comes to hesie^'e the city.
But the people still reveal an unbelief, in that instead of
learning from their present deliverance and turning to serious
reflection and penitence, they have made it an occasion for
f{
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revelry and merry -making. 'This the prophet pronounces an al-
most unpardonahle sin, vv. 12-14. "Surely this iniquity shall
not he forgiven till ye die," is his pronouncement upon it.
Z. A GHAITGE OF IIIlTIS^rRY
Chapter aS. 15-25
Shehna was one of the high officials in the coirrt of
Hezekiah. His name suggests that he -.vas of foreign origin.
C|
His lack of any family connection would indicate the same thing;
He was prohahly the one who was responsible for the foreign al-
liance policy v/hich the leaders had seemed to follow up to this
time. Isaiah denounced him and instigated his replacement hy
Eliakim, the son of Hilkiah. Thus the office would he filled
hy a native of Judah. He was prohahly one of the leaders of
the party which was favorahle to the policy of Isaiah. If such
he the case, then the hest date we can assign to this is 701
B. C. prohahly ^ust following the preceding oracle. This would
help to account for the reversal of the policj?^ of Hezekiah, and
his acceptance of the advice of Isaiah when Sennacherih returned
to demand the complete and unconditioned surrender of the city.
The x32.ssage closes with a warning to Eliakim concerning nepotisir
and an anticipation of the ruin of his house, vv. 24, 25. m
Chapter 36.3 and 37.2 we learn that while Eliakim holds the po-
sition which Shehna held, Shehna does have a lower office of
secretary, so evidently a cornier omise was arranged.
9. See George Adam Smith: opj^. cit. pp. 330-333
I(
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Zl. ORACLE COlTCERimTa TYRE
Chapter 23
•The date and authenticity of this chapter are very un-
certain. Some think that it v/as an orig;inal elegy upon Sidon
which was hy Isaiah, hut which was worked over into an eleg^
upon Tyre "by a later editor. This, however, canjiot he stated
with any degree of certainty. Feither can v/e definitely assert
that it is from Isaiah.
It is impossible to prove that verses 1-14 are hy Isaiah
But, on the other hand, it is very improhahle that he ex-
cluded from his survey of the foreign nations threatened or
attacked hy Assyria, the Phoenicians.-'-'^
It is just as hard to establish the date v/ith any degree of cer
tainty. There v/ere two tii.ies during the time of Isaiah when
Tyre was threatened hy Assyria, One was during the campaign of
Shalmaneser 17 in 727-722 B. C. and the other M/is that of Sen-
nacherib in 701 B. 0. One date v/ould "be as suitable as tiie
other.
The projji.et recognizes the greatness of T5,rre, v. 3, but
sees also that the very commerce of the city results in evil
and leads to the mercenary spirit which he speaks of as harlot-
ry. They seemed to regard both men and things merely as mat-
ters of profit. Such a spirit must inevitably lead to destruc-
tion.
10. Jeorge --^dam Bmith:
. cit
. p. 296
i{
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Verses 15-18 form an appendix to the r)receding part,
and may possibly "be post -exilic. Tv^^o reasons may iDe given for
thinking so. The nuulDer ''70" is found in late literature!^ and
in these places the reference seems to he to Jeremiah's predic-
tion in Jeremiah 25.11ff. Also the use to v/hich the riches of
Tyre are to he put suggest a late origin for these verses, for
"The thought that the wealth of the nations will flow into the
restored Jewish state is frequent in exilic and post-exilic
literature. ,tl2
Perhaps the reader has noticed that nothing has heen
said ahout chapter 21, This chapter is among those which we
cannot attribute to Isaiah, and will therefore he considered
in Part III.
11 11. oee Zechariah 1.12 and II Chronicles 35.21
12. Gr. B. Gray: 0£ . cit . p. 396
*(
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CHAPTER iV. OHAGLES DEALni'J ./LTR HBLATIOK
OF JUDAH TO SarfT AlTD ASSYRIA
CHAPTERS 28-33
I. uttroductioit
These chapters come for the most part from the early
years of the reign of Senna cherih. They reflect the negotia-
tions of Judah with Egypt which led up to the revolt of 701 B.C.
Here v/e see Isaiah standing almost alone against such a policy.
He, himself, v/as convinced that it would lead to disaster. Thus
we find two leading ideas of Isaiah. They are first of all,
the certainty of sv/eeping ^'udgment upon the unhelief and per-
versity of the nation, and then, secondly, the anticipation of
Immediate and signal salvation for Judah and destruction for
"the Assyrians through the intervention of Jahweh. These ideas
seem to alternate with each other in these chapters in a sur-
prising manner. It is interesting to note the outcome of this
struggle between Isaiah and the leaders of the Egyptian party.
We shall note this as we preceed with the study of these chap-
ters.
II. All UimEEDED V/AHlJINa
Chapter 28.1-22
The first verses of this section, vv. 1-6, seem to come
from a time before the fall of Samaria, that is before 722 B.C.
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UndoulDtedly it v/as first used at that time. But it seems
equally certain that it was reputlished here hy Isaiah as a
warning to the People of Jerusalem, The fste of the northern
capital should he a warning to the leaders of Jerusalem, hut
instead, the same Icind of dissipation for v/hioh Samaria was
noted has now hecome the state of society in Jerusalem. Even
the prophet and the priest reel with v/ine and stagger with
strong drink and therefore err in vision^nd stagger in judgment
w, 7,8. Such drunlrards are the leaders in the policy of re-
hellion. The prophet seems to have forced himself in upon
their banqueting and they turn upon him with insolent raillery,
vv. 9,10, expressing their impatience with what seems to them
the tiresome monotony of his teaching. Isaiah, hov;ever, turns
haclc their sarcasm upon them, and tells tr^em that a day is com-
ing when Jahweh will speak to them in a language that is more
grievous than that which he is now using, and that, will he such
that they will not he ahle to misunderstand it, vv. II7I3. He
then \17arns them against their irreligious temper revealed in
their hasing tlieir hopes upon an alliance with Egypt, v, 14.
They confidently reply that thej have made a covenant with
Death and Hell, that is that they have secured protection from
any kind of danger that might threaten them, vv. 14,15, The
prophet then assures them that in the coming storm of judgment
every false refuge will he swept away, and the only thing that
will remain will he those who have put their trust in Jahweh'
s
unchanging purpose of salvation towards :^ion, vv. 16-22.
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III. AM ANALOaY
Chapter 28.22-29
In these verses Isaiah atter:ipts to justify aods dealings
with Israel hy using an analogy hased on the oi^erations of agri-
culture. Just as the farmer plows in order that he might sow,
so Jahweh is worMng now with Israel preparing for a future sow-
ing. Also just as the farmer shows wisdom in varying the meth-
ods of thceshing to suit the ld.nd of grain to he threshed, so
Jahweh will adapt the severity of the punishment in such a way
as to save those from whom the true Israel is to rise.-^
IV. THE HUIilLIiVTIOF AWD DELIYERAITCE OF JERUSALEM
Chapter 29.1-14
Here the prophet addresses Jerusalem ssraiholically as
"Ariel'', that is "Lion of :Jod" or "Hearth of ^od." The latter
seems to he the hetter interpretation of it. The city is gay
and careless, feeling secure, perhaps in their confidence in
^gyp't* But Isaiah warns them that they are not to he deceived.
Just as David had to he^cel^e the city hefore it hecame God's
city, so no¥\r again it will have to he "brought low hefore it can
hecome trply Grod's hearth, vv. 1-4. Verses 5-8 give a x^icture
of the coming sid^e, which Isaiah was sure would come, for Jah-
weh must punish Judah for her sin. But just as surely will jah-
weh save hei-^':ome intervention such as earthquake or fire, vv.
6-8. This was so startling and so hard to understand on their
" i.See. John Slcinner: Isaiah I-XXI^IX , The Camhridge Bihle
(Camgridge: Camhridge University press, 1896), pp. 206.207
((
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part iDecaase of their dulled senses, that they were as one sud-
denly awakened from a sound sleep, vv. 9-12. But their stupid-
ity isvreally caused by the fact that their religion consists
merely of ritual and doctrine, sacrifice and prayers, which in
no way affect their lives either politically or socially, w.
13,14. This very fact malres it necessary for Jahweh to adopt
some very startlfmg measures, measures that are heyond all
human understanding and insight.
V. A IvIESSIAHIC ^'ORECAST
Chapter 29.15-24
This seems very much like the continuation of the pre-
ceding section. The prophet denounces the political intrigue
of the leaders, vv. 15,16. They really attributed a lack of
understanding to Jahweh, and thought that even He did not know
of their dealings with Egypt. Tlnej seem to be pitting their
ovm designs against those of Jahweh. But "before long Jahweh
will reveal His power by means of a v/onderful transformation of
nature and society. His word will then be received by the peo-
ple v;ho are now deaf to spiritual things, and those who are op-
pressed shall rejoice in Him, vv. 17-19. V;hen that time comes
t?iere v/ill be"neither tyrant nor scoffer, —neither oppression
from v/ithout, nor injustice from v/ithin the state, ""vv. 20,21.
The humiliation of Israel shall soon pass and shall never re-
turn. Those viho are now perplexed and dissatisfied shall thenie
2» John Skinner: op . cit . p. 222
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wlllin/^reoeive the instruotion of true religion, w. 22-24.
VI. ORACLES APAffiP-T THE EGYPT lAlT POLICY
Chapter 30
The people, who seem to he nov« fully aroused as to the
danger, do not turn to CJod, iDut instead, turn more eagerly to
Egypt. They have already sent an embassy on its way to ilgypt.
Isaiah warns against this, that it is against Jahweh's v/ill, anf.
that there is no ground for hope in Egypt, She promises much
hut can really do nothing, vv. 1-7. But the prophet's protest
did not avail. This is the supreme evidence of the rehellious
attitude of the people. Therefore he is hidden to write his
message on a tahlet that it may siand as a testimony against
them for the time to come. All their doing is bad politics.
Isaiah compares their wor-c to a bulging wall. Their acts will
result in a brealring out from within rather than destruction
from v/ithout, vv. 12-14. Isaiah assures them that in quiet-
ness and rest they shall find strength, but they refuse this,
choosing rather the horses of Egypt. Therefore they shall flee
as upon horses, and be easily confounded.
In verses 18-25 Isaiah then gives a picture of the bles-
sings which are reserved for the faithful Remnant in the Ilessiaii
ic age which is to come. The characteristics of this age will
be the teachable disposition of the people, the cessation of
idolatry, and a transformation of the external aspect of nature
that will be miraculous.
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The rest of the chapter portrays Jahweh's destruction of
Assyria "by His terrihle might. Jahweh will come suddenly to
"bring vengeance upon the foes of His people, consuming them as
on a vast funeral pjrre, w. 27,28,33. The Israelites will not
he harmed, hut will he merely spectators, accompanying the prog-
ress of the destruction with songs of praise and thanicsgiving
for their deliverance, vv. 29-32. It was hecause Isaiah had
such a faith as this that he could see the futility of any re-
liance upon Egyp)t. Box thinlcs the hitterness exi:ressed toward
Assyria and the want of reserve in the description of the pun-
ishment point away from Isaiah.^ But if this comes from 701
B.C. when Sennacherih came haclr after once raising the sieje
in return for the pajrment of a huge trihute, we can understand
the hitterness even in Isaiah. Nothing could he Liore outrag-
,
eous to IS£-i^h's sense of justice. It seems to me to he per-
fectly fitting to come from him.
VII. UTILITY OF THE EaYPTIAlT ALLIANCE
Chapter 31
In this chapter again we see clearly the transition
from denunciation to promise. The Egyptian intrigue went on
and the leaders were congratulating themselves on their wisdom
in contracting the alliance. But Jahweh also is wise, and pow-
erful, and when He stretches out His hand hoth Egypt, who is
3. G^. H. Box: The Book of Isaiah
,
(llew York: The Llao-
millan Company, 1909), p. 143
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helping and Israel, v/ho is "being helped v/ill "be destroyed to-
gether, vv, 1-3. Here again Isaiah expresses his faith in the
unseen. "The Egyptians/' he says, "are men, and not Grod; their
horses are flesh and not spirit." It is not the material that
makes a nation strong. Jahv/eh is like a lion in protecting
Jerusalem, and will not he frightened "by anything, v. 4. He
is like a hird or hen hovering over her brood, and in such a
way will he protect Jerusalem, v. 5. Sut in order to he sure
of His protection the people are to repent and turn to Him whom
they have forsaken, vv. 6,7. The Assyrian will then he de-
stroyed, not hy acts of men, hut hy the direct intervention of
Jahv/eh, himself, vv. 8,9.
VIII. A LIESSIAHIC PHOPEECY
Chapter 32.1-8
This passage gives us a picture of tlie ideal com-
monwealth in the Llessianic age. Some think that it is a con-
timuation of chapter 31, hut there is really no evidence of
this. It has the marks of an independent prophecy and may have
heen placed here hy an editor as a contrast to the picture pre-
sented in the previous chapter. Some, hecause of the more la-
borious and didactic style, and hecause the ideal Zing is less
idealized than in former prophecies, especially in chapter 9.1-
6 and 11.1-4, are inclined to reject Isaiah's authorship of
this prophecy. But since the central theme of this prophecy is
the transformation of social relationships, we can easily under
-
stand why the ideal Zing is less emphasized. The difference in
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style may possilDly "be accounted for "by the re-editing of some-
one who followed Isaiah.- Scholars, however, seem quite well
agreed that it is mainly from Isaiah. Most v/ould put it rather
late in His career, possihly after 701 B.C. In the I.Iessianic
age a just government will be established, vv.l,E; public opin-
ion will be enlightened and cleansed, vv.2,4; and the aristoc-
racy v/ill not be based on birth, but upon character, vv.5-8.
IX. All APPEAL TO THE WOllEN 0? JERUSALEM
Chapter 32,9-20
This section contains both a warnino* and a promise. It
is directed to the women of Jerusalem, bince the argument is
mainly the same as that of chapters 29 and 30, it seems prob-
able that this comes from much the same period, namely, 704 to
702 B.C. The near date of the Judgment which is threatened in
verse 10 compares favorably v/ith that in Chapter 29.1. On the
other hand, the indefinite date of the fut'ure redemption seems
to be more in harmony ?/ith his earlier prophecies.^ Duhm also
places this among Isaiah's early prophecies. He says:
Since thorns shall cover the land, and the pleasant
fields shall become a pasture for \7ild asses "forever"
this poem must fall in the earliest time of Isaiah.
Thas there seem to be some valid reasons for giving it an early
4. See John Skinner: op- . cit. p. 239
5. See G^eorge Adam Smith: The Book of Isaiah Vol. I,
Revised edition, (London: Hodder and fitoughton, 1927) p. 274
5. Bernhard Duhm: Pas Buch Jesaia Gottingen Eandkommen-
tar zum Alten Testament, (Go'ttingen: Vandenhoecir und RuDrecht
1914), p. 210
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date, and some equally valid reasons for giving it a late date.
It is impossi"ble to decide definitely for one or the other. If
there is anything in favor of one over the other it would proh-
^hly "be in favor of the later date.
Isaiah charges the women with a careless unconcern and
indifference, a sort of false restfulness and trustfulness
which is "based on a shallow optimism. They continue in this
even in the face of the repeated warnings which he has given
them. He warns them of calamity and calls upon them to adopt
the attitude of mourners over desolate fields and ravaged vine-
yards, vv. 9-14. Verse 12 seems to he a reference to the Adon-
is cult and its rites.''' ITrom the condition of entire desola-
tion, after an indefinite period of time, there will arise a
new world. It will come under the reviving influence of the
Divine Spirit and there will he a renewal of nature, v. 15;
there will he righteousness dv/elling in the land, v. 16; and
the fruits of this righteousness will he undisturbed peace and
security, vv. 17,18. 7erse 19 seems to hreak the harmony of
the passage and is possihly a fragment of another jjrophecy
which hecame misplaced.^
X. JERUSALSIvI DISTRESSED BUT DELIVERED
Chapter 33
There is much difference of opinion as to whether this
7. ?or a description of the .:Ldonis Gult see Elmer A Les-
lie: Old Testament Religion in the light of its Canaanite Baclr-
ground, illev] iotk: The .^hin^don iress. 1936). pp. 48-53
8. See John S-kinner: Op
. cit . p. 24?.
i
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chapter really comes from Isaiah. Some feel that heoause of
its lyrical emotionalism, its apocalyptic and eschatological
features, and its dominant religious ideas it can hardly he
from Isaiah.^ Furthermore a prayer like the one in verse 2 is
is not paralleled in any of Isaiah's aolmowledged v/ritings, for
we never see him identifying himself v/ith his people. -^'^ The
only possihle exception is at the time of his call when he said
"I am a man of unclean lips and I dwell in the midst of a peo-
ple of unclean lips." i^his, however, is hardly a parallel to
this passage. As for the eschatblogical character, Sellin holds
that it is no ground for rejecting Isaiah's authorship, unless
we are going to hold that eschatology ims ^A\oWj an Exilic or
post-Exilic invention.il (J. A, Smith holds that it is Isaianic
in character. 12 If it comes from Isaiah it must he dated in
701 B.C. If it comes from that time it Diay v/ell represent
Isaiah's reaction to the renewed demands of Sennacherih. This
would plaice it along side of chapter 22.1-14.
The prophecy opens with a denunciation that seems fit-
ting in ligrit of ^ennacherih ' s violation of his pledge and
demand for complete surrender of tlie city. In verse 2 the
prophet identifies himself with his people, or, as some suggest,
9. See 3. H. Box: op . cit. p. 149
16. See John Sliinner : op . cit. p. 247
11. See Ernst Sellin: IntDoduction to the Old Testament
Trans, hy A, rlontgomery
, (liew York: ieo. H. Doran Company , 1923 ) ,
P. 154
12. op;, cit. p. .'^4-5
I
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with his disciples, in the prayer that he makes. He antici-
pates the city's deliverance "by the presence of Jahweh.vv. 3-3,
though at present it is in dire straiits, vv. 7-9. Even then
the voice of Jahweh is heard announcing the sv;ift destruction
of the enemy, vv. 10-13. The sudden appearing of Jahweh fills
the ungodly with fear, v, 14; hut results in the security of
the righteous through the consuming fire of Divine holiness.
The passage cleses with a description of the coming age, when
the present danger shall he hut a memory, vv. 18,19, and whenTk^
"Mng in his beauty" shall reign, with the land expanded, peace-
ful, secure under the protection of Jahweh, free from disease,
with sins forgiven, and enjoying the privileges of the redeemed
people, vv. 20-24.
This hrings us to the close of the prophecies which we
have classed as coming from Isaiah, the son of .xmoz. V/e turn
next, in Part III to those parts of chapters 1 to 39 which do
not come from the hand of Isaiah.
I
PAHT III
SECTIOITS 0? CHAPTERS 1-39 TIIAT DO ITOT COIIE FROM
I^I/IH, THE BON OF ALIOZ
CHAPTER V
IKTRODUCTIOII
These sections come from various times, and. v/ith various
conditions, therefore it will not he possihle to give anything
in the nature of a general haclrgroLmd for all of them. Some of
them as we shall see come from the time of Isaiah, or at least
deal with conditions and events of the time of Isaiah. Others
come from times far removed from his time and reflect conditions
that did not exist until centuries after he lived. Under such
conditions it was impossihle to attribute them to him. In
some of these sections the tone and the style are so decidedly
against the Isaianic origin triat one can do nothing other than
attrihute them to some other writer or prophet. In none of the
instances v/here we deny or reject the Isdianic authorship is it
possihle to discover the author. The oracles included in this
part are anonymous oracles that for some reason or other were
inserted in this hook hy a redactor or editor. In some cases
they may seem to have some relation to the true Isaianic work,
while in other cases there is no relation at all. Each section
will have to he considered very largely hy itself, vie turn now
to the various sections.
I
CHAPTER VI
HISTORICAL SECTIOIT DEALING V/ITH ISAIAH
CHAPTERS 36-39
I. nTTRODUCTIOlT
It is quite evident that these chapters did not come
from Isaiah himself, though they contain episodes from his life.
He is alv^ays spoken of here in the third person, while in his
prophecies he did the speaking . Then, too, these chapters con-
tain an almost word for v/ord parallel to II. Kings 18.13-20.19.
This fact causes some to helieve that they were excerpted "by
the compiler from II EjLngs and placed here "because they con-
tained some of the particulars concerning Isaiah's work and the
fulfillment of some of his most remarka"ble prophecies. 1 In do-
ing so some a'bridgments were made and the song of Hezekiah was
added. This sounds very plausilDle. Sellin has a different
theory. He argues from the suggestions given in chapters 7 and
10 that there was an extant biography of Isaiah and that ''the
redactor of the Book of Isaiah, as well as that of the Book of
Kings, may very likely have drawn his material from it,"^ This,
too sounds possible. It is dou"btful whether we ever will know
1. S. R. Ite-iver: Literature of the Old Testament '. (Few
York: Charles Scri"bnerfe ^'.ons, 1923)
,
p. 286
2. Ernst Sellin: Introduction to the Old Testament
,
Hew York: Sec. H. Doran Company, 1923), p. 139 i:. B. This hook
was translated by '.v. Montgomery.
i
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vi^hy they came to "be here. The events narrated are not all from
the same time. J?he invasion hy Sennaoherih is undouhtedly that
of 701 B. 0. The sickness of Hezekiah must have heen at some
time previous to that. The emhassy from Ilerodach Baladan was
also earlier than the time of bennacherihfe invasion. These
dates will he dealt v/ith in those sections. The section was
prohahly written some time later than any of the events given.
Judging from chapter 37.38 this section was v»o:itten after the
death of Sennacherib in 661 B.C. Further than this we cannot
go.
These chapters contain the narratives of three important
events which illustrate the commanding influence of Isaiah dur-
ing the reign of Hezekiah. The events are: --The unsuccessful
attempts of Sennacherih to take Jerusalem, chapters 36,37; Hez-
ekiah' s sickness and recovery, chapter 38; and the erahassy from
Ilerodack Baladan to Heaekiah, chapter 39. Vie turn now to these
events.
II. SmUCEERIB'S ATTEIvIETS TO TA.KE JSRUSALELI
Chapters 36, and 37
A careful reading of these two chapters will reveal that
we have here tv/o accounts of the same invasion, or the accounts
of tv;o separate invasions. Chapter 36.2-37,8 is very similar
to chapter 3 7.9-36, These passages are paralleled hy II Kings
18.17-19.8 and 19.9-37 respectively. The question then arises,
"Are these two accounts of the same invasion or are they the
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aooounts of two separate invasions?" There are arguments for
"both theories. The arguments for two accounts of the same in-
vasion may he stated as fpllows: a. There is a similarity he-
tween Rahshelcah's speech and the letter of the second accoLuit.
h. Hezekiah submitted hoth letter and speech to Isaiah. c. In
each account Isaiah encouraged Eezekiah to defy Sennacherib, d.
It is not likely that Sennacherib would have expected a letter
to do what Rabshekah failed to do in person. These arguments
do carry some weight. But now we present the arguments for two
separate invasions. They are as follows: a. The similarities
could be explained by similar circumstances in each invasion,
b. There are certain dif fer enc:-';- --iBting in the accounts.
They are: (l) Only the first alludes to the fall of Samaria.
The ommission of triis from the second would be natural if it
referred to a later attempt. (2) In the second the iissyrian
does not taunt Eezekiah with the futility of reliance on Egypt.
This would be natural if the power of Egypt had increased since
the first invasion. (5) In the first account ^iennacherib is in
Judah, while in the second he does not appear to be so. (4) in
the first Hezekiah is jjanic stricken, while in the second he is
calm. This would be natural if he had been delivered once. {5)
The first announces Sennacherib's departure as due to a rumor
from the homeland while in the second the disappearance is given
as due to an outbreak of plague in the Assyrian army.^ Thus it
3. 5'or a discussion of these see Gl-eorge Adam Smith: The
Book of Isaiah, Vol. I Revised Edition, (London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1927), pp. 313-15
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seems to me that it is iDest to accept the theory of the two in-
vasions,
36
In chapter/vv/e have a picture of the crafty Rahshekah.
^'irst he sends his message to Hezel?:iah hy means of the officers
of Hezekiah^s court who went out to ineet him, w. 4-10, In this
message he speaks of the futility of trust in Egypt, of the like
futility of trust in Jahv/eh for they have destroyed the high
places, and hesides all this Jahweh himself has sent him to
take Jerusalem. But this was not enough for him. After deliv-
ering his message to the officers he speaks to the people to
try to get them to desert Eezekiah. He laughs at their trust
in Hezekiah or even in Jahweh. The gods of the other peoples
were not able to save them so V'lhj should they suppose that Jah-
weh will he ahle to save them? But the people had remarkable
self-control, for they kept still and did not answer him, vv.
21,22. V/hen the message is brought to Hezekiah, chapter 37.
1, he is terrified and sends to Isaiah asking him to pray for
the country. Isaiah reassures him, telling him that Jerusalem
will be saved and that ^Sennacherib will hear rumors from his
own country that will make him return thither. It is altogeth-
er possible that Eezekiah was not able to depend entirely on
Jahweh, and therefore bought off Sennacherib with the heavy
tribute recorded in II Zings 18.13-15. Sennacherib then start-
ed home but hearing of an Egyptian force that was coming to
meet him decided that it was not safe to leave such a strong-
hold as Jerusalem behind him and therefore returned to demand
i
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the complete surrender of the city. Thus we would have the
cause for the second invasion. If this he true it would proh-
ahly he later the same year, that is in 701 B.C.- Thus at this
^ time Sennaoherih malces Imoim his demands hy means of a letter
to Hezekiah, chapter 37.9-13, Hezekiah, when he receives the
letter, spreads it hefore Jahweh and prays, vv. 14-20, He is
answered through Isaiah v/ho assures him that Jahweh has heard
and will deliver the city, vv. 21-35. In the night time an an-
gel of Jahweh smites the camp of Sennaoherih so severely that
he departs at once for his home and Jerusalem is spared, vv. 36-
38.
III. HEZEIIIAH'S SIC.E1TE8S
Chapter 38,1-8
It is difficult to give a date for this section. Terse
5 seems to imply that it was v/hen Sennaoherih or some Assyrian
king was threatening Jerusalem, out a numher of scholars think
this verse is an interpolation. Chapter 39.1 seems to imply
that it was hefore the emhassy from Uerodach Saladan. If that
is true then it would "be several years earlier than the invasioi:
of Sennaoherih. There was no other time that Jerusalem v;as
directly threatehed hy the Assyrian kings. Hezekiah is sick,
and is told iDy Isaiah that he will die, vv. 1,2. Hezekiah then
I
.pra27S earnestly, and Isaiah is sent hack hy Jahweh to tell him
4. See. G^eorge Adam Smith: orr , cit . pp 367-383
1I
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that he will recover aild will live fifteen years longer, w. 2-
6. He is then given a sign that \vill reassure him as to the
truth of this statement, vv. 7,8.
IV. HEZSEIAH'3 SONG OF THAirxsaiVIIia
Chapter 38.9-20
This is prohahly from a later time than Hezekiah and was
adapted and inserted here as an expression of the Iringfe feelings
Several reasons are given for thinking it later, a. Its very
position in the chapter suggests that it is an insertion, norm-
ally verse 21 should follov/ verse 8. h. It is full of literary
reminiscences of certain Psalms. ^ c. It has linguistic affini-
ties with late literature."^ d. The heading
,
v. 9, and the
liturgical appendix, v. 20, indicate that it was taken from a
late liturgical collection, e. There is nothing in the charac-
ter of the poem that would indicate that it was a king who was
Speaking. It is more likely that it represents the community
as do many of the Psalms.''' ?or these reasons it seems best to
date it at least post-Exilic. It is hard to date it more def-
initely than this. Some would pirry it dovm to the fourth cen-
tury B.C. It should also he said that there are some who de-
- ^ ^ ^ ^
who maintain
fend its authenticity, that is^that it actually came from Heze-
kiah. But the argument I have given ahove seems decisive a-
gainst this.
5. Ilote Psa. 6.5; 30.9; 88.10-12; 94.17; 105.17
6. Compare V. 10 with Joh 38J.7; v. 12 with Joh 4. 19. 21. etc.
7. i^ee (J. ci. Box: The Book of Isaiah ( Few York: The 'lac
mi
. llnn Company^ 1909), p. 170
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7. TIIE ELIBASSY 0^ T.IERODACH BALADAII
Chapter 39
There v;ere two periods when Llerodach was king of Bahylon,
The first was when he revolted against Assyria in 722 B.C. and
seized the throne of Bahylon. This time he was ahle to hold it
for a period of.tv/elve years, until Sargon overthrew him in 710
B.C. Again, when Sargon died he seized the throne and v/as ahle
to hold it for only six or nine months vjhen he was again over-
thrown by ^ennaoher ih. This v;as ahout 705 or 704 B.C. The
emhassy spolcen of in this chapter has heen assigned to each of
these periods hy different scholars. But, since the second per-
iod of power was so short it seems hest to place the emhassy
sometime in the first period, numher of scholars seem to
agree in placing it ahout 714 B.C. This also helps us in de-
termining the date of the previous chapter. It was prohahly
the same year or in the previous year.
Vi/hen Llerodach Baladan heard that Kezekiah had heen sick,
he sent messengers and a letter and a present to him. This
seems to have heen a part of his policy, to make friends with
foes of Assyria, or with those within the Ass27rian Empire who
were dissatisfied, therehy strengthening his ovm position. Hez-
ekiah was so delighted with the attention that was given to him
that he showed the messengers all of his house with all ox the
treasure he had, including the armory and all, vv. 1,2. V.^hen
Isaiah learned what had heen done he foretold the carrying away
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of the treasures to BalDylon and the captivity of the sons of
Hezekiah, vv. 5-7. It is this part that gives us the greatest
difficulty. It seems inconsistent with Isaiah's L.essianic
ideal. For him it v/as ..ssyria who was to hring ahout the punish
ment of Judah and prepare the way for the Ideal .IHng. In all of
prophecies
his undo uhtedyyth ere is no hint that he ever thought of Bahylon
as hecoming the world povi/er. Also, unless v/e date this inci-
dent after Hezelriah ' s deliverance from Senna cher ih , it would
seem incredihle that Isaiah should disclose the fate of his re-
mote descendants, v/ithout warning him of the crisis that was
to come in his ov;n lifetime. No satisfactory solution has "been
offered. There is the possihility that the prophet's actual
message may have reached the late writer of this narrative in a
form that was colored hy subsequent events.^
8. See John Skinner: Isaiah I-^CDIIX . The Camhridge Bihle
(Camhridge: Cambridge University ir ess
,
1896), p. 285
(
CHAPTER VII
ORACLES HEMTIlTa IvIAmLY TO BABYLOIT
Chapters 13.1-14.23 and 21
I. nTTRODUCTIOIT
To one who is at all acquainted with the events of Isa-
iah's day it is perfectly evident that these sections cannot
come from that time. The events and circumstances reflected in
them are not those of the eighth century. They are rather
those of the period of the Exile. Ilore definite reasons for
assigning the sections to a late date will he given in the dis-
cussions of tiie sections themselves.
II. THE FALL 0? BABYLON
Chapters 13.1-14.23
The Isaianic autliorship of this section is almost uni-
versally rejected. There are many reasons why it could not
come from Isaiah. These reasons may he summarized as follows:
a. In Isaiah's time Bahylon was not a world power. She was sub
ject to Ass;^7ria, who was the world power, or was revolting
against her. Here, however, Bahylon is the world power. She
is not announced as the future enemy of Judah, hut is revealed
as already an enemy, and one who has long held Israel in exile,
h. If Isaiah expected the Lessianic age iamiediately following
the overthrow of Assyria, as he evidently did, he woald not
I
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have thought of Bahylon holding Israel in exile. c. As has al-
ready heen suggested, the Jews are no longer politicalljT- free,
nor in possession of their own land, as they v/ere in Isaiah6s
day, hut are either in exile or :ust returned from exile to a
depopulated country, d. Jerusalem is not portrayed as the in-
violate fortress of Jahv/eh, as it ?/as in Isaiah's day. e. ireith-
er Assyria nor Egypt are mentioned except as one of three clas-
sical enemies of Judah. In Isaiah's time they were the main
powers contending for the mastery of tlie vjmrld. f . In Isaiah
1-12 exile in Bahylon is not even mentioned as a possihility,
while here it is approaching its end. g. The I.Iedes, who were
outside the horizon of Isaiah historically, are definitely men-
tioned as the destroyers of Babylon. The writer even knows
some of their characteristics, note v. 17. Thus 77ith such a
vast amount of evidence against it, one can not hesitate in
rejecting the Isaianic authorship of this section. The date is
most certainly during the i^xile, and prohahly near the end of
it. I^river suggests that since it mentions only the I.Iedes, and
has no reference to Gyi-us, it prohahly came shortly hefore 549
B.C. V7hen Cyrus overthrew the Lledian empire of .istyages
.
This section maj^ he further divided into two parts. The
first, 13.1-14.2, is concerned directly with the fall of Bahy-
lon. The Day of Jahweh is at hand with convulsions of natur:e,
V. 10, and the advance of armies that are consecrated for war,
1. S. R. Driver: Literature of the Old Testament
,
(New
york: Charles Scrihner's Sons, 1923T7 p. 212
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V. 3, coming from a far country xvith v/eapons of the Lord, v. 5.
These are the I.Iedes, who cannot be brihed with gold, and who
will "be cruel and heartless, vv. 17,18. But Israel will he re-
stored and will even talre captive and rule over those v;ho have
"been oppressing them. The second part, 14.3-23 is a taunt song
over the fallen tyrant. His fall is given in verses 4-8. Even
Sheol shudders to receive him and the other leaders who are
already there taunt him v/ith "being as weak as they are, vv. 9-
11. Though he had sought to scale the very heavens and to ex-
alt himself to the Seat of the Host High, he is hurled down to
Sheol, w. 12-15. Those who look on marvel at his downfall,
vv. 16-21. In the closing verses Jahweh announces its utter
destruction.
III. AN ORACLE Oil BABYLOIT
Chapter 21,1-10
This oracle is denied to Isaiah on the same grounds as
the one we have just considered. It is therefore, unnecessary
to recount them here. The date is very prohahly ahout the same
also, that is around 550 B, C, or perhaps a little nearer the
close of the Exile, for the picture given would fit well with
the fall of Bahylon to the Persians under Cyrus. The advance
of the enemy is described. It unnerves the prophet, causing
him to shudder. The Babylonians are interrupted in the midst
of a carousal, vv. 1-5. The prophet then describes the inward
process by which the meaning came to him. He, as a watchman,
sees the sign and then proclaims the import, which is, "Babylon
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is fallen." '^eorg-e Adam Smith presents an interesting theory
in regard to this oracle. He would date it ah out the time of
the first dovmfall of I.'erodach Baladan. He feels that the sym-
pathy expressed for the falling Bahylon is more axin to the
temper of Isaiah than to that of the Jewish prophets of the Ex-
ile. This is an interesting point, hut seems to he outv/ei-hed
hy the arguments against the Isaianic authorship.
lY. ORACLES CE SDOII AlTD ARABIA
Chapter 21.11-17
Common character istios of these oracles with the preced-
ing one on Bahylon are the ohscure oracular utterance, which is
in contrast to Isaiah's clear, terse style, the strongly marked
visionary element, and the sympathetic attitude of the author
toward the foreign nations which are concerned. These suggest
an identity of authors?iip to that of the preceding oracle. If
this he true the diite is probahly much the same. There is noth
ing hy v/hich we can date them any more accurately than this.
The oracle on Edom, vv. 11,12, is really not an oracle at all,
hut ratheir a refusal to give one. The oracle on Arahia, w.
13-17, pictures the grievousness of war, which reaches even the
distant desErt lands and roads.
2. .reorge Adam Smith: The Book of Isaiah Vol.1, Revised
edition, (London: Kodder and Stoughton, 1927^
,
p. 282 Footnote
¥o. 1
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\ClUPTER VIII
THE LITTLE APOCALYPSE
Chapters 24-27
I. INTRODUCTION
These chapters are very difficult and present many proh-
lems. Lack of space will prevent our dealing v/ith every proh-
lem which they present. Vi/e will, however , deal with the prohlem
of the date and the authorship. Scholars differ widely in their
ideas concerning this section, oome consider them a unity and
others do not. Some "believe them to he Isaianic and others do
not. Some "believe them to come from Isaiah's time and others
would make them almost the latest of Old Testament v;Titings.
Sellin does not consider these chapters to he a unity.
He finds in them a group of apocalyptic sections with a cycle
of poems interwoven among them. Ee says that the poems have no
connection v/ith the apocalyptic sections. 1 On the other hand,
Driver says:
.These chapters are intimately connected together and form
a single prophecy. They present a vivid picture of a great
world judgment, and of the happy escape from it of -jod's
faithful people. In particular , they declare the overthrow
of some proud, tyrannical , city and depict the felicity, and
spiritual blessedness, which Israel will afterwards en joy,
^
1. See Sellin, E: Introduction to the Old Testament,
Translated "by W. Montgomery, (llew York: CJeo. H. Doran Go. 1923),
p. 137,138
2. S, R, Driver: Literature of the Old Testament (Few
Ynrkr HVinR. Scrihner's Sons. 1923). -n. 219
c
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In this work we shall accept the unity of the chapters, for in
Hebrew prophecy one often finds the idea of jud'^ment alternat-
ing with the idea of redemption and hliss throu^^^h the interven-
tion of Jahweh. Thus, since what Sellin calls poems have for
their theme the triumph of the City of G^od, it seems only nat-
ural that they should he interspersed with the sections dealing
with Judgment and the Day of Jahweh.
The arguments against the Isaianic authorship and the
late date may he ta.ien together, for if it is of late date, it
have
is evident that it could notyycome from Isaiah. In this we shall
follow Cheyne who gives the most comprehensive argument in favor
of a late date."^ Ee hegins hy listing the apocalyptic elements
which point av/ay from Isaiah. They are as follows: a. The
physical convulsion of the world, ch. 24,1,18-20.'^ h. The idea
of the nations going up to Mt. Zion for the divine coronation
feast, 25.6 is eschatological. c. The resurrection hy means of
a simple nat'jral phenomena, 26,19, is similar to Ezexiel 37.9
and thus suggests a late date. d. The committal of the "host
of the heavenly heights" and the "kin^^s of the earth" to i^rison,
24.21,22, are late ideas, e. The mythical designation of the
three oppressive world powers, 27.1, is similar to Daniel 7
which is late. f. The mighty sword of Ood, 27.1, is an idea
3. ?or a full discussion of these see T. X. Cheyne:
Introduction to the Book of Isaiah
,
(London: Adam and Charles
Black, 1895), pp. 14F^4
4. Compare Ezekiel 38.19,20; Eaggai 2.6,7,21; Joel 3.16:
and Zechariah 14.4,5.
c<
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that is prominent in late eschatologioal descriptions, 5 g. The
trumpet "blovm to r ecall the Jewish exiles, 27.13, seems to sug-
gest that it has "become a technical term. ^^11 these ideas sug-
gest a late date since they are apocalyptic in nature. He then
presents tlie arguments for a late date dravai from the ideas and
ideals of these chapters. ';uch are the follov/ing: a. The idea
that all of manl^ind had hrolren a divine law, 24.5, is very
late. h. the "host of heaven" , 24. 21, can only he explained "by
the later "belief in angelic patrons of nations. c. The visible
enthronement of Israel's kings on Lit. Zion still in the future
24.23; 25.13, are ideas that are frequent in post-Exilic psalms,
d. The promise of aholition of death, 25.8, and the hope of the
resurrection of individuals, 25.19, "become more intelligible
the later they are placed in the Persian period, e. The admis-
sion of "all peoples" to religious privileges, 25. 6, is more
characteristic of Deutero -Isaiah and later writers, f. The
ideal of national life as a prolonged act of worship, 27, 13
,
must have grown up in a non -political age. To these arguments
we can add the one based on the social state. The fact that
priests, 24.2, and elders, 24.23, seem to be the most prominent
class suggests a time following the break-up of the nation as
a political entity. ^ The foregoing all point to a late date,
but none of them give us a definite date. Various dates have
been assigned to it. Those who accept the Isaianic authorship
ITote Zechariah 13.7; Revelation 1.15; 2.12
6. ITote Joel 1.14; 2.15
-
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naturally place it in the eighth century. Others vary all the
way from this to a time following 135 B.C. which is the date
assigned to it "by Duhm. Perhaps the most accurate date is be-
tween 349 B.C., when Artaxerxes Ochus destroyed Sidon^ and the
coming of Alexander, ahout 330 B.C. It is well to rememher,
however, that the fact that these chapters may he very late
does not destroy their religious value. They are
... in the front ranlr of evangelical prophecy. In
their experience of religion, their characterization of
God's people, their expressions of faith, their mission-
ary hopes' and hopes of immortality, they are rich and ed-
ifying.*^
\ie shall now give just a word concerning the separate
24
chapters, Ghapter^is prohahly a description of the Last Judg-
ment, t>iough it portrays some of the conditions of the author's
own day. Scholars are unahle to identify the chapter v/ith any
historical situation. There is a break-up in which the whole
earth is included, v. 1, as well as those who are in it. It
is polluted by man's sin and transgression, v. 5, and therefore
it will be destroyed, vv. 6,19. But Jahweh will reign with the
elders on Lit. Zion and in Jerusalem, v. 23.
Chapter 25 begins with a psalm of thanksgiving probably
celebrating the downfall of some heathen city, and the deliver-
ance, that will come to Israel as a result, v\'. 1-5. Then fol^o
lows, a prophecy of the Liessianic era, which presents it under
7. G^eorge Adam Smith: The Book of Isaiah Vol. I, Re-
vised Edition, (London: Kodder and Stoughton, 1927), p. 452
<
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the figure of a feast spread for the nations. The chapter
closes with another hjnnnof praise, vv. 9-12, which was composed
in anticipation of the extinction of Hoah.
Chapter 25 gives us the nation's prayer for a more com-
plete salvation, -^s a nation it has
. . . emerged from a season of great trouhle and oppres-
sion, and gratefully acknowledges the mercies it now enjoys,
hut this feeling is accoDipanied "by confession of failure
and an eager longing for a fuller experience of the Divine
hlessing.
8
xhe chapter opens v/ith an enthusiastic praise and thanksgiving
for what Grod has done for the nation, w. 1-6, and then passes
into the mood of meditation in which we catch a longing for the
accomplishment of Jahweh's judgments, vv. 8,9a, "because only so
will the inhahitants of the world learn righteousness, vv. 91d-
10. This passes then into prayer in v/hich the author prays for
the destruction of the nation's enemies, for the peace of Is-
rael, and from this into a retrospect of the nation's past his-
tory, in which, hy Divine help, much had fee en achieved, vv. 11-
15. But, in spite of the achievements, there have also heen
failures, and though Israel has learned much, it seems that
much of her pain and effort has heen ineffectual, vv. 13-18.
The nation is disappointed over the small number that remain to
see the glory of the new era. Then comes verse 19 with its
promise of life from the dead in the most literal sense. This
8. John Skinner: Isaiah T^-rr,rn^ vi^p nam-h-ri ri Pihlr
(Camhridge: Camhridge University Iress, 1895), p. 192
c{
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is one of the high spots of the Cld Testament. Verses 20 and
21 really helong v.ith the next chapter. They contain a call to
the people of Jahweh to hide themselves until the indignation
is past.
Chapter 27 opens v;ith an announcement of Judgment on the
great world powers, v, 1, This is followed "by a song of Jahweh
concerning Kis vineyard, vv. 2-6. In verses 7-11 the fact that
Jah\?eh has used moderation in punishing Israel as compared with
the other nations suggests the prospect of ultimate reconcilia-
tion. The chapter closes with a prophecy of the restoration
of the dispersed memhers of the nation, vv. 12,13.
<
CHAPTER IX
OTHER ORACLES
Chapters 11.10-12.6; 19.15-25; and 24, 35
I. IHTRODUCTIOH
These sections are in no way uniform and do not refer
even to the same nation. Some refer to Israel, some to Egypt,
and some to Edom and other nations. Therefore it is impossihle
to say much that will malre an introduction for the chapter as
a whole. Each section will have to he treated as to date and
authorship "by itself. Because of this we turn directly to the
sections or oracles themselves.
II. A PROPHECY OF RETURIJ FROM EXILE
Chapter 11.10-16
This prophecy descrihes the formation of the new Hessian-'
ic community hy the return of the Israelites from all parts of
the v/orld. Such a situation as this, with the conditions as
they are revealed in the passage did not exist in Isaiah's day.
As represented J the Jews are in exile not only in Assyria, hut
also in Egypt, Ethiopia, and other mediterranean lands. There
was no such dispersion while Isaiah was active. The only large
scale dispersion of that time was that of Northern Israel, hut
this seems to he on a much larger scale that even that one.
The references seem hest fitted to the circumstances of the
i
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post-Exilic period when the Jews were scattered all over the
then "kiiovTn world. Jahweh will provide for a new exodus of His
people and when they are returned the Jews of all classes will
live together in harmony, and in their united strength they ;vil3
"be a"ble to he supreme over their surrounding neighliors.
III. SONGS FOR THE ITEV/ EXODUS
Chapter 12
This chapter contains two songs for tlie new exodus. Just
as Israel sang songs of triuraph after she crossed the Red Sea,
so the restored exiles would sing in celebration of the great
salvation that had come to them. The historical situation im-
plied here is similar to that vjhich is implied in chapter 11.
10-15. Also it is ohvious that this could not "be dated before
that section, as it is the first that speaks of the new exodus.
Thus this chapter must be post-Exilic. The songs are filled
with ideas which are reminiscent of the exodus from Egypt.
1
IV. ORACLE COIJCERIima EGYPT
Chapter 19.16-25
This prophecy seems closely related to the rest of chap-
ter 19 which is also an oracle on Egypt. But there are certain
elements in this that lead one to believe that it could not
have come from Isaiah. The favorable attitude toward Egypt and
1. See John Skinner: Isaiah I-XTXTX The Cambridge
Bible, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1896), pp^.104
105 *
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Assyria point away from Isaiah as the author. Then too, the
reference in verses 18,19 seem to he to Jewish colonies and a
Jewish Temple in Egy^t. The earliest reference to any sanc-
^ tuary in Egypt would suggest that there had heen none t/iere un-
til nearly two centuries after the time of Isainh.'^ Thus it
seems hest to malre this at least post-Exilic. Some would make
it much later than that. The passage predicts a marvelous
of Egypt
change in the religious attitudey^and in its relation to Judah.
Five cities in Egypt will adopt the language of Canaan, v. 18,
an altar, v/ith its accompanying vorship of Jahweh, will he es-
tahlished there, vv. 19-22, and there will "be a highway "between
Egypt and xissyria, suggesting the peaceful intercourse of the
two rivals, and both countries are admitted on an equal footing
with Israel into the new kingdom of ^Jod. Together they will he
a hies sing to manlrind at large, vv. 23-25.
7. THE DE^^TRUCTIOL^ 0? EDOLI AND REDELQrTIOlT OF ZIOK
Chapters 34 and 35
There are several reasons for placing these chapters at
a late date. The writer borrows ideas and phrases from post-
Exilic and late Exilic v.ritings. He lives in Palestine and his
only regret is that the restoration of Israel is still far from
complete. And the nation he regards as most hostile is not Bab"
^
ylon but Edom. From these we would gather that these chapters
2. See E. Sellin: Introduction to the Old Testament
,
Trans, by W. I.Iontgomery
,
(New Yorlr, George H. Doran Co. 1923)
p. 133
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should "be given at least a post-Sxilic date.
Chapter 34 opens with a vivid, ^stly description of the
last judi^ment, v/hich will include all the nations of the earth,
w. 1-4, and passes with great abruptness into a threat of a
dreadful vengeance on Edom for its continued hostility toward
the people of Jahweh, and the indiscriminate destruction of its
people is decreed, until the land shall he turned into a very
desolate place, fit only for heasts and serpents, vv. 5-17.
Chapter/^ IS a vivid contrast to this. It pictures the
restoration and the future blessedness of Israel. Even nature
will he marvelously transformed, vv. 1,2, for Sod will appear
for the purpose of saving his people, v. 3. V/ith his coming
haman infirmities will cease, vv. 5,6, and a highway for the
delivered people of Jahweh will he raised, v. 8, and the re-
deemed nation shall return v/ith everlasting joy and gladness,
and with sorrov/ and sighing banished from their midst, vv. 9,10.
Thus with this appealing picture we close our discussion
of the first part of the Book of Isaiah. ,/e shall turn next,
in Part IV, to the work of Deutero -Isaiah.
3. See T. K, Cheyne: Introduc tion to the Book of Isaiah
(London: Adams and Charles Black, 189Drr"p. 209
I
DEUTERO-ISAUH
CHAPTER X
nTTRODUCTIOH
In this part we shall consider chapters 40-56 of the
"boo!^ of Isaiah. It should, however, he stated that not all
authorities are agreed in limiting Deutero -Isaiah to just these
chapters. There are some who v^^ould include under the designa-
tion Deutero -Isaiah all the remainder of the hook, that is,
chapters 40-55. But it is the helief of many scholars that
chapters 56-55 helong to a different period, and are undouhted-
ly "by a different author than the author of chapters 40-55.
V/e are accepting this theory, and will give our arguments in
detail when v/e come to the discussion of chapters 55-65. In
this part we shall consider only those things that mark off
chapters 40-55 as heing from an author other than Isaiah, the
son of Amoz, together with the other items that are intimately
connected with these chapters.
\'ie hegin with the hackground of this section. It is
evident, even from a cursory reading of chapters 40-55, that
the situations reflected in them are different fron those of
the time of Isaiah. This is shown in the historical, the polit-
ical, and the religious conditions. All point to a much later
time than that of the first thirty-nine chapters.
iI
!
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We shall note first the historical situation reflected
in chapters 40-55. The people addressed are not the scornful
and spiritually insensihle people of Isaiah's time, hat de-
pressed and contrite exiles in Bahylon. The period of exile
is, however, rapidly drav/ing to a close and the exiles are
soon to return to Zion,^ Zion is at present in ruins, hut is
to he rehuilt. Bahylon is now exalted, hut she is soon to
he hr ought lov;.'^ Cyrus, the deliverer, is well Imown and is
mentioned hy naine.'^ He is pictured idealistically as one
might picture him who hoped for much from hi;i.^ S-uch condi-
tions were those that existed at least 150 years after Isaiah
lived. Betw^een his time and the conditions reflected here
very much had taken place, xissyria's power had declined, un-
til in 612 3.0. Fineveh fell and Bahylon he came the dominant
power. in 59 7 B.C. Bahylon had carried some of the Jewish
leaders into exile. Again in 586 B.C. rehuchadr ezzar , the
king of Bahylon, had suhdued Jerusalem and had carried of many
more of her citizens to Bahylon. The walls were hroken down,
and the .city, including the temple, was hurned. Then after a
period of forty or fifty years the power of Bahylon hegan to
1. See Isaiah 48.14,20; 51.11; 43.14ff.
2. Isaiah 44.28; 49.14-21; 51.2; 17-23; 53.7-12
3. Isaiah 47. 4. Isaiah 44.28; 45.1
5. See Gr. B. Grray: A Critical Introduction to the Old
Testament, fl-few York: Charles Scrihner's Sons, 1913^ pp. "iftzi.
185 and T. IC. Che;;7iie: Introduction to the Book of Isaiah
(London: Adam and Charles Black, 1895) pp. 2'^9"-240
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decline and that of Cyrus, Mng of Persia, iDegan to increase.
By the time of the prophecies which vie are here considering,
Gjrpus had overcome the Lledes, 549 B.C., and then the Lydians,
546 B.C. The latter may not have "been accomplished at the he-
ginning of the prophecy, hut was accomplished soon after, and
hefore many of the prophecies had heen given. ?rom this it
does not seem prohahle t?iat Isaiah could have been the author
of this section of the hoo'i:. Those who argue that he was the
author say that he v/as carried forward in the Spirit and that
he saw these thin^ and virote them as a v/arning for those who
v/ould come after. .-e do not sa-j that such a thing would he im-
possible, hut there is no parallel to it in any of the sacred
writings. Then, too, it seems that if Isaiah had v«*itten these
chapters he would also have told the intervening events which
we have mentioned above. Yet, in spite of the fact that when
Isaiah does carry us into the future he starts v/ith the circum-
stances of his own day, we do not find any such thing in these
chapters, ?rom this standpoint, then, it seems to be beyond
question that the author was a different person from Isaiah,
the son of Amoz.
The foregoing has given us a hint of the political and
religious haclrground also. Ass37ria, the dominant v/orld power
of Isaiah's day is gone and her place is talren by Babylon. 2ven
j^abylon is represented as about to fall. As for the religious
background, in Isaiah's time the temple was standing, and was
a source of pride and confidence. ITov; the temple is in ruins.
(I
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and the people far from it.
V/hen vve turn to the ideas, "beliefs, and anticipations
of these chapters we also notice a difference from those of
Isaiah himself. This is noticed first of all, in the conception
of Ood. In chapters 40-55 we find a more developed conce?ition
of Grod than in the first part of the "book. (Jod is more trans-
cendent. The writer loves to §well on t'ne infinitude and eter-
nity of Jahweh, and on His incomparalDleness as the Creator of
the universe, the Author of life, and the everpresent Ruler of
historjr. Such ideas may he implicit in Isaiah's idea of Jahweh
hut there is no such direct statement of them as we find in
these chapters. We noted that one of Isaiah's characteristic
ideas was that of a remnant which would survive the world catas
troiohe and inherit the promise of the future. '>Ve may, indeed,
he ahle to catch traces of it in chapiters 40-55, "but it occu-
pies only a very suhordinate place, and is no more prominent
than in the ^jritings of some of the other later prophets. Op-
posed to tiiis is the fact that the peculiar mission and destiny
of Israel as a nation, which is given so much attention in
these chapters has no parallel in the undoulDted vvritin^^s of
Isaiah. iitill again, tnere is the fact that the central posi-
tion occupied hy the L'essianic Sing in the iiritings of Isaiah
is held here hy the figure of the Servant of Jahweh. .-hile
6. -See John Skinner: Isaiah :a-LX7I The CaralDridge Bible
(CamlDridge, Gamhridge University iress, 1917) pp. xx,xxi
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Isaiah may "have hints as to the future e^ctension of the Imow-
ledg:e of the true ^od "by means of the nation Israel, there is
not the prominence given the idea that we find in chapters 40-
55. Here the chosen people are represented as a "nation of
world traversing missionaries,"'''
V»hen we turn to the style and language the evidence ivS
just as decisive. Isaiah's style is forceful and compressed,
while that of the vrriter of these chapters is profuse and flow-
ing. There is also a tendency to amplify and to repeat. Box
puts it very well v/hen he says:
The worlc of Deutero -Isaiah is distinguished hy a certain
Ijrical quality among the other x^^oducts of the prophetic
literature of Israel. His language has a poetic quality
which reflects the exalted mood of an ecstatic spirit view-
ing events and persons from the altitude of a suhlime ideal-
ism, ratfier than from the x^oint of view of a practical pol-
itician or man of affairs.^
Isaiah, except for a very few phrases, seldom repeats, and never
dilates, hut the i^Titer of these chapters constantly comes haclr
to a few fixed themes with a "copiousness of diction which is
always impressive."^ Such repetition may he of the opening
word of a sentence or of some other emphatic word,"^^ or it may
he a series of descriptive clauses attached to the name of God,
or Israel, or C37rus.ll Both v/r iters are gifted with an unusual
7. T. K, Cheyne: 0£- cit . p. 244
8. (x. H. Box: The Boolr of Isaiah (ifew York, The Maomil-
lan Comi)any, 1909), p. 180
9. John Slcinner : oj; , cit . p. xxii
10. i:ote Isaiah 40.1; 43.11,25; 48.11,15; 51.9,12,17; etc.
11. See 40.22f.; 41.8f.,17; 42.5; 45.16f.; 45.7,18; 46.101
.
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sense of tlie sutiliine. In Isai?ah it is t?ie sulDlimity of concEn-
trated energy, v/hile in the later witer it is th.at of physical
magnitude. And \vhen it comes to language, one has hut to read
over the impressive list given hy Cheyne-^"^ to he convinced that
there must he a difference of authorship. The foregoing seems
to he conclusive evidence to the fact that this part of the
hook of Isaiah was v;ritten hy someone other than Isaiah.
The next question that confronts us is, "ilre these chap-
ters a unity?" There are some v/ho feel that these chaipters are
he
not a unity. This mayy)hecause ,of the apparent hreak following
chapter 48. In chapters 49-55 there is no more argument for
the omnipotence of Jahweh, and there is no more mention of Cy-
rus. This, however, need not indicate a lack of unity. All
that it indicates is that there has heen a change in the situa-
tion. Some hold that the entire group, with the exception of
the Servant Songs, is a unity. Xonig, after carefully examin-
ing eight arguments against the unity of the Servant Songs v/ith
the rest of the hook, comes to the conclu^:ion that none of them
are conclusive against the unity of the passages in question
and the rest of the hook.^^ This will he discussed a little
more fully when we come to the Servant Songs. But from what
has heen said, we feel justified in concluding that chapters
40-55 form a unity v/ithin themselves, and that they have come
-
12. See op . cit. pp. 260-270
13. See. Ed. Il6'nig: The Exiles' Book of Consolation
Trans, hy Ji A. SelMe
,
( EdiniourgTrTTrr &'~T7~orark," IHQ'^r^Is
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from one author. (Jeorge Adam Smith agrees v;ith this oonclusion
In speaking of the unity of chapters of chapters 40-66 he says
that the largest portion v/hioh we can consider a unity is chap-
f
I
ters 49-55.
The next question that naturally arises is "V/here were
i
these chapters vnritten or composed?" Here there is much dif-
ference of opinion. Various places have heen suggested: they
are Jerusalem, Bahylon, 2g3rpt, Phoenicia, Then, too, there is
the idea that chapters 40-48 were witten in one place and
chapters 49-55 in another. Because of this, we shall consider
each section separately as concerns the place of m-iting. 3!cin
ner accepts Babylon as the place of v.riting for chapters 40-48.
This is "because tiie iwiter is so familiar with conditions and
affairs in Bahylon. Then, too, he seems to "be very closely
linked mth his audience who are in Bahylon. Skinner aliso sug-
gests that he may have "been a court official, like Daniel or
Llehemiah, and that if so, that very fact would accomat for the
anonymity of the pr oi^hecy. As to the other places suggested
as a place of vTriting he says:
I
The alternative theories of Egyptian or Phoenician
authorship rest on nothing more substantial than the ref-
erence to Mesopotamia as the "ends of the earth", or the
writer's interest in the Mediterranean coastlands or the
perilous identifications of the name Sinim in xlix.lS ^.'ith
Pelusium or a place in Phoenicia. The idea that the proph-
ecy was witten from Jerusalem is equally destitute of
foundation, and v;ould proJ)ahly never have heen put forward
14. See John Skinner: ££ • oit . p. xxsriii
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"but for impressions derived from the later sections of the
hook, o^erusalem is hut twice mentioned (in xl-xlviii) as
the distant ideal centre and ,^oal of the x^nriter's hopes for
the nation(xl.9, xli. 27); and allusions to Palestinian
agriculture or social life are. so far as we can ;judse,
conspicuous "by their ahsence.-^^
V/e find /T more difficult v/hen we turn to chapters 49-55.
V/e have given, as our conclusion, the statement that these chap-
ters are a unity with the i-receding chapters as far as author-
ship is concerned. But there are signs that the situation is
not exactly that which lies hack of the ether chapters. In
this section there is }iO more mention of Gyrus or of the fall o:
Bahylon. These chapters, according to some scholars, are full
of exhortations to disillusioned and despairing people v/ho have
returned to rehuild their city for themselves and for those v/ho
are ahout to return. Levy is among these. He feels that 51.3
and 17 are most appiropr iately spoken on the scene of the deso-
lation, and that 52.11 seems to he spoken from some place out-
side of Bahylon to Jews who are still in Bahylon and who are to
carry the Temple vessels hack to Jerusalem. Thus he would
locate the place of composition in Palestine. In fact, he is
one who favors a Palestinian origin for all of the chapters as
far as Vne actual v^iting is concerned, for he says of even
chapters 40-48:
It is more than prohahle th-.t the pro-phet went with the
returned exiles, and that in Palestine he wrote dovm from
15. John o'Iriniier : £l_ . cit. Footnote no. 1 pp. xxxviii,
xxxix.
16. See l^euhen Levy: Deutero -Isaiah, (London: Oxford
Universit27 Press, 1925), p. 12
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memory the discourees tie had delivered "between 546 and
539 B.O.J-'^
There is a possihility here, hut we hardly feel justified in
going that far in re:?:;ird to chaxjters 40-48. In regard to the
other chapters, chapter 5o.l2f
.
, seems to announce a homeward
journesr. This implies that thej;^ were all still in Bahylon yet,
for such language would hardly have heen used of stragglers
and those v\rho had heen slow to take the opportunity to return.
The "best solution of this seems to he that of Bkinner.l^ He
suggests that since , according to Ezra 5, If., the edict for the
rebuilding of the temple was preserved in the archives of Bc-
hatana, instead of those of Bahylon, the natural inference is
that it was not issued hy Gyrus during his stay in Bahylon,
hut at a later time and from his IJediah capital. In that case
several months might have elapsed, and many difficulties have
had to he overcome, hefore the case of the Jewish exiles ob-
tained a favorable hearing from the Persian king. Thus the
second section of the Deuter o -Isaianic prophecies might well
have come from that period. This seems to he the best solution
to our problem. If r^uch were the case, then 52.9-11 very -prob-
ably refers to the restoration of the Temple vessels and the
departure of the first band of returning exiles under Sheshbaz-
zar. This would also explain the lack of the political element
in the proxjhet's outlook, the urgent appeal to individual Israe!
17. Reuben Levy: op . cit. p. 9
18. 0^ . cit. p. xl
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ites, and the concentration of his thoughts on the future glory
of Jerusalem.
The date has alread^;^ heen suggested "by what we have said
Chapters 40-48 must have TDeen i^nritten after 549 B.C., when Cyrus
hecame prominent through the overthrow of the liedian Iilmpire,
and the fall of Bahylon in 538 B.C. The irr ohahility is that
they were vrritten near the close ox this period. Then accord-
ing to the theory we have accepted ahove, chapters 49-55 were
written late in 538 or early in 537 3.0.
A word might "be said concerning the more recent theory
put forward hy Charles C. Torrey.l^ He rejects all the older
theories concerning these chapters. Ee gives as the "back-
ground the latter half of the Persian period, that is somewhere
"between 430 and 330 B.C. He rejects the idea of an important
deportation in 586 B.C. This, too, was merely of the royal
family. Jerusalem v/as a"bandoned only during the time that tlie
Chaldean army remriined in the vicinity. The peoj^le took temp-
orary refuge in Ammon, LIoa"b, Edom, etc. and s^^rfwri returned soon
after it left. This is the onlj restoration. The other ac-
count of a restoration from Ba"bylon is due to the Chronicler,
who had peculiar religious motives for presenting it as he
does. The conditions in the latter part of the lersian period
which he would give in place of the captivity in Ba'bylon
19. See C. C. Torrey: The Second Isaiah
,
A new Interpre -
tation
,
(Hew Yorlc, Charles Scrihner's Sons, 1928T i^p. 1-55
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as a cause for the prophecy were as follows: The population of
Jerusalem and other Judean cities had heen greatly reduced "by
emigration to Jewish|bolonies throughout the world. Because of
this tliere ?;as no great future for the 'Holy land'. It had he-
come only a remno.nt. Added to this was a new danger, the wor-
ship of foreign gods. The prophet was trying to arouse his
people by an appeal to history, past and present, and "by point-
ing to a future glory which was near at hand. Thus the proph-
ecy was not £0 much a"i)rophecy of comfort^' as a "prophec:^f re-
huke .
"
He includes in Second Isaiah chapters :54 -66 with the ex-
ception of chapters 36-33. Ee feels that they form a homogen-
ous group and are the v/ork of a single hand. ]?or him the uiiity
of authorship is manifold and clear. These chapters were com-
posed and WTitten dov/n in the order they now appear and were
v-Titten in Palestine, possihly in Jerusalem. The prophet ad-
dresses people in his own land. He sees no hint that the people
have ever heen anjn?;here else. The Second Temple has long "been
in existence and Jerusalem is still t)ie actual c^Mter of Jewish
worship. In fact according to 4.'3.23f. the people have "been
offering sactifices and performing their prescrihed rites. The
last he gets "by reading 43.23a and 24a as questions instead of
statements. He rejects the Cyrus -Bahylon passages as interpola-
tions, and hases his reasons on the meter, the immediate con-
text, and the fact of other similar interpretative additions.
He sees the prophecy as a prophecy of release from hondage and
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a triumphant return to Jerusalem, "but not from BalDjrion. It is
"by land and sea, and from the ends of the earth. There is the
prediction of the speed7 advent of a great deliverer, hut he is
the Annointed Servant of the Lord, the son of David, not the
son of Camhys^es, Torrey says:
There is not a word in II Isaiah v/hich could he said to
point plainly to Babylonia as the place of its composition.
A few scholars, in recent years, have thought of locating
the Author in ihoenicia, or Egypt, As for the sixth cent-
ury B.C. and a return of the Bahylonian jOlah , the entire
unequivocal evidence consists of the mention of Gyrus twice
hy name, and the presence of the names "Bahj^ion" and "Chal-
dea^' in three other passages which spealc of a "flight" from
a land of bondage. These proper names are all palpable in-
terpolations, . . . Drop them from the text in the five
passages mentioned, and there is not a word or phrase any-
where, ... to indicate that the prophet had ever heard
of Jewish exiles in Babylonia. -^0
This makes a very interesting and novel trjeory, but I
do not feel that he has made his point. Until I find farther
evidence in support of it I shall have to reject it. I have
presented it here merely because it presents the most extreme
view in opposition to that v/hich is accepted 'bj most scholars.
20. Qjj^ . cit . pp. 20,21
I
CEAPTER XI
PROPHECIES OP COI.IFORT AI^D HOPE
CHAPTERS 40-48
I. nmoDUCT ION
Chapters 40-48 form the first part of what we no^7 call
Deutero -Isaiah. As has "been stated in the introduction to this
part, these chapters were witten in Bahyian shortly "before the
fall of Bahylon. Cjttus was appearing ahove the political hori-
zon and the doimfall of Bahylon viras imminent, './e stated there
that the date was hetween 549 and 538 B.C. with a prohahility
that the
'
prophecies were written at least in the latter half of
the period. George x^dam Smith says, "There are fevi ch---.pters in
the whole of the Old Testament whose date can he fixed so pre-
cisely as the date of cria})ters xl-xlviii."l The eVer.ts reflect-
ed in tliem are so definite that it is not hard to date the chap-
ters. Konig thinks that these chapters once formed a cycle of
oracles which had an origin of their ovm, nnd prohaT:ly at one
time had a separate existence. 2 Such could have heen the case,
and yet he hy the same author as the chapters which follov/.
It is interesting to note that there are certain great
1. The Boole of Isaiah Vol. II Revised Edition, (London:
Hodder and ^.toughton, 1327 ) p. 12
2. See Ed. KSnig: The Exiles * Bo oV of Consolation
,
Trans,
hy J. A. Sen3ie, (Edinburgh: T.& S. Clarlr, 1899) p. 75
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governing truths around which these chapters seem to center,
George Adam Smith spealrs of them as heing:
, . . the one Grod, omnipotent and righteous; the one peo
pie, His servants and v/itnesses to the world; the nothing-
ness of other gods and idols hefore Eim; the vanity and ig-
norance of their diviners, compared viith his power, who,
"because He has a purpose working through all history, and
is hoth faithful to it and almighty to hring it to pass,
can inspire his prophets to declare beforehand the facts
that shall he. He has hr ought His people into captivity
for a set time, the end of which is now near. Cirrus the
Persian, already upon the horizon, and threatening Bahylon,
is to he tbeir deliverer. But, whomever He raises up on
Israel's hehalf, ^od is always Himself their champion. ITot
only is His word upon them, , hut His heart is among them.
He hears the hrunt of their Mttle.and their deliverance,
political and spiritual, is His oYna travail and agony.
V/homever else He summons on the stage. He remains the hero
of the drama.
^
These truths we shall find set forth in chapters 40.1-43.7.
Then in chapters 43.8-48.22 the proi^net merely elahorates them
and offers them more urgently to the people as Cyrus rapidly
advances.
present the deliverance from Bahylon according to the promises
of Jahweh. This involves Jahweh^s omnipotence, faithfulness,
and grace, the meaning o-f Cttus, and the condition of the Bahy-
lonian empire. The seconu profelem is spiritual. It involves
the preparation of the people for the freedom and destiny to
which thier release will hring them, their original calling and
mission, their character, and their need of a Servant of the
The proTjhet's prohlem is two -fold. He must first of all
3. cit . p. 151
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Lord, "beoause they had failed to he His servant, and how this
servant will come, the uethods he will use and tlie results he
will achieve.'^
II. THE PRELUDE
Chapter 40.1-11
This is a passage of ^reat heauty and it hreathes a
spirit of new-horn hope and enthusiasm. In this we find what
is really the central theme of the entire prox^hecy, that is,
the miraculous deliverance and restoration of the exiles. Th^
are to he restored to their home land. This fact is already
dimly revealed in this section though the prophet's mind is
occupied here mainly with the >:^lory and gracious character of
Jahweh, vv. 5. lOf. George Adam Smith calls t nis the four
voices.^ The first is the voice of grace, vv. 1,2, proclaim-
ing forgiveness and promising deliverance to the exiled nation.
The second voice is the voice of providence, vv. 3-5, calling
upon unseen forces to prepare a way for Jahweh through the des-
ert. Here we catch the idea that already supernatural forces
are at work to hring ahout the return of the exiles and to re-
veal the glory of Jahweh to all the world. The third, vv. 6-8,
is the voice of confidence in God's word. Human power is per-
ishahle, hut the word of Jahweh is enduring. It is upon His
4. George Adam Sm.ith: o_jj_ , cit. pp. xiv,xv
5. 01^ . cit. pp. 71-87
{
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word that the realization of their hope depends. The fourth,
vv. 9-11, is the voice of tl.e prophet himself calling upon idea],
messengers to Tjroclaim to Zion the restoration of her children
to her. This is to "be accomplished through the coming of Jah-
weh himself.
III. JEHOVAH, aOD OF ISi^AEL, THE ETCOLIPAIUBLS^
Chapter 40.12-31
This is a great hymn on the greatness of Jahv/eh. This
greatness is sho\m hy his power and wisdom as Creator of the
world. Here in the argument from Creation we see a holdness
of conception and a freedom of imagination to which we find no
parallel in the earlier literature. This prophet's freo^uent
appeal to it seems to marlr a distinct advance in the nation's
conception of ^od. The prophet has a tw^ofold aim here. It is
to recall those Jews who had lapsed from the faith and gone
after idols, and to encourage those who had "become despondent.
He is trying to inspire hoth with a true sense of the infini-
tude of Jahweh, their o\7n G-od. Jahweh's greatness is revealed
TD.y his operations as Creator, v. 12, by his perfect and self-
sufficient knowledge, w. 15,14, and hy the insignificance of
all that exists when compared with him, w. 15-17. Then follows
a sarcastic description of how an idol is made, w. 18-20, in -
tended to show how insignificant and worthless they are when
6. This title suggested hy A. B. Davidson: Expositor
,
February 1884, p. 96, and borrowed hy John S'kimier : Isaiah
, XL-
LX7I
,
(Cambridge: Cambridge Unifersity Press
,
1917), p. 7
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compared with Jahv/eh. Yerses 21-26 resume the argument of ver-
ses 15-17. If one will only stop to thifelc of natujre, and of
history, vv. 21-24, he will see that there is nothin,^ to com-
pare with Jahweh. Verses 27-31 apply these truths. If Jiihweh
is so great it seems incredihle that the exiles can think that
He is either indifferent to them or has forgotten them. Ee is
an everlasting 'Grod, with unfailing strength and unsear chahle
understanding. Those v.ho wait upon him will find im Him an in-
exhaustihle source of energy and life.
17. THE SOFiiKEIGlITY OP (iOD
Chapter 41
This chapter comes from ahout the time that Cyrus over
threv^ Croesus, king of Lydia. It may have "been immediately he
-
fore or immediately following. At any rate the nations seem
to he making new idols with feverish haste''' and consulting them
to knov/ what the out come will he. The chapter is in the form
of a dehate, first \¥ith the nations and then with the idols.
The prophet gives proof of J^-^hweh's sovereignty first in the
form of a dehate hetween Him and the nations. The nations are
summoned into His presence, v. 1, and the question given. The
question is, ""'.Vho has raised up Cyrus?"'
,
v. 2. The question
is ansv'ered in verse 4. The nations are tlirown into conster-
nation, and feverishly give themselves to the making of idols,
7. oee Hohert W. Rogers: ''Isaiah" The Ahingdon Bihle Com
mentary
,
(Hew York: The Abingdon Press, 1929), p. 655
11
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vv. 5-7. Following this, vv. 8-20, Jahweh spealrs words of en-
couragement and consolation to Israel. Israel is Jahweh 's ser-
vant, chosen irom the time of, and in the person of .^hraham, to
he the organ of the true religion, and never deserted, vv. 8-10.
Eee need not fear the coming world convulsions, for he will
put to shame all of his enemies, vv. 11-15. But now in exile
hec needs refreshment, which will te miraculously provided, w.
17-20.
The figures here are suggested hy the thirsty march
through the desert; hut,. . . the material hecornes a sym-
hol of the spiritual , --of JehovahV all-sufficient grace
for the needs of his people.^
Verses 21-29 resume the argument for the sovereignty of Jahweh,
though this time the dehate is with the idols. They are aslred
to give a minimum of evidence to their power, to predict or do
good or evil, vv. 21-24. They are ahle to do neither, while
Jahweh has toth predicted and raised up one to do His will, vv.
25-29. Therefore Jahweh is supreme.
A v;ord might he said concerning verses 2 and 25, in each
Cyrus is referred to, hut in one as from the east, and in the
other as from the north. This at fir^t seems to he a contra-
diction. But Cjrrus did actually originate in the east and in
the course of his triumphant advance he moved in a curve around
to the north, thus coming upon Bahglon from the north. ViTien
this is remerahered there is no real contradiction.
8. Jolm Slrinner-.op . ciit. p. 17
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V. THE OF JAKum
Chapters 42.1-43.7
Though we expect to devote a separate chapter to the
Servant Songs, we cannot avoid dealing v/ith them here. So much
of Deutero Isaiah is taken up with the idea of the Servant of
Jahweh even out side the commonlj?" accepted Servant Songs that
we must deal with them as they come. This section deals very
largely v/ith the Servant, his mission and his present abasement,
therefore we have It ''The Servant of Jahweh.''
We are first given the ideal calling and function of
the Servant, 42.1-9. Included in this is the first of the rec-
ognized Servant ^ongs, vv. 1-4. It gives us a picture of the
Servant from Jahweh' s point of view. He is chosen hy Jahweh,
V. 1, equipped with the Divine Spirit, v. 1, to "be the organ of
the true religion to the world. His manner will be unohtrusive
and tender, vv. 2,3, and he will, with uiiflinching constancy,
carry on his worlr to final and complete success, v. 4. In
verses 5-7 Jahweh pledges His righteousness to the fulfilment of
the ideal in the experience of the people. Then the promise is
confirmed hy an assertion of the Jivinity of Jahweh strengthened
"by an appeal to the power of prediction, vv. 8,9.
Verses 10-12 call upon the whole earth to rejoice in Jah-
weh, whose glory is soon to he revealed hy means of the great
redemptive act which will he the dawning of final salvation
-fnr

ino —
all of hamanitv. Verses 13-17 piotiire^ Jahweh as rousing Him-
self from His long inactivity, in order to redeem His people and
to overthrov/ idolatry. Chapter 42. closes with the prophet cal-
ling to Israel in its "blindness and wretchedness, vv. 18-25. He
calls them to consider v/hat the:/ have suffered at the hands of
Jahv/eh, and to recognize that it has "been the result of their
unfaithfulness and their misuse of religious privileges.
Chapter 43,1-7 follov^s very closely the last section of
chapter 42. The prophet again reminds the exiles that Jahweh
is the author of their calamities hecause they have sinned
against Him. But he also assures them that Jahv/eh has not de-
serted them. Instead He is ahout to redeem them, whom he has
chosen, vv. 1,2. He will ransom them with other great and 'pow-
erful nations because they have "been prescious in His sight, vv.
3,4, and will gather f their scattered memhers from the ends of
the earth, vv. 5-7. .
71. THE f50YSHSiaNTY Al'D GRACE OF J.\H',.'EH
Chapters 4-3.8-44.23
Again the argument from prophecy is repeated, vv. 8-13.
The nations are challenged to produce witnesses to ..rove tjiat
their gods have foretold this wonderful event, or even that ^my
past i)^ediction of theirs had corae true, v. 9. Jahweh produces
His servant Israel, v/ho
,
though "blind and deaf, is yet ahle to
"bear witness to the fact that He has given i^roof of his Divinity
"by predicting the great deliverance which is ahout to come, vv.
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8,10if. Jahweh then announces to His people that He is ahout
to cause the dov/nfall of Bahylon as the preliminary to their
restoration. Then will come an "exodus" that will surpass even
the exodus from Egypt, vv. 14-18, Then follows another picture
of the miraculous way through the_desert, vv. 10-21.
In the remainder of this chapter we see the Jrace of Jah-
weh. Israel has not "burdened Him with lavish offerings, "but on-
ly with sins and iniquities, vv. E2-24. Yet Jahweh, for His
own salre, forgives his trespasses
,
although Israel has forfeit-
ed all ciaim on His mercy, vv. 25-28. Jahweh will so hless His
people hy pouring out His spirit upon them that many proselytes
from among the heathen will voluntarily come and join the re-
stored community, 44,1-5. Yerses 6-8 again assert the sole
deity of Jahweh as a hasis for confidence in the future.
44.9-20 seems out of place here, and many feel that it
is an interpolation. The reasons for rejecting it are as fol-
lows, a. it hreaks the connection "between verses 6-8 and 21ff.
h. The language and rythm are unlike anything else in the
-.'liole
prophecy. c. Its didactic aima-wd love of detail are strange
and foreign to the glowing genius of Deutero-Isaiah.^ McPadyen
says
:
The pov/erful emphasis in vss. 6-8 on the greatness of
Jehovah has led to the insertion of an elaborate passage
on the folly of idolatry, which is exposed in a grimly hum-
$. See John Sldnner : o^^ . cit . pp54,55
t
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orous and scornful description of the process of idol man-
ufacture.-^'^
Even the makers o± idols are frail men, and the idols that they
make cannot help them, vv. 9-11. They spend much time and
strength in making the idols, vv. 12,13, makiiiT them out of
material that has "been selected at random from tne forest, and
which might just as vjell have "been used to cook the idol maker ' 4
food, vv. 14-17. The vnriter then exposes the strange hlindness
and infatuation of the idolaters which makes them incapahle of
making use of even the most primary principles of reason, vv.
18-20.
This section then closes with an appeal of Jahweh to his
servant, Israel to lay hold of these truths and to hold fast
to Him who forgives their sin and v/ho alone can redeem, vv. 21,
22, and a hymn of praise that is called forth "by the thought of
the great redemption, v. 23.
YII. IHOPHECIES LIAINIY COITCERIT DIG CYRUB
Chapters 44.24-45.25
This section gives great prominence to the person and
work of Gyrus. He haiS "been referred to hefore, hut here he is
brought prominently on the secne of action and addressed hy
name. Here he is presented as one who is to set the exiles
10. J. E. I.IcFadyen: Isuiah : The Bible for Home and
School, General editor: Shailer Llatthews : (New York: The Llacmil-
lan Qompany, 1910), p. 292
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free, to relDUild the Temple at Jerusalem and the city itself,
which in turn will result in the downfall of heathenism and the
universal conviction that Jah¥\^eh is the one and only God v;ho is
a deliverer, Cyrus is spoken of as Jahweh's shepherd, as the
anointed of Jahweh, etc. These are terms that Jahweh uses of
Israel also. But it should oe rememhered that Gyrus is chosen,
not hecause of his character, hut simply upon the sovereignty
and will of Jahweh. He is merely a tool.^^
Verses 24-28 are an introduction to what follows. Jah-
weh speaks to his people descrihing himself and gradually lead-
ing to the thought of his selection of Gyrus as the instrument
of His power. Then Jahweh addresses Cyrus and promises him
a career of victory, 45. 1-3. The calling and commissioning of
this man v/ho is a stranger to the true 3^od is in the interest
of Israel, v. 4. The final result will he the universal recog-
nition of Jahweh as the sole God. vv. 5-7.
The prophet then rehukes those who murmur at the calling
of this stranger, vv. 9-11, and asserts th>.t it is the absolute
sovereignty of Jahweh v>rhich is seen in the calling of Cyrus,
vv. 12,13. From these the "p^op-^'t turns to C^^nrus again, and.
Speaking in the name of Jahweh, announces the suhjugation of
certain African trihes or -peoples v;ho will hring their treasures
aid lay them at his feet, and aclmowledge the God of Israel as
the only God, vv. 14,15. Then in his own name, the prophet con-
11. See George Adam Smith: op- . cit. pp. 176 and 185
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trasts the false and the true religion, vv. 15,17
The corain.^ deliverance of Israel will result in the sal-
vation of the v/hole world. Jahweh's creation of a hahitaole
world reveals his character, and his goodwill to men, v. IS.
The way He has revealed himself to Israel also reveals the
same thing, v. 19. He has shown himself to "be the only right-
eous and saving God, and now all the people of the earth are
invited to look to Him and "be saved, vv. 21,22. This is per-
haps the most striking thought of the whole prophecy. Jahv;eh
then declares thT.t it is his unchanging purpose to so secure
universal homage, vv. 23-25.
VIII. THE DOVOTALL OF BABYIOIJ'S SODS
Chapter 46
In this chapter and the one following we turn from Cyrus
as the center of interest. The leading idea in these chapters
is the overthrow of Bahylon and the release of Israel from cap-
tivity. In verses 1-4 we have a contrast hetween the gods of
Bahylon and Jahweh. V/hen Bahylon falls either the people will
flee hearing their gods, or the conquerors will carry them avmy
In either case they will have to be horne and will he a dead
weight for m.an or heast. In contrast to this is Jahweh, Israel
(Jod, who hears His people. They do not have to save Him; He
saves them. 12 Then follows a sarcastic passage, vv. 5-7, on
12. See 'George Adam Smith: o^:,. 6it . pp. 193-197
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the folly of idolatry im-general. These verses are rejected
hy some heoause of their r eseinhlance to 44.9-20. But they make
no mar '-red "break in the comiection, nor in the rythm. Therefore,
"because of their close analogy with 40.18-20, which is not
questioned it seems hest to accept them as coming from iDeutero-
Isaiah. Verses 8-11 are a renewed appeal to the argument from
prophecy. It seems more severe than the others. In the con-
cluding verses of the chapter, vv. 12,13, the pi^ophet addresses
the opponents of Jahweh and announces the speedy/ release of
Israel as the goal toward which events are rapidly moving.
IX. ELEOY GIT BABYLOIT
Chapter 47
This chapter is an ironical elegy and strongly resem-
hles the ode on the ".ring of Bahylon in chapter 14.4-21. Bahy-
lon has heen proud, haughty, and hoastful, vv. 7,8,10, hut she
is doomed, with none to saire her, vv. 2,5,9,11,15. Her augury
and divinations will not help her, vv. 10,12,13. The city is
represented as exalting herself, and speaking of herself in the
same way tbit Jahweh spe&ks of himself, v. 8, hut because she
has trusted in her 7/ickedness, v. 10, she shall "be destroyed.
It will he noted that the prophet sees no good in Bahylon and
therefore holds out no hope for her as did Isaiah when prophe-
sying ahout Tyre in chapter 23.
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X. TEE CALL TO ^0 ^ORTH
Chapter 48
This chapter re -emphasizes some of the outstanding
themes of the prophecy. ;5ome of them are given here for the
last time.
The references to the victories of Cirrus, the predic-
dictions of the fall of Bah;/! on, the appeal to prophecy,
the distinction "between "former things" and "new things"
and the explicit identification of the Actual Israel v;ith
the Servant of the Lord, henceforish disappear from the
circle of the author's thoughts, along with other familiar
subjects, such as the polemic against idolatry and_t"iie im-
pressive inculcation of the sole deity of Jehovah. -^^
The proTjhet retakes Israel for unhelief and idolatrous prac-
tices, and asserts that predictions have heen given or withheld
in such a \my as to leave no douht that they were caused "by any
thing other than the -^ill of Jahweh, vv. 1-11
. Again the sole
deity of Jahweh is declared, vv. 12-16. Verses 3.7-19 are a
lament over the fact fnat Israel's neglect of the commandments
of Jahweh has delayed his salvation. This chapter closes v/ith
a ringing cry or call to go forth out of Ba"bylon with the proph-
et picturing the miraculous care Jahweh will give to thera as
they go, w. 20-22. Some take this as implying that Bahylon
has already fallen, hut since the call is renewed in 52,11,12,
it may merely he that the prophet sees the fall of the city as
very near and is giving an advance call to the people so that
they will he ready to go when the time comes. ".Ve turn from this
then to the next section of our hook.
12. John Skinner: opj . cit. pR7
i
CHiiPTEH XII
PHOPHSCIES OP EITCOURAaElISlvT
CHAPTERS 49-55
I. ILITRODUCTIOl^T
As we read through these chapters v/e cannot help notic-
ing a distinct change from those which preceded them. The con-
troversial tone is gone. There are no r,iore comparisons "between
Jahweh and the idols. V/e hear no nore of the conquest of Bahy-
lon or even of Cirrus. These things are all in the past. The
prophet is concerned now more with bringing messages of conso-
lation and encouragement to the exiles. He gives quite some
space to the glorious future of Israel. V/e find tv/cj^central
themes alternating with each other. Tr.e one is represented hy
the Servant of the Lord, the second "by the figure of Zlon. Both
are apparently personifications, and "both of the people of Is-
rael. The Servant represents the ideal Israel as t?ie instru-
ment of Jahweh. T'.vo tiiingi'-'-re to he accomplished "bv- the Ser-
vant, the restoration of the nation in unity and prosperity,
and the extension of the Imowledge of Jahweh, the true :>od,
to the nations of the v/orld. The figure of Zion is the repre-
sentation of Israel in its passive aspect, deserted and humhled,
hut yet the recipient of the hlessings which come as the result
of the su,fferings of the Servant.
4
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Some thinTr of triese chapters as coming from Palestine,
"but it seems "best to think of them as comin,^ from Bahylon and
in the interval hetween the fall of Bahjaon and the proclama-
tion which allowed the exiles to return to their home, '..e
have suggested this and treated it more fully in the introduo-^
tion to lart 17.-^ .ie now tui-n to the discussion of the chap-
ters themselves. They "begin v;ith the Servant of the Herd, or
of Jahweh.
II. C?EE SERVANT'S FIDELITY AKL ULTBLITS SUCCESS
Chapter 49.1-5
The first mention of the Servant in the ideal respect
was in chapter 42.1-4. There v;e v/ere given something of the
mission of the Servant and of the method he would use in carry-
ing out that mission. Here v/e get a new description of his mis
sion and of his experience. The Servant is conscious of the
mission entrusted to him, vv. 1-3, and is prepared for that mis
sion first of all hy his consecrated life, v. 1, and then hy
his ahility to spealr well, v. 2. Both of these things are the
work of Jahweh. His past efforts have heen slmost fruitless,
yet he retains his faith in Jahweh, v. 4. As his faith rises
triumphant over his douhts, he hecomes conscious of a larger
mission. l;ot only is he to "bring ahout the return of Israel to
Jahev/h, "but he is also to he a light to the (Jentiles to he the
1. See p. 98 helov/
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means of salvation for them, w. 5,6. Thus his mission is
greatly enlarged. The fact that the larger mission is laid up-
on him implies that he will he successful in the first mission
given to him, though he has thus far seemingly failed.
III. THE SERV/J\^T TRIED BUT TRUST IBO
Chapter 50-4-9
Vve s^re taking this passage out of its order "because v/e
wish to ^croup the passages preceding and following it into one
section. In this passage the servant is speal?:ing, describing
first of all his close and intimate communion with Jahweh which
especially prepares him for his taslr, vv. 4,5. Ee then expres-
ses his acceptance of the persecution th^.t comes to him through
the discharge of his mission, v. 6, and then finally voices his
unwavering confidezice in the help of Jahweh and the ultimate
victory of his cause and the discomfiture of his enemies hecause
of that help, vv. 7-9. Levy questions wheibher this should real-
ly "be classed as one of the ^Servant poems. He "bases his doubt
on the fact of a different rythm, tho.t it no where meiitions the
servant as the others do, that the description seems to he of
the experiences of the proi^het rafther than those of an ideal
messenger, that it fits well into the general "body of prophecies,
and that the experiences seem to he too personal to apply to a
nation in times gone hy.^ But the passage is really- indispens-
S.See Reuben Levy: Deuter o -Isaiah
,
( London: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1925), pp. 16,17
-1
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atle as a linlr "between the first tvio poems and the last. It
develops certain ideas suggested in the earlier peems and re-
semhles them in its dramatic form. But in its conception of
the Servant as a sufferer it ie closely related to the l^xst
poem. Thus it seems that we cannot justly leave it out of the
group that we call the Servant Poems.
IV. DCUBTJ5 ALTS'/vERED
Chapters 49.7-50.5; 50.10-52.12
As the time came for the exiles to return to Jerusalem,
there were certain douhts that came to them as to the possibil-
ity and the difficulties to he encountered. Thus this pection
seems to he meant for the earnest and pious minds in Israel,
who desired to return, hut who were hesitating to under talce the
journey hecause of certain douhts that rose in their minds.
The prophet starts with a general assurance to Israel that it
shall he released and that others will be led to Jahweh hecause
of it, vv. 7-9. Then he paints a picture of the seemingly mir-
aculous opening of a way through the mountains and the desert
to their home. This, again with chapter 41.17r20, is not merely-
a material miracle. It is a spiritual one. The way may he as
hard as ever, hut the new hope, the new joy, and the new faith
in Jahweh as a Orod of power and a Grod of love will malce the way
easy. It will level the mountains and smooth the way.^
See Seorge Adam Smith: The Book of Isaiah Vol. II (i:ew
York: A. C. .Irmstrong and H-on, 1890), pp. 383,384
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The first doa"bt then is expressed in 49.14. It is that
Jahweh has forsa:i:en Zion, This is prohahly a reflection of the
attitude of the people. Zion is the personification of the peo-
ple in the figure of a woman v/ith the individual memhers of the
people as her children. Therefore we note how appropriate is
the answer of Jahweh, vv. 15,17. It may he possihle for a wo-
man to forget her cliild, hut it is not pospihle for Jahweh to
for get Zion. Then follov^ some rich promises, vv. 17-25, ending
with the assurance that Jahweh v/ill cause all her children to
return.
A second douht come^-to the front in 49.24-26. Can these
exiles te taken away from the mighty ones who have heen holding
them captive? Again comes the answer of Jahweh that even the
captives of the mighty shall be taken away and delivered and
that it is He thnt is doing it. VjTien it is done all shall know
that it is Jahweh who is their Redeemer and Saviour.
Chapter 50.1-3 implies another douht. The captivity was
taken to mean that Jahweh had divorced Zion and put her away.
But it was not merely Jahweh that put them away, hut their in-
iquities, V. 1, Yet Jahweh is as ready as ever to save and to
redeem and his hand is as powerful as ever. The things he does
in the physical v/orld give ample evidence of thi^, vv. 2,3.
In 50.10,11 we flnd^ first of all^ an encouraging of the
"believers and a warning to tliose v/ho do not helieve. Terse 11
seems very much like an interpolation, hecause the thoughts are
I
^1
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not those that are character istic of Deutero -Isaiah.
Chapter 51,1-3 implies another dou'bt. inhere are such a
fev/ who are going iDack that the question comes. Can a nation he
rehuilt from them? The answer is an appeal to history. Just 4/
Jahweh hrou^ht a great nation from -^hraham, so can Ee now use
these who are returning even though they he hut fevj.
The rest of the chapter is given to further encouragment
Jahweh has a law that is to go forth and to be a light to all
the nations. Israel, is asked to loolc at the heavens, v. 6.
They may pass away, hut Jahweh' s salvation and righteousness
are everlasting, v. 5. Borne may revile them and reproach them,
hut they are to give them no heed, v. 7, for they shall pass
away, hut His righteousness and salvation are sure, v. 8. Then
follows an apostrophe to the arm of Jahweh, vv. 9-11. There is
an allusion to the ^ah;, Ionian story in which Llardulc destroyed
Tiamat (Rahah here) and thus formed the Cosmos. The people
call upon Jahweh to reveal his strength as he did when Ke cut
Rahah to pieces and dried up the sea for the Israelites to es-
cape from Egypt. Jahv/eh answers this appeal of the people giv-
ing them further assurance, vv. 12-16. In vv. 17-23 the proph-
et returns to the thought which we met in the opening verses of
the hook, namely, that Jerusalem's degradation is ended. The
city is pictured as a v/oman lying prostrate and unconscious,
intoxicated with the cup of Jahweh' s indignation which she has
drained, w. 17-20. The cup is now taken from her and given to
her enemies, vv. 21-23.
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Chapter 52.1-6 continues the precedin/^ picture. Zion is
to lay aside her soiled clothes and to put on her holiday attirti
Jahweh will no longer allow his name to be blasphemed through
the banishment and captivity of Eis people, vv. 1-3. Therefore
He will bring back his people, vv. 4-5. Then the prophet gives
a picture of Jahweh's triumphal return to Zion. He pictures
the heralds going before, vv. 7,8, and then calls u^Don the
v/aste places of Jerusalem to burst forth into singing and re-
joicing, vv. 9,10, and finally summons the exiles to speed their
escape from the land of their captivity, vv. 11,12.
J. 'THE SUB'FERIIia SERVANT
Chapters 52.13-53.12
This is the fourth and last of the Servant Poems. -xS it
stands in our English translation it is in strophes of three
verses each. But in the Hebrew each strophe is longer than the
one preceding it. ITor the most part it is .just one line added,
though in one case it is two lines. The difference in length
of the strophes can even be noticed in the English. This
gives the reader the very solemn impression of a truth
that is ever gathering more of human life into itself, and
S¥/eeping forward with fuller and more resistless volume.
-
The poem gives us first of all, ch. 52.13-15, the picture of
the ultimate exaltation of the fiervant. The second strophe,
53.1-3, gives us a picture of the unbelief and thoughtlessness
of them who saw the Servant and yet did not feel the meaning of
4. jeorge Adam Smith: oj^ . cit . p. 339
•
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of his suffering. In the third strophe, 53.4-6, the peoTJle
descrihe the suffering of the Servant as a suhstitu^te for them.
The foui'th strophe, 53.7-9, pictures the humility of t]:e Ser-
vant in contrast to the injustice which its-S sho\-m tov/ard him.
Then the last strorjhe, 53.10-13, returns to the main theme, the
fact that hack of men's treatment of the F^ervant and hack of
his suffering is (Jod's will and purpose.
There are some ^riho reject this as not from Deutero-Isa-
iah hecause ±i it were omitted the connection does not seem to
he hroken. Others reject it on the grounds of style, which is
iDroken, sohbing, and recurrent, while that of Deutero -Isaiah is
ordinaril:/ smooth flov/ing. There are also a numher of words
that are new. But the style and words may he accounted for hy
the new and tragic nature of the suhject. It is only natural
that such a suhject should have a different e^roression from
that of hope and assurance. Its location need not cause much
difficulty, for it is similar to that of 49.1-6. It comes im-
mediately after a call to go out. And after all, in relation
to the idea that it might he omitted without hreaking the con-
nection, it might equally he said of other great passages in
literature. G-reat passages in many works might he omitted with
out great violence to the thotght, especially if the reader were
not aware that it had heen omitted.^
5. See :Jeorge Adam Smith: o^ . cit . pp. 336-337
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VI. THE FUTURE GLOHY OF ZIOIJ
Chapter 54
As was stated ahoire, there are some that feel that there
is no definite conneotion "between thie cha-oter and Gh---oter 53.
But it dees ceem that the two chapter s^with much the same suh-
ject from two different standpoints. The exaltation of the
Servant implies the restoration of Israel and his wor'r and suf-
fering was a necessary condition for the accomplishment of that
restoration. Thus chapter 53 descrilDes the inward process of
conversion "by which the nation \7as iiBde righteous, and this
chapter descrihes the outward deliverance xvhich was the result,^
Zion, barren and desolate, is assured thjit her children
will "be more than ever and that she must enlarge her tent so
as to receive them, for they will spr-eed far around her, vv.
1-3. The shame of her youth and the rei^roaoh of her v;idov/hood
Mill he overcome hy means of her reconciliation to Jahweh, her
Husband and I.Ialeer
,
vv. 4-3. .^hat seemed to he rejection was hul}
the "brief withdrawal of Jahweh' s favor. ITow she is to he re-
stored with a new covenant with Jahweh which will he as un-
changeahle as the covenant with Toah or as the mountains, vv.
7-10.
Jahv/eh will cause Jerusalem to he rebuilt v\rith great
6. See John Slrinner : Isaiah XL^T/T'/t; The Cambridge
Bible, f Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1917) p. 151
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magnificenoe , vv. 11,12. Her citizens v/ill en.joy perfect iDeace
v/ithoat even the thought of oppBession, for they shall all he
disciples of Jahweh, vv. 13,14. Even the enemies of the city-
will "be throvm into confusion and no v/eapon that is forged for
use against her shall prosper, vv. 15-17.
711. TEE (JRACIOUB IITVITATIOF
Chapter 55
Verses 1-5 contain the gracious invitation to the hles-
sings of the new covenant. Salvation is freel:/ offered, and
those who are engaged in the pursuit of earthly good, are in-
vited in the name of Jah^'-eh, to come and find the complete sat-
isfaction of their v/ants hy accepting what is so freely offered
vv. 1,2. Skinner says of t?iis:
The message of the Jospel— its freeness, its appeal to
the individual, its answer to the cravings of the heart--
is nowhere in the Old Testament more clearly foreshadowed
than in this truly evangelical passage.'''
Then in return for ohedience, Jahweh will make an everlasting
covenant with them which vsrill hring them them within the Iles-
sianic community and assure the realization of tlie j)romises
made to the house of Javid, vv. 3-5.
In verses 5-13 v/e have the final summons \7ith its grac-
ious promises. The summons is urgent for the day of grace is
at hand when Jahweh is near and pardon may he found through
repentance, vv. 3,7. This will come hecause Jahweh' s thoughts
7, op . cit . p. 158
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far escell the thoughts of men in love, and mercy and ,grace, w.
8,9. His,v;ord which is to renev/ the world and hring redemption,
has already gone forth, and will not return unto him void, any
more than the rain and snow returns to the heavens without hav-
ing first watered the earth, vv. 10,11. The prophet then re-
turns to a picture which he has used a number of ti .ies. The
deliverance is at hand, and the exiles are to 50 out, ijrohahly
from Bahylon, with great joy, and the trees and vegetation that
will spring up along the way baclr to Jerusalem will remain as
an everlasting memorial of Jahweh's power.
In these chapters we have given only incidental attention
to the Servant passages. In the next chapter we shall discuss
them in a little more detail.
1

CHAPTER ZIII
THE SSRYAITT 05^ JAHV/EH
I. I1\TTR0DUCTI01T
In Deutero -Isaiah we have four great ]passages knoim as
the "^ervant Poems. They are 42.1-4; 49.1-5; 50.4-9; and 52.13-
53.12. These passages have great interest for us. Levy says:
They represent the most original, and perhaps for us
now the most valuahle part of t/ie proi^het's teaching, de-
scrihing the mission of the 'Servant of Jahweh,' who is
to spread the knowledge of Jahweh in the world, to "be a
'light to the nations,' and to hear a hurden of suffering
as a part of his mission.^
Sut it is not only in them that we meet the idea of the Servant
of Jahv/eh. If it -vere, our problem in regard to them might he
simpler. The fact that the Servant is mentioned outside of
the passages mentioned gives us added prohlems. In this chap-
ter we shall consider the unity, authorship, and date of the
Poems, and then give some attention to the identity of the Ser-
vant.
II. WITY
There has heen little, if any douht as to the unity with-
in the Poems themselves. Theu all seem to have one central
theme and to deal with one cmitral character. The question as
1. Ruehen Levy: Deutero -Isaiah
,
(London: Oxford Univers-
ity Press, 1925)
,
p. 13
((
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to their unity has "been alv/ays concerned with their unity in
relation to the refit of t/ie prophecy, ^ome feel that they are
unrelated to the rest of the prophecy in any way. Thus in this
connection Levy says:
They are prolDahly an independent cycle of passages, not
original in their present context, into which after com-
pletion of the general "body of the prophecies, they were
inserted, together v/ith redactional verses that were in-
tended to conceal the joins.
^
But there are many who cannot accept this theory of these won-
derful passages. Xonig takes each argument against the unity
of the Servant Poems with the other parts of the hoolc, --the
arguments from rythm, from diction, from the alleged isolation
of the Servant loems, from the mutual relations of the Poems,
from the anonymity of the Servant, from the alleged individual
character of the Servant, from the vocation of the Servant, and
from the character of the deliverance spoken of in these pas-
sages --and after a careful examination of each concludes that
none of them are decisive against the unity of these passages
with the rest of the "booli.S ...nd Porrey is convinced that they
. . . are made out of the very same material as the
contexts in \^^.ich they are nov/ embedded. Their language,
style and mode of thought all "belong distinctly to II.
Isaiah."^
Dean Ehudson also helieves that "To eliminate them would he, as
2. opp . cit . -p, 13
3. - See Ed. Zonig: The Pxiles^ Book of Consolation
, Ttans
lated hy J. A. Selbie, ( Edinhurgh: T.&T. Clark, 1899), pp. 3-
71
4. Charles G. Torrey: The Second Isaiah
, A Few Intgrpre -
tation, (iJevj York: Charles Scrihner's Sons, 1928) p. 138
^
(
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Budde says, 'to gouge out the eires of the hook. Thus it
seems best that we accept the unity of these passages with the
rest of Deutero -Isaiah.
III. AUTHORSHIP
It would seem that since we have accepted the unity of
these passages and the rest of Deutero-Isaiah, there would he
no question as to the authorship. But there are some who ac-
cept the unity as far as meaning is concerned, hut yet feel
that these passages came fl*om a differant author. But since
ic
we find in them the same universalisty^spirit that we find in
the rest of the worli, and since the idea of the Servant is also
used in the other parts of the work, it seems that there can
he very little question hut that they came from Deutero-Isaiah
himself. In this connection Cheyne remarks, "'That they come
from the school of II. Isaiah is clear, nor is it, I think, at
all impossihle that they may he the work of II. Isaiah himself.'
17. DATE
Since we have accepted the unity of these passages and
the rest of the hook of Deutero -Isaiah, and have accepted the
common authorship, there is very little question as to the
date. Yet some feel that Deutero -Isaiah may have v^itten them
5. Alhert C. Ihudson: The Beacon Li,;jhts of irophecy
(The ..:ethodist Book Concern: l^eW xork, 19147 p. "^7(7"'^ ^
6. T. Z. Cheynei Introduction to the Book of Isaiah
(london: Adam and Charles Black, 1895), p. ^09
c
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earlier and then later inserted them in or woven them into his
prophecy. According to Dean ISnudson, that was once the posi-
tion of irofessor Sellin. His main reason for thin so, how-
ever, was that he identified tlie Servant with Xing Jehoiachin
and therefore an earlier date would he more fitting. Later
Professor Sellin abandoned this idea as to the identiy of the
Servant,^ and prohalDly also as to the date of the ioems for
then there was no more reasoiS for holding to an early date.
It seems hest to consider the date as approximately that of
the rest of the work of Deutero -Isaiah.
Y. IDELITITY OIP THE SERVAIJT
The question of the identity is the one v/hich has caused
greatest difference of opinion. There are som^who hold to the
idea t?iat the servant was some individual, and others laho have
held that the Servant was either Israel, or perhaps, more prop-
erly the ideal Israel. V/e shall "briefly consider, both possihil
ities
,
There are at least two reasons why some seek to identify
the Servant with some individual. I^irst, the servant in at
least two places seems to he expressly distinguished from Is-
rael. fiTote 49,5 and 53,8) Second, the description of the Ser-
vant in chapter 53 is so highly individualized that an individ-
7. Albert G. TTnudson
.' Git , p. 271
8. See E. Sellin: Introduc :ion to the Old Testament
,
Trans, by W. llontgomery, (Hew York, (Jeo. H. Doran Company, 1923)
pj^. 143,144
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ual interpretation seems necessary. But among those v/ho think
of the Servant as an individual, none seem to agree. Some
think of him as a teacher of the lav/ who was a leper, some iden-
tify him with Zer uhatihel , Some identify him with the prophet
himself, and others find various individuals who. they think
it might "be. But there are certain passages which seem to
look at the .Servant as heing the nation itself. Then there
are other arguments against an individual interpretation of the
Siervant. They are as follows; a. He is definitely identified
with the nation in the jjresent text of one of the passages,
that is in 49.3. "b. xhe thought of resurrection of an individ-
ual is found only in much later passai^es, and c. an Old Testa-
ment prophet could hardly have ;Bpoken of any contemporary in
language like 52.13-55.12.^
If we accept the identification of the Servant with
Israel, then we are presented with the further question as to
whether it was the acutal historical Israel, or the ideal Is-
rael that is meant. There are several oh Sections to regarding
the Servant as "being the Historical or actual Israel. Tj^ey
may "be stated as follows,: a. The description of the Servant
as olDedient, sinless, and humhle does not correspond to the
actual character of Israel. I'. If Israel suffers for the sins
of others
,
then the others must be the heathen nations. This
would make the words in the first part of chapter 55 the words
9. See S. leake: The I r obi em of Suffering : in the Old
Testament
,
(London: Robert Bryant, 1904), pp. 183, 18^
i
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of the heathen, and this seems incredilile. c. The P-ervant and
Israel seem to he expressly distinguished in 53.8 and 49.5,6.
•iTie other alternative is to think of the ;-:ervant as the
ideal Israel. There are some advantages in this. First, the
language is not too elevated, and it gets a?/ay from the diffi-
culty resulting from the sinfulness of Israel and the right-
eousness of the Servant, Second, this interpretation helps
accoant for features transferred to the Servant from the historj
of Israel or of the righteous remnant, or even of individuals
such as Jeremiah. But there are also certain difficulties.
They may he stated as follows: a. l^lsev/here Deutero -Isaiah
speaks of the Servant in language that is inapplicahle to the
ideal Israel, h. it is not quite iiatural to regard the ideal
Israel as ::uffering for tnelx sins. c. If it is the ideal Is-
rael, then part of the mission of the Ideal Israel is to restor€
the actual Isrr.el from exile, c. ' 'e must omit the exile from
the sufferings of the Servant, and thereby cut them off from
the contemporary historical situation
. This leads to a fail-
ure to find in them the author's solution to the proi)lem that
pressed so heavily upon him.H Skinner offers ansv/ers to
these ohjections. a. Incompatihle is most too strong a word to
use for difference of degree. It is not incredible that he
should draw out the true ideal in its fullest sense and signif-
icance, "b. The idea of the ideal Israel suffering for the sins
10. ;:>ee A. S. Peake: op-..cit. pp. 184-190
11. See. Ibid. pp. 191,1!!^<!
"
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of the nation is not ins urmo imtable difficulty if ive reinemlDer
that the Servant -ideal is one that includes all that is relig-
iously significant in the life of Israel. c. In relation to
the third oh section it may he isaid that the distinction hetv/een
the ideal Israel and the actual Israel makes it possihle, from
an abstract standpoint, to regard the ideal as the agent of de-
liverance for the latter, d. Instead of omraitting the exile
from the suffering of the oervant "
It v/ould seem that the sufferings of the Exile, as ex-
perienced "by the spiritually minded Israelites, are pre-
cisely those which could he most naturally attributed to
the ideal represented hy the Servant, as formin^i; the aton-
ing element in the calamities which overwhelmed the nation
as a whole ,12
Thus , while this theory is faced with some grave difficulties,
it seems to he the best explanation v/e can '^ive if we hold to
the national interpretation.
An interesting suggestion is given by (George Adam Smith
v/hen he puts forth the view that the proi:)het passed from the
conception of the Servant as referring to the entire nation, as
it seems to outside of the four Servant Poems, tlirough the con-
ception of the Servant as the "personification of the true, ef-
fective Israel as distinguished from the mass of the nation,
'
13
and finally to the conception of the Servant as an individual.
This would account for the individual aspect of the last loem.
12. John Skinner: Isaiah ZL^LXVI, The OamJ^ridge Sible
(Cambridge: Gambridbe University Press, 1917), Appendix p. 270
13. The Book of Isaiah, vol. II (IJew York: A. G. Arm-
strong and Son, 1890), pp. 25G-277

Since we as Christi^.ns have "been ficcastomed to thinl?: of
the last Servant loem as picturing the suffering's of Christ, a
word on the Ilessianic interpretation of the idea of the Servant
v;ill "be in order. It is not i^roTDahle that Dentero -Isaiah was
consciously predicting either the v/orlc or the sufferings of the
Ilessiah when he wrote the great Servant Poems. He was thinMng
of his own people and the ideal that lay ahead of them. Ee was
gathering up into one concept, that of the Servant, the highest
ideals which he could picture. ^iTnether he looked for the ful-
filment of that ideal in the nation as a whole, or in some one
individual, no one will ever Imow for certain. But this thing
is certain, that in Jesus of IJazareth we do find the fulfilment
of that ideal. Here, as in the I.Iessianic prophecies of Isaiah,
whether the vnriter had a particular person in mind or ijot, the
ideal has been fully realized in the person of Christ. 'r>ere
are those who feel that there is hac--r of these, even though it
may have "been unconsoious on the part of the v/riter, the I.Ies-
sianic ideal. Thus Torrey says in this coniiection:
In the hackground of hoth pictures of the future v/ork
of the Servant, the restoring' of Israel and the hringing
of light to the I>entiles, stands the figure of the .moint-
ed 0 e. Generally ohscured, perhaps intentionally, "by the
personification of the Jewish people, the outline of an
ideal person, the preJicted leader, can nevertheless he
made out with certainty. 14
With this, then we leave Deutero -Isaiah and turn to lart
V and Trito -Isaiah.
14. ojr . cit . p. 146

PART V
TRITC - ISAI/iE
CHAPTER XIV
niTRODUCTIOlT
V/e cocae now to the l&st chapters of the Boole of Isaiah.
They have come to "be called Trito-Isaiah to dist inguisli them
from the true Isaiah and Deutero -Isaiah. Here, as with Deutero-
Isaiah, it will he seen that the hackground is not that of the
eighth century, nor is it that of Deutero -Isaiah. Because of
this it has come to he accepted hy many scholars that these
chapters were v/ritten hy a different author , or authors, from
th'^t of either the first thirty nine chapters or of chapters
40-55. 'iVe turn now to the reasons for helieviii.^y^^iapters 56-66
come from a different time and from a different author than the
other parts of the hook.
First of all we shall note some ideas which especially
mark tl.is off from Isaiah, the son of Amos. In 56.4,6 and 58.
13 we find a reverence for the sahhath that is in strong con-
trast to the external way in which Isaiah regarded it. (LTote
1.13) Again, the spiritui:l view of fasting in 58.5,7 reflects
a very late date, v/hen the legal and proi^hetic teaching were
hoth accepted as authoritative. And finally in 63. 15-34. 12
the prophet's v/illing identification of himself with the guilty
nation is in strong contrast to the rehukes of ''This people" in
..
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6.9; 8.6; and 29.13.^ Tliue it is seen that these chapters can
hardly he thought to coine iTom Isaiah, the son of .unoz. This
will he shoim all the more forcihly when we present the argu-
ments to show that they are also ]^ ter than Deuter o-Isaiah. V/e
pass now to these arguments.
Here we note, first of all, that the general purpose and
suh;jeGt is different. In chapters 40-55 there was the one dom-
inant purpose:
To roune the exiles out of their desponetency , and to
fill them, "the Bervant of Jahweh'' with enthusiasm for
their true destiny, whigh is to instruct the vorld at
large in true religion. '-^
In doing that the vjriter dwells upon the omnipotence of Jahweh,
His purpose to redeem Israel, and tlie power lessness of the
idols and the people alike. In these chapters, 56-66, there is
no general purpose. There are miscellaneous themes. The m-iteit"
is concerned ahout the admission of eunuchs and strangers into
the Jewish community, the illegal practices of the Jews, the
careless leaders, the inhuman practices, the disregard for the
sahhath, and other things.
V/e note, further, that the historical and social hack-
ground of chapters 56-66 is different from that of 40-55. There
are nc aore illusions to C,7rus or to 3ah3;^lon. The people who
1. See T, K. Gheyne : Introduction to the Book of Isaiah
(London: Adam and Charles Black, 1695 ) , p. 246
2. G. B. G^ray: ^ Critical Introduction to th e Old Testa-
ment
,
(Hew York: Charles Borihner's Sons, 1913T, p. 185
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are addressed seem rather to "be li'tring on the mountainous areas
im Palestine, 58.3-7, suhject to neglectful leaders, 56. lOf.,
and to the native unjust tritiunals, 59.3-9,14. The references
to the Temple and altar are predictions, not of the restoration
of what does not exist, hut of what is to happen in a Temple
and on an altar now in existence, 56.5,6,7; 60.7.
In addition to these things, there is greater prominence
given to the Sahhath and a reference to the Holy Spirit, S.j.lO,
11. There is also a difference in style which is especially
noticeable in the Eehrew. These things all suggest a date later
than the time of Deuter o-Isaiah.^
We may now consider the date. This is not as easy as it
v/as with Deutero-Isaiah. There are no clear' historical allus-
ions as there were to Cyras in cha^Dters 40-55 to help us fix
the date. But there are suggestions. There are evidences that
the Temple was rehuilt. 56.5-7 reveals that there \i&s a temple.
In 55.7 and 57.13 the words "my holy mountain'' imply the exis-
tence of the Temple for it was the Temx^le that sanctified the
mountain. In 57.19 the v/ords "fruit of the lips" imply praise
and v^orship, and therefore worship in the Temple. 58.2 also
implies regular Temple service. 60.13 and 65.11 also suggest
that the Temple was rebuilt and in existence. Then there are
practices that suggest a time previous to that of ITehemiah.
3. j^or these arguments in full see G^. B. G^ray: or)
. cit.
pp. 185, 186
I
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The universalistic attitude of 56.1-8 must "be prior to the
nationalistic outloolr of llehemiah. The state of the religious
leaders, the idolatrous worship, and t?ie superstitious practices
revealed in 56.9-57,13 would never have been permitted under
llehemiah. The non-observance of the Sabbath also points to a
time prior to Hehemiah. Then chapters 60.10,11 and 51.4 clearly
show that the walls of the city had not yet been rebuilt. Theisre
things, then, the fact that the Temple y^s rebuilt together with
the fact that the walls were not rebuilt and the existence of
practices which ifeheviiiah would not have allowed indicate that
the date must be between 515 B.C., the date of the rebuilding
of the Temple, and 444 B.C., the date of Tehemiah's return. A
more accurate dating than t?iis is not possible.^
The authorship of these chapters cannot be stated with
any accuracy, ^ome thinlr they are the work of one man whose
name we do not laiov/ and whom we have corae to call Tri to -Isaiah.
Others think that they are anonymous prophecies written during
the period indicated above and the return of I'^ehemiah. Btill
others think of them as tlie work of Deutero -isaiuh dU3f*Lng the
later years of his life. This however seems least i^robable of
the possibilities.
The prophet ^s message is not altogether negative. It
does reflect the later legalistic emphasis on certain observan-
4. See W.cO. E. Oesterley and T. H. Robinson: Introduc -
tion to the Books of the: Old Testai::ent
,
(New York: The racm'il-
lan Company, 1954) pp. 282 -284
(
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ces, liut it also has some fjreat positive summonses, Thus he sug-
gests that the true servioe of G-od is "
... to loose tr.e honds of wickedness, to undo the
hands of the yoke, to let the oppressed go free, to deal
thy hread to the hungry, to hring the vagrants home, to
cover the naked, to satisfy the afflicted soul, ^
He also has great hopes for the new Jerusalem, v/hich is to he
" a rejoicing, and her people a joy" (65.18). He does not,
however, have a very exalted place for the foreigner. They
are to he sheioherds, and plovraen, and vinedressers, for the
Jews, 61.5. Even their v;ealth is to he trihutary to trie Zews
,
60,11 and 61,6. The propihet's style seems to he imitative,
rather than original. Thus it seems to "be more lahored and
stilted than that of Deuter o-Isaiah, though there are passages
of rare heauty. fiTote 60.18-20)
V/e turn now to the consideration of the prophecies them-
selves. Since there are no clearly marked divisions of any
4-
great length we shall deal with"'^°^all in one chapter.
5. Isaiah 58,6,7,10
(
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CMPTER XV
THE PROPHECIES 0? TRIT0-ISAL4H
Chapters 56-66
We have called this chapter the -'Prophecies of Trite
-
Isaiah'; not hecause v/e feel, or mean that they all come from one
man whom we call Tr it6-Isaiah, hut "because they come in the last
section of the Book of Isaiah. There seems to te evidence that
there ^-:7ere more than one author to this section.
I. CCIICBRimT'3^ EUITUCHS AIID PROSELYTES
Chapter 56,1-8
As one hegins to read this passage he is immediately con-
scious of a change in tone from that of cha^^ter 55. There were
the glowing hopes and aspirations of the period of the restora-
tion. The eunuchs and proseljT-tes seem rather a trivial subject
to follow the redeemed of the Lord, a whole people who are in-
vited to come hack to Jahweh and to take up the march home
across a transformed desert. The situation is at once seen to
he different. In the face of foreigners who were attracted to
the worship of Jahweh and who were zealous in their practices,
a new spirit of exclusiveness had hegun to show itself. Then
there were some v/ho may have heen compelled to iDecome eunuchs
and vho would therehy ie excluded from the \7orship hy the law.
-
The prophet comforts, these oj offering to the eunuchs a monument
in the temple which will he hetter than sons and daughters, and
i
1
i
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"by oonfirming the right of the proselytes to a full share in
the worship of the new Temple, vv. 4 -7a. He hases this on the
principle that the religion of Israel is to rise ahove all dis-
tinctions of race and that the Temple is to he ''a house of pray-
er for all nations," vv. 7h, 8. This seems to feflect a time
somewhat previous to the coming of llehemiah.
II. THE DEMORALIZATION OF LEADERS Al^D PEOPLE
Chapters 56.9-57.13
This section may he divided into two parts. The first
pictures the unfaithfulness of the spiritual leaders and the
resulting distress of the people. The prophet calls the wild
animals of the field to come and devour the flock, that is the
people, for the rulers have neglected their duty; they have
heen inefficient, slothful, greedy and sensual, vv. 9-12. The
result is that the righteous perish and nohody cares, oh. 57.1,
2. The second part is a denunciation of the idolatrous party
who seem to care nothing for the true religion. The pro-phet
pictures these as a hastard face and summons them to the har of
judgment to hear the divine sentence upon their TDold idolatry,
57.3,4. Then he mentions the pagan rites v/hich they practice,
w. 5-9, in spite of the teaching of experience, vv. 10,11, and
finally pronounces judgment upon them, vv. 12,13. Some have
felt that this, with the next section, must he pre -Exilic, he-
cause of the Palestinian coloring of 57.5,5, the reference to
persecution in 57.1, and the correspondence of the sins attrih-
uted to the community with those of Israel "before the Exile. But
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the conditions v/ill fit just as well after the Exile, when there
was mixed, v/orship with pagan elements in it. It could very
easily come from some time prior to the Samaritan Schism.-'- In
fact, this too, might come from the time ^'ust previous to the
coming of IJehemiah.
III. BLESSB03 BT F.fflORE FOR TEE FAITHFUL
Chapter 57.14-21
Here the prophet turns with a message of comfort to those
v;ho are dei^ressed and contrite. The things that are hindering
their salvation will he removed, v. 14, and, though Jahweh is
"the high and lofty One that inhaTaiteth eternity, whose name is
Holy" yet He is also near those who are contrite and humhle.
For them He will avert His anger and "bring healing and peace,
vv. 15-19. But those who persist in their wiclrednes and impen-
itence are excluded from the promised hlessing, vv. 20-21.
IV. THE TRUE ABD FALSE ./OHSHIP
Chapter 58
This seems to he a picture of the Exiles hack in Pales-
tine though not num.erous enough to rehuild the city. At least
"The old w^ste places" of verse 12 seems to suggest that the
city is still in ruins. Also the "repairer of the hreach" in
verse 12 seems to he an allusion to ITehemiah. Therefore it
seems that this should he dated very near to the time of the
1. See T. Z. Cheyne: Introduction to the Book of Isaiah
(London: Adam and Charles Black, 189o), pp. 315-321
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return of llehemiah.^ The peoi:)le are ansious to secure the leg-
al righteousness which will sector e the fulfilment of the prom-
ises, and are therefore zealously fasting and performing their
rites of v/orship. xhey complain that their fasts are disregard-
ed hy Jahweh, v. 3a. The proiDhet^ answer is a cuestion as to
whether they can expect the Irind of fasting they are doing to
he seen and accepted hy Jahweh, vv. Sh-S. In contrast to this
he asserts that the kind of fast that will "be acceptatile to
Jahweh :Consists in showing justice to the opi^ressed and kind-
ness to those who are distressed, vv. 3,7. \ihen they meet such
requirements of true religion, then their prayers will he an-
swered, and conditions will he changed, vv. 8-12. A similar
promise is given in connection with the proper observance of
the Sahhath, vv. 13,14.
7. THE SIl^TPUL PEOPLE AMD THE DIVIirE DELIVERAHCE
Chapter 59
This chapter is closely related to chapter 58, though
its range is wider. The central theme and the historical situ-
ation are the same. The prominence given to the social injust-
ices and crimes implies a degree of independence and political
responsibility that could hardly he attributed to the Jev/s whilo
they were in exile. The chapter may be divided into three partsi.
The first p-rt deals with the sins of the people, vv. 1-8. the
people seem to feel 'that the obstacle to thexr deliverance is
2. T. X. Gheyne: op . cit. yy. 525-328
1!
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the impotence of Jahweh, v. 1. In opposition to this the proph-
et asserts that the ohstacle is neither the impotence nor the
indifference of Jahweh, hut that it is their own sins thqt have
come hetween them and Kim, v. 2. He then points oat the flag-
rant disregard for the moral lav/ of which the entire coormunity
is guilty, vv. 3,4, and pictures how utterly corrupt are many
of the people, vv. 5-6.
The second part of the chapter, vv. 9 -15a, is a confes-
sion of the. sins which are the cause of the peoi^le's misery. In
this the prophet identifies hi^iself with the nation and spealcs
in the name of the nation.
I
?rom loh -21 the tone changes and there is strong antic-
ipation, ^ince the people are so entangled in their sins, and
there is no one to deliver, vv. 1513, 16a, therefore Jahweh him-
self undertakes the task of salvation, vv. loo, 17. The proph-
et then pictures the destruction of the enemies of Jahweh, the
universal manifestation of His divinity, and the redemption of
Zion, which all come as a result of Jahweh' s interposition, w.
18-20, and closes with a promise of the gift of the divine Spir-
Lt to the true Israel throughout the coming generations, v. 21.
The eschatolngical note in this, especially in verse 19, causes
^'f'^the
some to thinxyjSection as very late, much 3^ ter even than the
time of Ilehemiah.^
3. See V/. 0,E. Oesterley, and T. E. Hohinson: IntroductionM Books of th e Cld Testament , (Few York: The Uacmillan Com-
.
pany, 1934) pp. 264,285
f1
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71. HEDEEIIED
Chapters 60-62
This section is much different in tone from that of the
preceding chapter. The clouds of sin and impending judgment
roll away and we see the 'rising sun of Jerusalem's prosper-
ity."^ These chapters resemhle chapters 49-55 and if they had
followed immediately upon chapter 55 they might have heen ta^^en
as the work of Deutero- Isaiah. "They have a i.ielody and tieauty
! not al all unvjrorthj- to compare with chapters 40-55." Torrey
is of the same opinion. He says that these chapters are a ser-
ies of cut gems which are equal to anything in the earlier part
of the book. ^ Gheyne, however regards them as imitative of
Deutero -Isaiah and says that they have a poor, labored arrange-
ment v/ith a lack of variety of expression. He also gives a
number of evidences that suggest that these chapters are a late
date. Thus the city is cut off from the rest of the world, 60.
16; it is poverty stricken, ill -governed, and ill-defended, 60.
16-18; its population is small, 60.4; the walls are not yet re-
built, 60,10,11; 61.4; the temple is rebuilt, 62,9, but it
lacks beauty, 60.7,15; and many Jewish people are still far
from home, 61,1. These things suggest a later date that that of
,,,,,,, , ,
4. Jolm Skinner: Isaiah XL-LX7I The Cambridge Bible
,
( Cambridge: Cambridge Univer sitj;- Iress, 1917 )
,
p. 195
5. H. V/. Rogers: "Isaiah" The Abingdon Bible Commentary
,
(iTew York: The Abingdon iress, 1929 ) p. 668
1 6. Charles C. Torrey: The Second Isaiah
,
A Kew Interpre-
tation
,
(i^ew York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1928T, pp. 9,10
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Deutero -Isaiah.
Chapter 60 is a x-ict^re of the glory of the Jerusalem
that is to he. -it a tiue v/hen the rest of the world is covered
with dar>mes£ the light of the glory of Jahweh v/ill "be seen up-
on Jeru^ lem, vy. 1-3. The Children of _.ion return. They are
hr ought TDy the various nation?, among whom they have heen living
As they are brought the nations also hring their resources and
wealth as a tribute to Jahweh, vv. 4-9. Zion then becomes the
mistress of the world, with the other nations subject to her,
and their peoples serving the Jews v/ith their labor and with
their possessions, vv. 10-16. The new comuunity will prosper
and peace and righteousness v/ill be supreme v/ithin the borders
of the nation, v. 17f. Jahweh himself ivill be the everlasting
light for it, V. 19 f. The inho.feitants v/ill be righteous and
will possess the land forever, v. 21 f.
Chapter 61 is a proclamation of glad tidings for Zion.
The prophet announces himself as the herald of Jahweh, v/ho has
been anointed by the spirit and commissioned to bring cheer
and comfort to the distressed people and to proclain the coming
day of spiritual emancipation, vv. 1-3. This passage reminds
us somev/hat of the Servant Poems of Deutero -Isaiah. But the
. . .
function claimed by the spealrer canjiot be said
to transcend that of a prophet, and seems to fall below
the level of the Servant's great vjor'k. He is only the
herald of salvation, v/heress the Servant is its mediator;
there is nothing here to suggest the profound moral in-
7. See T. K. Cheyne: oiy
. cit. pp. 336-347
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fluence which is the character istio of the Servant's min-
istry to Israel, for it does not appear that the mission
of consolation here descrihed consists in anything else
than the proclamation of the coming glory, './e miss also
the element of universaiism v/hich is so conspicuous in the
Servant's worli; and the allusion to a''day of veiigeance"
strides a note which is never found in the undoulDted utter-
ances of the Servant.
Q
The rest of the prophecy is a picture of the glorious future of
Israel. The old waste places, possihly the walls, are to "be
rebuilt, v. 4. Israel will then hecome a priestly people with
foreigners to do their v;orls: for them, vv. 5,6, and the people
shall "be douhly repaid for all of their past sufferings, vv. 7-
9. The chapter closes with the prophet spealring for the com-
munity and exulting in the prospedt of the glorious spiritual
springtime which is about to coue, vv. 10,11.
Chapter 52 gives us the prophetfe announcement that he is
going to lahor unceasingly on "behalf of Zion, "because he is con
fident that the time is at hand when her righteousness is to he
revealed to the whole world and when she shall he given a new
name, vv. 1-3. Instead of "being forsaken she will rejoice in
"being reunited to Jahweh and in having her children with her,
vv. 4,5. Jahweh promises them salvation and freedom from op-
pression- "by foreigners, vv. 6-9. Then the prophet issuES a
last summons to "prepare the way of the people," vv. 10-12.
8. John Skinner: Ojy . cit . p. 204
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YII. THE DEf^TRUCTIOlI OF THE FOES OP ZIOIT
Chapter 33.1-5
The annihilation of Zion's foes is the counterpart to
her glory pictured in the ipreceding chapters. The text seems
to suggest that this is a victory won over Edom, and one can
easily understand how such fierce delight as this might attend
such a victory, since the hatred of the Jev/s for the EdSmites
was so deep. But, as a counterpart to Zion's glory, it would "be
more in keeping if it referred to the destruction of all of
her enemies. Yerses 3 and 6 suggest this. Then, too, with "but
slight changes in the writing of the -.vords rendered Edom and
Bozrah the references to these places disappear, therehy allow-
ing for the v/ider outloolc. This would then make verse one read
".Vho is this that oometh all red.
With garments more brilliant thain those of a vintager?
The passage then gives us a picture of Jahweh, dressed in a
garment stained with the "blood of his enemies, returning from
a victory Vifhich He won over them singlehanded. Such a victory
meant that the year of Zion's redemption had come.
VIII. A PRAYER FOR THE DIVIITE FAVOR
Chapters 33.7-64.12
This passage is an impassioned prayer v;liioh comes from
the very heart of the community. Its occasion is the long con-
9. J. E. IIcFadyen Isaiah" The Bihle for Home and P^cTnoo]
Edited "by Shailer i-Iatthews, (Few YoHk, The I.Iacmillan Companv
1910)
,
p. 397 "
(
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tinued period of adversity. It is very hard to date. Zne
reference in 54.11,12 gives the most difficulty, oo far as is
lmo\?n there was only one time vmen the Temple was "burned, and
that was in 566 B. C. This would then tal:e it feack farther
than the age of Tri to -Isaiah, for the second Temple was in ex-
istence at that time, ^heyne v/ould hring the date dovm to c.
350 B.C. when he supposes there was a destruction of the Tem-
ple. '-^-^But this is all supposition and we have no historical
evidence of such a destruction. Some take these verses as a
later addition and v/ritten after the destruction of the Temple
hy Antiochus 3piphanes in 170 B.C. The "best solution, however,
seems to date it soon after the return from Bahylon and there-
fore hefore the second Temple T?;as huiltj--^ This would mean then
that the the author was different from the author of the rest
of these chapters, tut a very late date would mean the same
thing.
The prayer "begins with thanlcsgiving for ancient mercies
and hlessings, 53.7-14. ii^om this the writer turns to the pres
ent, which is very gloomy, asking Jahweh to take notice of the
people, for Ke alone is their father, vv. 15,15. He then re-
monstrates with Jahweh for v/ithdrav/ing from His people and ther
iDy causing them to "become hardened in sin, vv. 17,19. This is
followed "by a passionate plea that Jahweh will show mercy to
10. See T. Z. Cheyne: oj^ . cit. pp. 358-363
11. See John vilrinner : ojr^ . cit. pp. 219 -220
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the nation, and foi;^give the people, 54.1-7. The section closes
with a final appeal to the Fatherhood of Jahv/eh and His consid-
eration for the worlr of His hands, v. 8. The v.Titer asks Jahweh
to rememher that they are His people, v. 9, and to consider the
the condition of Zion and the Temple and then have compassion
upon them, vv. 10-12.
IX. THREATS AFD PROMISEf?
Chapters 65, 66
In this, the concluding section of the Book of Isaiah,
v/e have a number of threats to the apostates and of promises
to the faithful. Two suggestions may he given as to the ident-
ity of the two classes referred to. It may he merely the dis-
tinction hetween tlie faithful godly group and the mass who were
continually engaging in heathen practices, '.-e find such a dis-
tinction throughout the entire history of Israel. 0± it may
"be that the apostates are the half-caste Samaritans while the
faithful are the strictly religious and legal party which ex-
isted ahout the time of i.Ialaohi and the date of Trito -Isaiah.
The latter seems the more prohahle. ^^
Chapter 65, 1-12 draws a contrast hetween the two -parties
the apostates and the faithful, A final sentence of doom is pro-
nounced upon the apostates, vv. 6,7, and 11,12, while the right-
eous will he sxoared, vv. 8-10. In verses 13-16 the two classes
12. See John Skinner: oi^ . Git. pp. 230,231
»
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are more definitely oontrasted, with the annoimceTnent that the
apostates will he completely anihilated, -.-.'hile the faithful
will remain in the land. The chapter then closes with a picture
of the glorious future and the "blessings which will come to the
People of Jahweh in the i.Iessianic age, vv. 17-25.
Chapter 56 opens "by reminding the people that no es.rt'hly
house is sufficient for Jahweh, "but tlB t his true service is
in humility and contrition, vv. 1,2, and goes on to ijronounce
doom upon those who are disobedient, v. 4. The faithful are
then cheered "by the prom.ise of rjrosperity for Zion, vv. 5-14.
Verses 15-18a contain an announcement of judgment, and are fol-
lowed "by the announcement of the glory of Jahweh tliroughout the
whole world, vv. 181:, 19, and the complete restoration and per-
petuity of Israel, vv. 20-22. The prophecy then closes v/ith
a picture of the fearful fate of those who have refused to suljffii
to the will of Jahweh, vv.23,24.
From what has heen given it will he seen that the Book
of Isaiah does not all come from one man, nor from one time,
hut that that fact does not destroy its religious value. Some
of the parts that do not come from Isaiah, the son of .).moz are
possessed of as great a religious value as are the mrts that
do come from him.
I
APPENDIX I
A UEW nfTERPRSTATIOE" OP CH/^PTSRS
50.i-ll AUD 53.1-12
A new interpretation of chapter 50.4-11 and of chapter
53 has "been put forth. According to it these passages contain
"biographical and autohiographical material. These have ordin-
arily "been considered as among the Servant Bongs. Yet there
has alv/ays been a noted difference hetween the implications of
chapters 50 and 53 and those of the other Servant Songs. These
chapters have an individual application while the others refer
to the nation as a whole. The usual explanation of these pecul-[
iarities is that given in the "bo^ir of the Thesis."^ But to many
that explanation has seemed strained and far-fetched.
We have iDeen accustomed to think of chapter 50.4-11 as
one of the Servant Songs in which the Servant speaks for himself
But it seems more prohalDle to many that it is an account, given
"by the prophet himself, of the experiences v/hich came to Deuterc
Isaiah. Thus in verses 4 and 5 he mentions the daily spiritual
discipline which he uses and which enahles him to "bring comfort
to those who are weary. That discipline is a daily listening to
Grod. Because of that he is alDle to "sustain with words him that
is weary." In these words we catch an echo of what the prophet
1. See pp. 118,119, 122,123.
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gives as his message in the opening verses of chapter 40. In
verses 6 and 7 he pictures his gentleness under persecation.
Verse 7 especially reveals his ovm experience of that same sus-
taining power which he was to mediate to others. The near pres|
ence of God, which gave him such power, also made him fearless
in the face of dangers from others who might oppose him. He
voices this fearlessness in verses 8 and 9. Since he has ex-
perienced so much opposition and persecution, he Imows that his
disciples will also have to face much the same 'kind of opposi-
tion. Therefore he challenges them to a similar reliance upon
(xod, vv. 10,11. In those difficult hours which they will have
to face their reliance must he, as his has heen, upon Grod. The
auto
interpretation of this chapter as a partial/^"biography of the
prophet is hoth new and interesting, and offers ground for fur-
ther thought and study.
Chapter 53 has "been grouped with chapter 52.13-55 as the
fourth Servant Song. But such a grouping always caused some dii
ficulty since the earlier Servant Songs clearly referred to the
nation as the Servant Wnile t?iis passage has a very strong in-
dividualistic oast. Llany have thought that the one to whom this
Song referred must he some individual and have therefore looked
for someone might fit the description. Kone have "been found
however. The newest interpretation, and one which merits fur-
ther study and thought separates 52.13-15, with the exce-otion o
52.14h, from chapter 53, and thinlis of chapter 53 together with
52.14h as heing biographical material coming ±rom a disciple of
i
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Deutero-Isaiah, If such Tdb the case then the sufferer who is
pictured is the prophet. Such a view fits very well with the
conception of the suffering end-ored "by the prophet as it is sug-
ested in the autohiographical material of chapter 50. Fdillowing
such an interpretation 52.141) is placed inmiediately following
53.2 and preceding 53.3 where it fits very well, './ith such an
arrangement 52.13-15 then fits very will with the rest of chap-
ter 52. 53.1,2, 52.14"b, and 53.3-12 then give a picture of the
sufferings of the prophet^ whom we have called Deutero-Isaiah,
together with the result of that suffering. Thus then, the firs
part, 53.1,2; S2.14"b., 53.3, is a description of the career of
the prophet as it is given "by a disciple who is loolcing back up-
on it. That career ended in a martyr's death. 53.4-5 pictures
the vicarious suffering of the teacher. The disciples "begin to
i|inderstand that the teacher's suffering had a meaning "beyond him-
self. His suffering v;as on their "behalf. In 53.7-9 is the pic-
ture of the martyr, suffering ignorainbus death "because of the
sin of others. This is also in accord with the picture of the
gentle acceptance of persecution which v/as given:'! in 50. o, 7.
But his life had "been such that the disciple felt that death
could not he the last word for him, 53.10-12. There is no clear
ly stated doctrine of resurrection or iininortality here, "but it
does foreshadow such a doct±ine. In some ^vay, even after he had
"been crushed, the disciple felt that he would again lay hold up-
on life. The prophet had so pictured the :jOlden Age that was
to come that the disciples could not thinlc of the coming of that
fi
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era, v/hich was identified v/ith the Day of Jahweh, v/ithoat feel-
ing that in some way their teacher must also "be included in it.
One without the other v/as inoonceivahle. The root idea
of the Day of Jahweh for them was justification for the
righteous, hut it would he no justification if it did not
hring this prophet his due. To maintain faith in the justic
of Grod, the followers could helieve nothing else than that
their leader, who was to them the emhodi nent of righteous-
ness, should share in the imminent justification.^
Thus the view that chapter 53 was written hy a disciple and that
it refers to the prophet himself is hothlinteresting and sugges-
tive.
2. James. D. Smatt: A IIew Approach to Isaia.h 40-oo A
Summary of a Thesis presented to the University of Toronto for
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, 1931, p. 5. l?or a oom-
lete discussion of the prohleras presented in this Appendix see
the entire hoolrlet.

APPENDIX II
CKHOITOLOGHGAL AHRAliaElIEITT OF 'THE
BOOK OF ISAIAH
Chapter Date SulDject treated
6 740 The Call of Isaiah
2-4 740-735 The Three Jerusalems
1 735 The G-reat Arraignment
5.1-7 735 The Vinyard Song
5.8-24 735 A Series of Y/oes
5.25-30 and
9.8-10.4 735 Oracle against Ephraim
7.1-9.7 735-734 Prophecies during the Syr o -Ephrairai
-
tic V/ar.
7.14-15 735 A Messianic Passage
17.1-11 735 Oracle concerning Damascus and
Ephraim
11.1-9 734 A Messianic Passage
14.28-32 727 or 722
or 705 Oracle of Philistia
23 727 or 722
or 701 Oracle Concerning Tyre
38.1-8 714 HezeMah's Siclmess
39 714 The Emhassy of Merodach Baladan
20 711 An Acted Oracle Against Egypt and
Ethiopia
15 and 15 711 or 701 Oracles against Moah
28.1-22 704-702 An Unheeded V/arning
28.23-29 704-702 An Analogy
i
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Chapter
29.1-14
29,15-24
30
31
32.9-20
32,1-8
10.5-34
14-24-27
17.12-14
18
22.1-14
22.15-25
33
35-37
Date Subject Treated
704-702 The Humiliation and Deliverance of
Jerasalera
704-702 A Llessianic Forecast
704-702 Oracles Against the Egyptian Policy
704-702 Futility of the Egyptian Alliance
704-702 An Appeal to the \/omen of Jerusalem
701 A Messianic Prophecy
701? Oracle Against Assyria
701 ^acle on Assyria
701 Overthrow of an Assyrian Army
701 Oracle Concerning Ethiopia
701 Jerusalem Hehuked
701 A Change of Ministry
701 Jerusalem Distressed and Delivered
701 Sennacherib's Attempts to ta>e Jeru-
salem
21.1-10 c550 An Oracle on BahylSin
21.11-17 c550 Oracles on Edom and Arabia
13.1-14r23 c549 The Fall of Babylon
24-27 349-330 The Little Apocalypse
40-48 540-538 Prophecies of Comfort and Hope
49-55 538-537 Prophecies of Encouragement
63.7-64.12 530-520 A prayer for Divine Favor
57.14-21 516-444 Blessings in Store for the Faithful
11.10-16 Post -Ex. A Prophecy of Return From Exile
12 Post -Ex. Songs for the Hew Exodus
19.15-25 Post-Ex. Oracle Concerning Egypt
4i
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Chapter
34,35
38.9-20
56.1-8
56,9-57.13
58
59
60-62
63.1-6
65. 1-66.22
66.23,24
Date Subject Treated
Post -Ex. The Destruction of Edom and Redemption
of Zion
Post-Ex. Hezelciah's Song of Thanksgiving
c444 Concerning Eunuchs and Iroselytes
c444 The Demoralization of Leaders and
People
o444 The True and False V/orship
0444 The Sinful People and the Divine
Deliverance
o444 Zion Redeemed
c444 The Destruction of the Foes of Zion
After 397 Threats and Promises
c 200 Destruction of the Wicked
IT. B. All the dates in this tahle are B.C.
ii
DIGEST OF THESIS
This Thesis is"A Critical Introduction to the Book of
Isaiah." vVe have taken the Book of Isaiah as we find it in our
Bihles and then hroken it up into its component parts, examin-
ing each to determine its unity, date, and authorship. In doing
this the following order was used;
In part I we gave a general introduction to the prohlem
with which we were faced. V/e have the hook of Isaiah, hut in
it we recognize some work that cannot come from Isaiah, the son
of Amoz. Our prohlem was to determine what parts of the hook
were really hy Isaiah, and what parts have to rejected. In
determinir^g this we considered the hackground *of the various
passages or groups of prophecies. If the hackground pointed
definitely to a time that v;as later thsiti that of Isaiah, v/e de-
cided that it \vas not from the prophet Isaiah. The next task
was then to determine as nearly as we could the date of the
sections. This we tried to do for all the parts of the hook,
those that came from Isaiah, and those which we rejected. In
relation to certain sections of the hools; we examined them for
their unity as well as for authorship and date.
In Part II we discussed the prophecies that come from
Isaiah, the son of Amoz. These fall into three groups. There
are^ first of all^ the prophecies contained in the first twelve
chapters which center around Judah and Jerusalem. For the most
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part these prophecies come from some time previous to t?ie Syro-
Ephriamitic war, that is previous to 735 B.C. In this group v/e
found the prophet's call, the experience v;hich was the inspirat-
ion for his entire ministry. Here also were a nijmher of Messi-
anic prophecies in which we found something of Isaiah's hope for
the future. The second group consisted of oracles which con-
cerned the surrounding nations almost entirely. They were
found in chapters 13-23. In tiiis group were oracles against
Assyria, Philistia, Hoah, Damascus, Sphrai.a, Ethiopia, Egypt,
and Tyre. There is some question as to the authenticity of some
of these, "but after examining the arguments we decided in favor
of Isaiah for most of them. The third group consisted of ora-
cles which dealt mainly with the relation of Judah and Jerusalem
to Egypt and Assyria. Here we saw, more fully developed, the
prophet's opposition to any Egyptian alliance. There were also
two llessianic prophecies in this group. Hot all of the passages
were Is^ianic "beyond all douht, "but we determined to accept all
as from Isaiah. This group consisted of chapters 28-33.
In part III we dealt with the sections of chapters 1-39
which v.ere not from Isaiah. Some of these prophecies concerned
Isaiah, hut were historical in nature and always mentioned him
in the third person. Others concerned Bahylon and other nations
but revealed a tii/.e that v/as far removed from that of Isaiah,
therefore we concluded that they could not come from Isaiah.
Included in this group were such large sections as chapters 24-
87; 34,35; and 36-39, together with a numher of smaller sections.
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In part 17 we dealt with the section of the Book of Isa-
iah that has oorae to "be Imown as Deutero-Isaiah, that is with
chapters 40-65. This we found to reflect the conditions of the
close of the Exile. Cyrus was already appearing upon the scene,
and the restoration of the Captives was in sight. The prophe-
cies were written in Bahylon, prohahly hetween 549 and 537 B.C.
Since the time reflected here was so far removed irom^hat of
Isaiah, v;e decided against his authorship of the section. The
prophet emphasized the majesty of Jahweh, His control of the
world, including men and nations, his saving and redeeming pow-
ers and his righteousness. He also emphasized the future glory
of Jerusalem. Prom its message of hope and comfort this pa^t
of the Book of Isaiah has "been called "The Exiles' Book of Con-
solation!' In here we aiso find the Servant Poems, in which is
gtoi the prophet's conception of the mission of Israel, and his
viev/ of suffering.
Part Y was given to a consideration of the last section
of the Book, chapters 56-66, commonly known now as Trito -Isaiah.
V/hile v;e found the preceding section to "be a unity, we found
that there was much less evidence of unity in these chapters.
In fact there is good ground for Relieving that at least part
of these chapters came from a different ti.ue and hackground
from that of the rest of the section. This section reflects
a very late time, prohahly as late as from 430 to 330 B.C. iTo
very accurate date could te assigned to it. There v/ere some
very good passages in the section, though much of it seemed to

Tdg imitative in character . It dealt largely with the contrast-
ing of the true and the false worshippers, and v^^ith the ulti-
mate destinies of each.
Thus in this hoolr we find a numher of prophecies which
are undouhtedly from Isaiah, the son of Amoz, together with a
large number that do not come from him at all, nor even from his
tim.e. A numher of the smaller sections form a unity within
themselves, while others are merely stray prophecies or oracles
which have found their vmy into the Boole of Isaiah, prohahly
through the v/ork of some editor or redactor.
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